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AGS Capabilities and Possible Improvements

Wu-Tsung Weng

Brookhaven National Laboratory
 

Upton, New York  11973

This brief review is to give you a summary of both the current AGS

capabilities and several possible improvements which either have been under-
way for awhile or are still at the stage of contemplation. Your comments,
suggestions, especially concrete proposals for experiments, are very much
welcomed.

I. INTRODUCTION I.  The Status of the AGS

Listed below are some basic parameters of the AGS.  They will be useful
for later discussions.

Fixed ParametersR.R. Rau, Discussion Leader

Circumference 807.1 m Harmonic Number            12

8                        22.86 m        T                           200 MeVmax injection
8                        10.16 m        E                             8.5 GeVmin transition                                ..
X                         2.26 m Bunch Separation 67.26 mp max

Xp min 1.47 m D = 8.66X

Uy
= 8.70

Parameters before Extraction

E                        29.4 GeV            fs                      180 Hzextraction

Intensity 1 x 10 PRP
113 Momentum Spread *1.5 x 10-3

Normalized EmittanceRevolution period 2.694 Fs.ec

BY€x 50 x 10-6m-rad
Bunch Length 35 nsec

50 x 10-6m-radBye
Bunch Separation 190 nsec Z

Beam Size at B
Cycle Time ave

FEB 1.3 - 1.6.sec ave 1.6 cm
AX)

SEB 2.4 sec Ay) 1 cm
ave

1
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Over the past few years, on the average, we run the machine for experi- We  intend to replace or introduce the following items as necessary:

ments for about 30 weeks per year.  The ratio between slow beam and fast 1.  Replacement of the ring vacuum chambers.

beam is about two to one. If we assume that the machine does accelerate 2.  Improvements of the vacuum system.
1.0 x 1 13mp for every second for thirty weeks, then the total number of 3.  Spare motor/generator set.
protons accelerated would be 882 x 1017.  We call this number the unitarity 4.  Emergency power supply.

limit for best possible AGS operation.. Shown in Fig. 1 is the statistics 5.  Ring aperture increase.

of the total number of protons accelerated in years from 1974 to 1978. 6.  Consolidation of control rooms and control system improvement.

The dashed curve is the unitarity limit with average accumulation, while 7.  New gauss clock.

the solid curve is the limit assuming the first ten weeks are for FEB and 8.  30 GeV beam dump in the ring.

the next 20 weeks are for SEB. 9.  Improve beam spill feedback.

From this chart, two trends are obvious.  First, we are improving 10.  Wide-band pick-up electrode.

from year to year.  Second, we are approaching the unitarity limit. 11. Transverse emittance monitor.

Figure 2 is the layout of the experimental beam lines.  The only 12. Ytr-jump system.

thing different from what you have seen before is that there will be a

new beam line and a new target station called D station in the slow extrac-
Here we do not have time to go through all of them, but I will talk

tion  channel. For those who are interested  in the existing beam lines, I about  the  item  No.   7  as an example. For those  who are interested  in  the
1

2

refer you to a report  by Dr. G. Bunce of EP&S Division where you can find rationale of any of the improvements, a complete report by Dr. Y. Y. Lee

the latest information on the intensity of protons on targets and the energies is available.

and flux of secondary particlea. Let us look at item No. 7.  The accelerated proton momentum is a

crucial parameter for experiments.     It is especially important  for  the
II. Component Oriented Improvements momentum phase space stacking of ISABELLE injection which requires a

There are several motive forces pushing the AGS to be a better machine. momentum stability of better than 1 x 10-4.  To know the energy, we have

First, the AGS intensity has reached 1 x lO13PVP; therefore, the reduction to know the magnetic field in the ring.  Presently, the magnetic field

of radiation exposure on components and personnel is a predominant concern indicator in the AGS (called the gauss clock) is an integrator for the

of our Department. Secondly, the reliability and flexibility  of the machine. field in the backleg winding of one of the main magnets.  The system is

Thirdly, as you all know, the AGS is going to be used as an injector for the adequate for present AGS operation, but it does. not take into account the

future ISABELLE.  ISABELLE injection will require control of the machine to residual field nor the leakage field at saturation.  The new system should
much higher precision (at least one order of magnitude) than what we can do measure the field inside the main magnet gap in order to achieve the re-

now.  Finally, the ever changing picture in high energy physics and the con- quired precision.
stantly varying demands from the users will require new modes of AGS

operation. III. Prolect Oriented Improvements

To meet these goals, a comprehens ive review   of AGS improvement s has 1.  AGS slow extraction and switchyard improvement proiect.

been underway. In  this  sect ion  I  will  list  some  of the component oriented The  present slow extraction system includes four sextupole magnets,

improvements to be implemented within the next five years.  In the next a thin septum magnet at F5, and an ejector magnet at F 10. To improve

section, some of the project oriented improvements will be discussed in more            i         upon the extraction efficiency, an electrostatic wire septum will be

detail.                                                                                     I         installed in the ring in the H20 straight section.  Another major project

3                                                                                                                            4



4better than one part in 10  has to be implemented to meet the requirements

is the complete reconstruction of the first 200 ft of the switchyard. In for ISABELLE.

so doing, we can raise the overall delivery efficiency from an average of 3.  H- injection and Linac diagnostics.

70% to better than 90%. The benefits are obvious: Presently we accelerate H  in the 200 MeV proton linear accelerator
+

1)  reduction in the personnel burden of potentially lethal radiation caused and inject them into the AGS.  The beam coming out of the Linac is smaller

by proton losses on extraction and splitting septa; 2)  better reliability than the available AGS aperture; therefore multiturn injection is possible.

resulting from reduced component radiation damage; 3) increase in protons But Liouville's Theorem puts a practical limit on how many turns can be

delivered that can be used to serve the new D target station; and 4)  significant
+

injected into a synchrotron with an H  ion source.

improvement in the reliability and flexibility of adjusting the ·beam split- With the pioneering development of H- ion sources at BNL and successful

ting ratios through improved beam transport hardware and instrumentation. application of H- injection at ZGS and FNAL, the H- injection has now came

The project has been going on for more than a year and now most of the of age.  The injected H- beam can pass through the existing H  beam transport

components are ready to be installed in position.  We have scheduled a three line without restriction, and a carbon stripping foil will strip the electrons

month shutdown of the AGS from March to June of 1979 for the reconstruction. from H- converting them into H . Free from the restriction of the number of
+

Following several study and testing sessions during FEB operation, the new turns of injection, we can reduce the H- intensity in the Linac by a factor

SEB system will be started in early November of 1979.  Now we are eagerly of three, thus increasing the lifetime of the Linac rf system.

soliciting proposals for the D line. The injection process is comparatively simpler and more reliable than

2.  AGS-ISABELLE beam transfer task force. H  multiturn injection.  A brighter low-intensity beam is obtainable and is
+

In the proposed colliding beam facility, ISABELLE, the AGS will be used suitable for ISABELLE injection.  An improvement in AGS intensity is pos-

as an injector.  In the presently envisaged scheme, the ISABELLE will take sible but not certain.
(

five pulses consecutively from the AGS, with precise match of position, The final intensity from the AGS depends on many factors, such as:

energy, and other optical characteristics.  This requires a fast kicker space charge limit of AGS at injection; low field correction during early

capable of rising to its full strength in 150 nsec and staying constant acceleration; transition losses; and, finally, the capability of the rf

within 1% variation for at least 3 Bsec. To reduce the bad field effects system.  Without a detailed analysis, the performance expectation is hard

in  the  ring  and the momentum dispersion in the external  beam  line,  we pro- to estimate beforehand.

pose to move the fast kicker as close to the H10 ejector as possible.

A good fast extraction system will not only serve the ISABELLE injection IV.' Feasibility Studies

but will also benefit the on-going neutrino program tremendously in having a From time to time, there are suggestions to run the AGS in different

well-kept rf structure and completely matched dispersion function in the ways.  Here I will mention some of the new ideas talked about. If there

U-line. This certainly will increase the overall delivery efficiency to is interesting physics and strong users' support, we can make them operational.

99% and, in the meantime, will eliminate the annoying problem of background. 1.  Polarized Proton Acceleration.

With an almost ideal one-turn fast extracted beam, an extensive beam A one month study by joint effort from ZGS, University of Michigan, and

parameter measurement program will be carried out to determine the beam BNL has been carried out on this subject.  Tomorrow afternoon we will have

qualities f6r ISABELLE.  Another major work in this area is the low-level rf intensive discussion on every aspect of.it.

system for the synchronous transfer in the longitudinal phase space from

the AGS to ISABELLE.  A new scheme capable of holding the proton energy to

5                                                                                                                                    6



2.  Heavy Ion Acceleration. References
Dr. A. Maschke will give a report on this subject; therefore, I will 1.  G. M. Bunce, AGS Beams, BNL #50874, June 1, 1978.

skip it. 2.  Y. Y. Lee, Memo, August 30, 1978.
3.  Deuteron Acceleration.

It is obvious that a high energy deuteron beam can provide a unique

T=O,J=1 projectile for experiment, and by stripping off the proton

it will produce a monoenergetic neutron beam at 14 GeV/c.  With a deuteron

ion source, we can accelerate the deuteron in the proton Linac by using the

4n mode instead of ZIT mode. Acceleration in the AGS ie straightforward,

except that now the rf frequency swing is much larger. An appropriate harmonic

number jumping scheme has to be implemented to overcome this problem.  How-

ever, the most difficult problem comes from the fact that the 41T  mode ac-
celeration in the proton Linac is only feasible up to 50 MeV of deuteron

energy.  Therefore, to accelerate the deuteron beam in the AGS, we are

forced to do a major modification in the present 200 MeV proton Linac.

In 1977, CERN PS accelerated deuterons  to 26.6 GeV/c at an intensity
11

of 6.7 x 10 dpp, and subsequently stored 9.1 Amp in ISR.  We should be

able to get comparable intensity up to 30 GeV/c.

4.  Bunched Slow Extraction.

Presently, the slow extracted beam from the AGS is debunched.  For

some experiments  it is desirable to keep  the rf structure intact.   In 1974,
Drs. A. Fainberg and T. Kalogeropoulos from Syracuse University requested

bunched slow extracted beam to do time-of-flight measurement for anti-

neutrons.  They observed that the bunch width in the slow extracted beam

was 3-5 nsec instead of 35 nsec of the internal beam.  The bunch sep-

aration is 219 - 221 nsec instead of 190 nsec.

If there is any interest to run the SEB in this fashion, we can do it

again.

In fact, the AGS is more flexible than one might think.  Just to give

some examples, in the last fiscal year for Expt. #772 in search for the

exotic six quark states, we provided a slow extracted beam at 5 GeV/c with

7 sec spill.  Another example is Expt. #704/706 for the search of "Neutrino

Oscillation"; we ran the AGS fast extraction at 1.5 GeV/c.  To be able to

use the existing extraction and transport apparatus, we had to do multi-

turn extraction - a major modification to conventional operation.

Thus if you have interesting physics to do or novel ideas to try,

please come and talk to us.  Maybe we can help.

7 8
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Funding Outlook and the Impact of ISABELLE
urged it was important to push the energy frontier forward with positron-

electron colliding beams, with proton-proton colliding beams, and with a fixed
W. A. Wallenmeyer target proton accelerator of at least 1000 GeV; and pushed for the immediate

authorization of PEP.  In the FY 1975 budget, the Congress authorized $0.9Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20545 million for PEP but no  funds were appropriated.  In the spring of 1975 there

was another Subpanel on New Facilities chaired by Francis Low.  This panel
reaffirmed the three pronged approach to higher energies and that priority

I will begin by discussing Fig. 1, which is a graph showing the total
for proceeding first was authorized for PEP in FY 1976.  They urged thatFederal funding for high energy physics from FY 1965 through FY L979, in terms authorization of ISABELLE be about a year later.  In mid FY 1976, following

of constant value dollars.  The graph shows with different colored bands from
appropriation and a Presidential decision, $2.9 million was released for PEP

bottom to top, the operating, equipment, and construction funding provided for construction, getting this project underway, and the remainder of a $78 million
the program by the-Department of Energy and its predecessor agencies, ERDA,

authorization was requested for FY 1977.  With the initiation of PEP construc-
and AEC.  The band at the top represents other Federal agency funding to the

tion the slide in overall program funding stopped and there was brief period
program, which in recent years has been entirely from the National Science

of rising funding--associated as you can see from the graph largely with newFoundation. In addition to the Federal funding indicated here, there is an
facility construction--followed by a levelling off of funding about which I

additional amount of about 5 percent from the participating universities.  A
will say more later.  In the spring of 1977, there was a third Subpanel on

prominent feature of the graph is the steady and rapid erosion in funding in-
New Facilities chaired by Jack Sandweiss.  This subpanel and HEPAP stronglydicated from FY 1970 through FY 1975. A major factor contributing to this
recommended ISABELLE as the highest priority next step in high energy physicsfunding slide was the 1ack of authorization of any new line item construction
facility capability, and in FY 1978, the Congress appropriated $5 million for

projects from FY 1968, when Fermilab was authorized, until FY 1976 with the
architect/engineering on ISABELLE.

initial appropriation for PEP.  This was a period of great uncertainty and For FY 1979, the DOE and OMB reached an agreement under which ISABELLE,
pessimism and the program was under great pressure as no one knew if or where

a 400 GeV x 400 GeV accelerator, was supported as a $278 million line item
the turnaround would be.  There was a strongly prevalent feeling in much of

construction project with a $23 million appropriation request granted by the
the community that there might be, at most, one more new facility and each

Congress.  Also in FY 1979 the Energy Saver was initiated as a $38.9 million
laboratory and area thought that its project should be the one approved.  The

construction project.  The timing for construction was partly at the suggestion
field was.mired in a period of great pressure and potential decisiveness. of the OMB, and $12 million has been appropriated for the first year of con-

The turnaround in attitude and direction can be traced to the 1974 Sub-
struction in FY 1979.  The Energy Saver Project will provide a superconductingpanel on New Facilities which was called by John M. Teem and chaired by ring of magnets within the main ring tunnel at Fermilab and a 500 GeV fixedVictor F. Weisskopf. The Subpanel' s charge  was to consider the future needs
target capability in the present experimental areas.  There will be some

for high energy physics facilities and determine the next major steps required
limited 1000 GeV capability on the internal target, and the intention is to

in the field over the next decade. Funding constraints were given the Subpanel
follow the Energy Saver Project with an Energy Doubler Project which willfor use in their considerations; that the average annual operations and equip-
provide 1000 GeV fixed target capability in each of the Fermilab experimentalment level assumed, be about the same as the average level of the previous
areas.

ten year period,   and   that the average level assumed   for new construction  be
Figure 2 shows the structure in the operating funding part of the pre-about two-thirds of the average annual level for construction over the previous

vious graph over the·same FY 1965 - FY 1979 period.  It shows not only thefifteen year period.  The results of the study were that the Subpanel strongly

11
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reduction in overall program effort since the peak of FY 1967 - 1969, but cance and priority relative to other efforts in the national program.

also indicates the changing nature of the program with time, with the shut- Let me repeat and stress that the plan can permit continued operation

down of laboratories and facilities such as the PPA, CEA, and the Bevatron of the AGS at about the present level--it's, of course, up to the AGS and

and the birth of new laboratories such as SLAC and Fermilab. -    its users to come up with a high quality research program.  Beyond FY 1984

We have truly been through a remarkable period in high energy physics the situation is less clear, but one thing is certain--the presence of

funding during the last decade.  From the peak in FY 1968 - 1970, through ISABELLE and its need for the AGS as an injector assures the availability

the great draught of new construction in FY 1969 - 1975 period with the of the AGS for many years.

bottom of the valley in FY 1975, followed by the present period in which we
have three major projects in various stages of progress at one time; and

fully plan and expect the Energy Doubler to follow shortly after the Energy

Saver.

Before going ahead with ISABELLE in FY 1979, John Deutch felt a need for

some assurance that the future funding for high energy physics would be suf-

ficient to support the on-going facilities at an adequate level of utilization,

as well as construction of ISABELLE.  An understanding was reached with the

OMB which calls for a constant level of about $300 million per year in FY 1979

dollars for the next several years.  The goals of the agreement were to secure

approval of ISABELLE within a funding ceiling which would permit a viable

three laboratory center high energy physics program, maintain US world leader-

ship in high energy physics and bring some stability to high energy physics

funding. One feature of the plan was the need to stretch out the construction

of ISABELLE by two years in order to avoid major funding bumps.  HEPAP care-

fully considered the implications of the funding level and agreed that, although

very  t ight,   it was adequate  as a minimum  and   floor for keeping a three labora-

tory center program and proceeding with construction of ISABELLE.

Figure 3 shows a scenario for the program through FY 1984, which conforms

to the total funding specified in the agreement.· Figures 4 and 5 show some

structure of the scenario as related to distribution of the operating funding

and the construct ion   fund ing which  wou ld carry through   on the recommended

three-prong approach for three higher energy and complementary new facilities.
Let me now focus on what all this might mean for the AGS program at

Brookhaven.  As seen in Fig. 4, it appears possible to operate the AGS with

approximate constant level funding up to the time of the ISABELLE turn-on.

The actual funding level for operations during this period, of course, will

depend very much on the proposed physics program and its scientific signifi-

13 14
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0 DISCUSSION

w :E
3 isiE on funding?

T. KALOGEROPOULOS (Syracuse).  How serious in Washington are these agreements

liE SE# W. WALLENMEYER.  We've never had one before:  The kind of planning we have

1             1 \'fa
done before had no stability at all.  This new agreement has h

eld up at

W --------- 1% /
least for a year.  It will be interesting to see what happens in FY 1980

X                                                                     because of U. S. economic conditions.

14 

le
-                                                 P. STEINBERG (Maryland).  Is allowance made for inflation?

au                                                W. WALLENMEYER. There is to be an agreed upon addition for inflation each
e= El98                                                                                               year.   That of course is something that we try to estimate,,with help from

0 0                                   8             i - : the laboratories.

02 R. RAU <BNL).  If your estimate of inflation for a given year turns out to

   <                                                                                                                                                                                                                    be  low,  will  (]MB  add  on
the difference  to the succeeding  year' s budget?

-R (laughter).

811

                                                                      W. WALLENMEYER.  Well we can try but I don' t know.

m:       8
-

P. STRAND (BNL).  One of the most remarkable things about the graph you

9                                          showed us was the uptrend in funding.  What has high energy physics done
74 Mlig to pick up this remarkable uptrend in public support, in your opinion

?

RE e
W. WALLENMEYER.  I'm not sure we ever had a downtrend in public support.

-                                                       <                                            It
 seems to me it's just recognition of the fact that for a viable national0 0 program there have to be new facilities.  We had over eight years between

9-P -RE Fermilab and the beginning of PEP with no new construction.

al# 1,ZO -K

22             -
i:h
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ez9       -S
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la       /1
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CERN PS Program and Low Energy P,Proposal

S163 same personnel as  S154;  new beam K25,  pp + 11- + X  (on H2)'
J-M. Perreau

Ed +P+X (on D2)' 3.5 x 104  /burst, 600 <   momentum < 1300 MeV/c.CERN
Geneva, Switzerland This experiment searches for narrow baryonium states near threshold.  K25

GENERAL STATUS
(p) has replaced the older beamline K22 (K-) by popular request.  The same

technique is used here as in S154: the missing mass resolution is 4 MeV and
There will be a normal two-month shutdown at the CERN PS during January

and February of 1979. This will be followed by a long shutdown during the summer of
a sensitivity of 20 pb/steradian for states with widths less than 20 MeV/c.

This experiment should begin in March of 1979.1980 for construction on the p facility that is being implemented at the SPS.

S161 Basel/Karlsruhe/Stockholm/Strasbourg/Thessaloniki, K23 beam (sameThis construction involves laying the foundations for the AA p accumulator.
protons as K22) with a thin target.  This experiment searches for stronglyApproximately six months later, the p's will be injected into the SPS (i.e.,
bound states of pp and pd below threshold; gamma lines are sought using ain 1981).  This p project at the SPS is not to be confused with low energy

_                                                                                                           large solid-angle NaI detector.  Lines were seen last year at 183, 216, and 420
P S.

MeV in a previous experiment.  The apparatus in the present experiment isThe PS is currently running with a super-cycle of ten seconds and a normal
greatly improved, particularly the target and the detector:  many scintillatorscycle of 2.4 seconds.  It serves as the injector for the SPS, with two or three
have been added and they are now capable of selecting low-multiplicity channels.short bursts of 1.2 sec6nds, and is used for 25 GeV physics in the East Hall

13 It is difficult to say how long this experiment will take since it actuallyand the ISR.  The intensity used is 10 protons per pulse for the SPS, but

no more than .3-.4 x 10 f6r the 25 GeV physics because of radiation damage
13                                                                                 consists of several experiments run back-to-back; it will probably take more

than a year.  This group previously performed $158, which used Li6 and Li7.to targets (this problem will be corrected by next year and the intensity

will be doubled).
An experiment which has not yet been approved (Birmingham/Rutherford Lab,

PS PHYSICS PROGRAM
Surrey) will be studying the K-p scattering length at threshold.  They will

use a Si detector for observing the 2P-lS transition line.  K-d scattering andS154 Heidelberg/Saclay/Strasbourg, beam K22, K-p + A- + X, 1.5 x 104 K

(2 x 1012.protons) per spill at 720 MeV/c.  This experiment looks for strange-
I atoms will also be studied.

4S159 Rome University/Saclay/Vanderbilt, K24 beam, 1.5 x 10  K /burst atness exchange using several nuclei:  C, 0, Bi.  They use a Saclay spectrometer
1.4 GeV/c, K-d+ K X where X i s a strange dibaryon.  This experiment will beginmagnet SPES II with good missing mass resolution.  Results:  A A spin-orbit
shortly and continue through 1979.

coupling an order of magnitude lower than expected · and indications of E hypernuclei.

This experiment will stop at the end of 1978.
S153, S157 CERN/College de France/Ecole Polytechnique, · P17 beam, 3.5 x 106

w-/burst, 1-p elastic scattering at  90'  in the center-of-mass system.   This

experiment is looking for narrow baryonic resonances.  The momentum of the beam,

21
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5-14 GeV, will be scanned in steps of 5 x 10-4.  The resolution of the beam by stacking about 3000 p's in the ICE ring, which is the old g-2 ring.  It

dp/p is approximately 3 x 10-4; this is 600 keV at 6 GeV.  This experiment uses the fast ejection (74) which was used for the Gargamelle Bubble Chamber.

has already taken about half its data.  The other experiment in the same beam The goal of stacking 104 p's should be reached shortly.

line with the same collaboration will be measuring the Tr p total cross section, A letter of intent (Killian) has been received for doing an experiment
5

using a special pressurized target and a microprocessor which can handle 10 at ICE with a gas jet target.  The states pF(1939) and pp(2020) will be

events/burst.  This experiment is approved through June of 1979. examined, including elasticity and angular distributions.  The advantage

S164 Aachen/CERN/Strasbourg, is a candidate to replace S153/S157 in is that the cooling will be maintained while the gas jet is switched on.

the P17 beam line by late 1979.  This is an approved experiment and some tests Coulomb scattering  does not throw the protons  out,   and the incident momentum

have already been made by the Charpak group.  Channeling will be studied with is defined very well.

a Ge/Si detector.  More tests will be made in the D31 beam in the South Hall. ICE has not yet been approved for next year.  If it is, the pp experiment

The experiment itself should begin by the end of 1979. could begin by the end of 1979 or summer, 1980.

S160 Edinburgh/Rutherford/Westfield College, M16 separated beam to reject p FACTORY

protons.  This is a continuation of an experiment at NIMROD.  It looks for
Although   a p "factory"   has   not been planned   yet, a workshop in September

exotic states by studying phase shifts for the reaction  p + K E .  The RMS of 1977 on the role of CERN in intermediate energy physics noted the usefulness

spectrometer is used as well as a polarized target.  Data taking begins in April, of low-energy antiprotons, and that, since the p accumulator would be there

and at some time in the future (perhaps a year later) they would like to use anyway, it would be smart to stack some of these p's at low energy after some

a K+ beam. cooling.  The following physics interests would be served by such a project:

S162 Orsay, 10 protons/pulse (fast ejection) at 24 GeV/c.  This is a 1) Baryonium - above threshold: the pp 1939, 2020, 2106 need more p's than
13

continuation of S155 and studies the production of exotic nuclei from Uranium. in conventional beams  (S163)

Previously this group had worked with nuclei with high proportions of neutrons, - below threshold:  gamma spectroscopy of transitions also needs
35

up to Na.  The present experiment is very extensive; gamma spectroscopy, mass more than the usual 300 p/burst  (S161)

spectroscopy, and hyperfine structure; spins, magnetic moments, and isotope 2) Protonium - use p as a probe of nuclear structure in 6Li, 7Li, ... 160 (S158)

shifts will be measured.  Since the beam used is so intense, the rest of the - pp atoms

25 GeV physics must halt when they begin taking data. - use ICE or a separate p factory as a storage ring by running

ICE protons  and  p's  at   the  same   time   in  the same direction  in  a-

The Initial Cooling Experiment (ICE) has no publishable results yet, but straight section, and then separating them at the end with a

cooling has been studied, and it works.  The lifetime of the p has been studied magnet.  In this kind of experiment there would be no Stark effect;

it  would· be  just like working  with  a zero density gas target.
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DISCUSSION Present Status of KEK

G.  BUNCE  (BNL) .    I heard there  is a baryonium experiment  in the Ctnega

spectrometer.                                                                               1
T. Sato

J-M. PERREAU.  The Omega spectrometer is part of the SPS program, not the

PS program.  For baryonium experiment, it runs with a low energy separated National Laboratory for High Energy Physics
Oho-machi, Tsukuba-gunbeam from the SPS. Ibaraki-Ken 300-32, Japan

(UNIDENTIFIED). Are there any plans to accelerate deuterons or alphas

for the PS program?
I.  Introduction

J-M. PERREAU.  People are always talking about it, but there are no concrete                                                                                     1

plans.
KEK (National Laboratory for High Energy Physics) was established on

April 1, 1971 in Tsukuba New Academic Village.  The first 8 GeV beam was

obtained in March 1976. Two counter experiments and two bubble chamber

experiments -started their data taking  in  1977.

II. Performance of Accelerator

The KEK 12 GeV proton synchrotron consists of four elements as shown

in Fig. 1.  Those elements are as follows:

i)  750 KeV Cockcroft-Walton preinjector

ii) 20 MeV Linac

iii)  500 MeV Booster Synchrotron

iv)  12 GeV Main Synchrotron

The paraneters of these elements are summarized in Table I.  The beam
intensities of these four elements were gradually increased as shown in

Fig. 2. In December 1976, we succeeded to accelerate the proton beam to
1012 GeV.  The maximum intensity of 2 x 10 ppp was obtained in July 1978.

In recent runs, the beam intensity of the main synchrotron constantly ex-
12

ceeds 10 Ppp.

III.  Experimeutal Facilizies

KEK has two experimental areas as shown in Fig. 1.  One is the counter

experimental  hall and another   is the bubble chamber build ing. Figure   3
shows the layout of the counter experimental hall. At the beginning of
1977,  only the internal beam lines   el  and  Tl) were available  for  the  ex-
periments.  The slow extracted proton beam also became available at the

end  of  1977.    The slow extracted  beam iS split into three  beam  lines  by
using an electrostatic septum  and two Lambertson magnets.     The low momentum

separated beams (K2 and K3) have been designed and all the elements of

these lines have been installed and they will be ready for experiments by
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the end of 1978.  The main features of K2 and K3 are high luminosity, high
E50 is a rather special experiment which required putting a couple ofmomentum resolution and good particle separation.

The fast extracted proton beam was constructed for the KEK 1 m bubble Ta plates in the bubble chamber. Their run successfully ended in June 1978.

During this run, double expansion operation in a single beam pulse q' 500chamber.  The Kl beam line is now in operation with a single 9 m separator
and gives a beam of pions and protons up to 8 GeV/c to the bubble chamber. msec) was performed.

E53 also required operating the bubble chamber with metal plates inAnother 6 m separator will be added to the Kl line at the beginning of
1979 and the bubble chamber will get kaon and antiprotron beams during the chamber and its- data taking is now successfully- in progress.

Two conditionally approved  experiments   (C30  and  C36)   are  wait ing1979.  The parameters of these beam lines are summarized in Table II.

for improvement of Kl beam line.Other major facilites of KEK are three spectrometer magnets (BENKEI,
At the 19th International Conference on High Energy Physics, dataTOKIWA, and TELAS) and a l m bubble chamber.  The parameters of those

facilities are summarized in Table III.                                                                                                                                               3
from several experiments at KEK were presented.

Figure 4 shows the measured polarization of TTp elastic scatteringThe polarized proton and deuterium target 2 has been developed and

(E19) along with previously measured. data. The result of the polarizationwill be ready in 1978.  The main characteristics of the KEK polarized
of Tr-p charge exchange4 (E21) is shown in Fig. 5.target are as follows:

i)                                                                                                           There are two direct lepton measurements at the lower energy region.Spin frozen target of proton or deuteron.
The invariant mass distribution of electron pairs- observed in the bubbleii)  Material used for the target are propanidiol for
chamber5(E50) is shown in Fig. 6.protons, ethylene glycol for deuterons.

The P  distribution taken in E456. is shown in Fig. 7.iii)  Expected polarization should be

95% for proton, Figure 8 shows the polarization of A observed in the reation 11 p + AX
in the bubble chamber (E061740% for deuteron at 300 mK.

iv)  Veiy high power dilution refrigerator, larger In 1979, we will have three separated beam lines (Kl, K2, and K3)

than 1 mW at 100 mK. and several experiments using kaon or antiproton beams will start data

taking.IV. Physics Program
Table IV shows the list of approved experiments and the list of

conditionally approved experiments are summarized in Table V.
Two counter experiments (E19 and E21) started their data taking in

May  1977  in  the TT2 tieam  line. Two small size experiments   (E23  and
826) started using the test beam line (TI).  Those· experiments completed

their data taking by the summer of 1978.

A direct electron pair production experiment  (E45)  is- now in progress
in the slow extracted proton beam.

Two experiments which use low momentum kaon beam await tuneup of. the

K2 and K3 beam lines.

Two bubble chamber experiments shared the fiIm of the 1 m hydrogen
bubble-chamber exposed  to  a  6 GeV/c  TT-  beam  (E06  and  E12).
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Type Separated-Function

Focusing. Order FOOO
Mean Radius 5-4- m
Number of Superperiod                  4
Number of Betalron Osallations Z 25

Maximum Bending Field 17.5  kG
Injection Energy (rS, GeV

Repetition Rate 0.5 Hz

0. Booster
Kinetic Energy 500 M.V
Space Charge Limited Intensity 3 X 10"   p/pulse
Type Combined- Function

Focusing Order- FOFO
Mean Radius 6.O m
Number of Cells- 8. -
Number of Betatron Oscalations 2.25
Maximum- Magnetic Field 11  kG
Repetition Rate 20 Hz

UL Liriac
Energy 10-7£V
Type : Single  Tank. 0-T Linac

Cavity Length _ 15.5 m

Number 6, Cells 90
Peak Current -100 mA
Repetition Rat, 20 Hz

Preinjector 750 kV Cockcroft-Walton
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TABLE III Parameters of Spectrometer Magnets.
.&..

BENKEI (30D1020) TOKIWA (44D1615)
----

Gap Volume 5011 x 150,1 x 1001. (cml)    (50 80)11 x 22011 x 751. (cm )

Mag. Type Window Frame Type H Type

Coil
TABLE II Summary of the Beam Lines around KEK proton Synchroton Max Current 2500 A 5000 A

Max Voltage 320 V 150 V
Beam Line Name Particles Momentum Range  Typical Beam

(GeV/c) Intensity per Pulse
Max Power 800 kW 750 kW

No. of Turns 340 TN 128 TN

EPl Fast proton 4-9 (13) 5x1010 Resistance 126 mn (at 25'C) 30 4 (at 20'C)
Extracted Current Density
Beam in Copper 713 A/cm2 969 A/c=2

Kl Bubble pip 2-8 / 2-4 400/30
Cooling
No. of Circuits    20                         8

22" St - 224-/3256 ::8:0:' 'Ge'/c

2
Pressure Drop 13 kg/cm 15 kg/cm2

Flow Per Circuit 16 1/min. 51 1/min.

82 Internal P/F 2 - 4.3 10>/103 at 3GeV/c
Total Water Flow 320 1/min. 408 1/min.

Target .+ / 1,- 4x105/2x105
Temperature Rise 35'C 33°C

Beam Weight
Mag. Yoke 92 tons (carbon 0.08%) 58 tons (carbon 0.1%)

Tl Internal P/P 0.5 - 2.3      4x105/50. at 2GeV/c Shield 18 tons (ss-41 eq.) 4 tons (carbon 0.1%)
Target IT+ / 1'- 1.5x105/105 Copper Coil 8-3 tons 3.7 tons
Beam 126 tons 70 tonsTotal

--

EP2 Slow proton 4-9 (13) 108-1012
Extracted
Beam

Principal Parameters of KEK Hydrogen Bubble Chamber.
K2 Low pip 1-2 4x107/1.2x105

Momentum K+ / K- 106/5.4x105 at 2GeV/c
Kaon 11+ / 'T- 6x1O7/3x107 Material Modified CK-20 (3.8 % Mn stainless steel)
Beam

Expansion volume 430 1

K3 Low pip 0.5 - 1 7x107/3.5x103 Visible volume 280 2
Momentum- K+ / K- 105/2.2x104 at. 0.8GeV/c
Kaon 1,+ / W- 5x1O7/5x1O7

Chamber diameter 90 cm at front side and 105 cm at rear side

Beam Chamber depth 38 cm

Tr- v Low Trt / Pf 0.15 -0.30 106
Viewing window glass BK-7 optical glass with refractive index

Momentum of 1-.516 and with a dimension of 100 cm
.,1·1 rear side diameter, 92 cm front side

diameter and 14.5-cm thickness

Vacuum system 14 inch diffusion pump followed by two

rotary pumps

Cooling system Three cooling loops : a neck-cooler loop,

a piston cylinder loop and a gas-Cooler

loop
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TABLE IV -1)  Approved Experiments by FY 1977

  EXPER. NO. |SPOKESMAN TITLE , BEAM  | DETECTOR AMOUNT OF | REMARKS
(DATE) EXPER. GROUP RUN (DATE

OF START)
£19(CEX)*   K. Miyake Measurements of Differential Ir 2 Counters  100 - 120 px- 2.0, 2.2, 2.4, 2.6,
(5/2/77) (Kyoto-KEK) Cross Sections and Polarizations (Fl) WSC shifts** ·

2.8,   3.0,   GeV/c

for 31-1 + yen in 1.8 - 3.0 GV/c PPT-KEK (5/28/77)  DCS, P Running

L'12 Tgt
E21( N)* 11:.    Kaj ikawa Measurements of Differential x2

Counters  80         Px - 2.1, 2.3, 2.5, 2.7,(5/2/77)
  (Nagoya-Hiroshima- Cross Sections and Polarizations  (F2)    MWPC, WSC shifts 2.9, 3.1, 3.3, 3.5,
Osaka-Kyoto-KEK) for *-p elastic scattering PPT-NGY (8/1/77) GeV/c

  at 2 -4 GeV/c
LH2

Tgt DCS, P Running
E23(STOP )*' H. Itoh Disintegrations of Nulei by Tl Counte:8    35       px - 0.5 - 1.5 Cev/cWw
(2/4/76) (Saga-Kyushu-Kyoto) Stopping le- shifts - 50., 90., 130.

(8/1/77) Run completed
E26(RADCIi)* K. Ocozai Radiothemital Studies of Nuclear  Tl      Counters    35       Activation Analysis for
(6/18/75) (Osaka-Kyoto-Tokyo  Reactions induced by Protons and SSD shifts C, F, Be

Metro.) Pions (11/17/77) Runninp
E06( RES)*  R. Sugawara Study of Pion Nucleon Inelastic   Kl      lm H2BC   300 k Pix  px - 6 GeV/c
(5/2/75) (KEK-Tokyo-Osaka Scattering in the Intermediate (,C-) (12/17/77) Inclusive  , Ko, Y•(1385),

City-Kinki) Energy Region K*(1892) In analysis
E12( DD)* T. Hirose Study of x-p Three-Body Kl       lm H2BC   200. k Pix  px - 6 GeV/c
(5/2/75) .(Tokyo Metro.-Tokyo Renctione with Emphasis on (72) (Same film 3-body processesUniv. of A and E) Diffraction Dissociation as E06) In analysio

(12/17/77)

*  Details of present status are described in Appendix.
** 1 shift - 8 hours

TABLE IV -2)  Approved Experiments by FY 1977
EXPER. NO. SPOKESLIAN TITLE BEAM DETECTOR AMOUNTS OF REMARKS
(DATE) EXPER. GROUP                            i                       RUN SCIIED.

START ..
E10 Y. Nagashima Study  of Rare Decay Kt' i V D X3 Counters 120 After K3 Beam Tuning
(2/4/76) (KEK-Tokyo-Waseda) MWI'C's Pb- shifts

Cerenkov (Nov./78)
£33

 T.Kamae Systematic Studies of Hypernuclei K3 Counters 150 After K3 Beam Tuning
(2/4/76) (Tokyo-Hiroshima) by using Hypercharge Exchange Spectro- shifts

1

meter (Nov./78)
1'1Wl'C' s  TOF

E34 9 F. Takasaki Studies of K nt-* K n, K°p       KZ    ;TE.LAS(Spcf 150 After K2 Beam Tuning
1: niP C ' s s4ifts for(2/4/76)

  (KEK-Saga-Tokyo-
1 Tokyo  U  of A and E- IPPT-KEK    K

W Kyoto)  
Lt' 2

Tgt (Nov./78)
,
w E45

t £-Flikamo Direct Lepton Production by EP2-B Spectro- 100 After EP2 Beam Tuning
(7/6/77) (KEK-Osaka City- Protons meter shifts

Tokyo-Kyoto-Saitama MWPC (June 78)
1

-Tokyo Metro) Counters
E49

i
K. Kondo S tudy cn Assymmetry   in   N -* peg EP2-A  Y Channel 100 After hyperon channel

(3/10/78)* i (Tsukuba-KEK) p 41> decay by using Hyperon Spectro- shifts
Beam-_          ._...                                              meter MWPC (1979).._..----_ .._._

-ES)(DCBC) *42 T. Kitagaki Direct Electrons in pp Kl Ilm H BC 1000 k Pix  p  -8 CeV/c

(7/6/77)    (Tohoku-Nara-Women Interactions ac 8 Gev/c         Cp)   Ta
p ates (4/17/78) DErect electrons

-To.hoku Gakuin-KEK) inserted Ta converters
E53 S. Kaneko Studies  of it -

Nucleus                      Kl         lm 1'2BC
200 k Pix

(11/30/77) (Itiroshima) Interactions at 5 CeV/c in Bubble (2, p),External (Oct. 78)
Chamber Magging                                      '

E57 S. S. Yamamoto Studies of p-p Interactions in Kl Ilm H BC 100 k Pix
2(6/1/78)* 1

(Tokyo) the Range of 0.8 - 2.0 Gfy/c      (p)   |          (Feb. 79)

*  Approved in FY 1977.

** Approved in FY 1977, the run scheduled in early FY 1978.



Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Layout of KEK.

Fig. 2 Growth of the beam intensity in KEK synchrotron.

Fig. 3 Layout of the KEK counter experioental hall.

The beam lines for the counter experiments are shown.

TABLE V  List of Conditionally Approved Experiments
Fig. 4 The result of polarization measurements in TT-p elastic

Exp.
No. SPOKESMAN TITLE BEAM DETECTOR scattering.

: -  + - + -
c11 i Y. Asano Measurements   of  pp  -  pp,   Tr    Tr   ,   K K K3 Counter Fig. 5   The result of. polarization measurement in TT-p charge

reactions in the region of 300-700 exchange reaction - solid line shows the data taken
MeV/c

in Saclay.

C22 : i  M. Mannami Channeling effects of high energy         Tl       Counter
charged particles Fig. 6 Invariant mass distribution of electron pair produced

in pp interaction at 8 GeV/c.  The dashed histogram

C52
i

Y. Sumi Measurements of differential cross 10 Counter

  sections for 13- nucleus at for-
shows the simulation for Dalitz pair events from Tr; 90,

ward angles and wo. The dotted one shows the same simulation

C58 S. Yoshinaga Preliminary studies of TT- on Tl Counter neglecting the experimental resolution.

medical application
Fig. 7   Electron-pion ratios versus transverse momentum (P )·

C30 S. S. Yamamoto Studies of meson production in Kl Bubble Error bars include only statistics. Solid line shows
pp reactions at low energy chamber 0

the estimation of Dalitz decay from Tr  ..

C36 Y. Yoshimura Studies of E and resonant states Kl Bubble

by K-p reactions chamber Fig. 8 The polarization of A produced in TT-p -• AX at 6 GeV/c.

a)  as a function of number of charged prongs.

b)  as a function of t', where t E t - tmin'
The dotted line in (a) shows the average value.

of polarization, -0.23 E 0.07.
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DISCUSSION

C. M. HOFFMAN (LASL).  What is the sensitivity of the Kt- m,6 The Physics Program at LAMPF

experiment?

T. SATO.  This experiment aims to improve the existing limit by an
Cyrus M. Hoffman

order of magnitude.
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

Los Alamos, NM  87545

I am going to briefly describe some highlights of the physics

program being carried out at LAMPF.  In light of the interests of the

audienoe, I will emphasize the particle physics experiments.  It should

be realized that LAMPF is truly a multidisciplinary facility with all

sorts of physics, chemistry and biology experiments being carried out.

Before 1 discuss tlte program, I shall briefly describe the accelerator
and the beams available.

LAMPF is an 800 MeV proton linac. The present intensity is 500 BA
15

(translation :   3  x 10 protons/sec) . The design intensity  is  1  mA,  which
should be achieved in the next year or so.  The duty factor is quite high       

for a linac:  The nominal duty factor is 6% although the machine routinely
operates  at  7.5%  and  it  has  run  at  9%.     It is expected  that the maximum

achievable duty factor is somewhere between 10% and 12%.  There are 120

macropulses/sec, each 500 pset long at 6% duty factor (and correspondingly

longer for higher duty factors.)  The beam also has a 200 MHz micro-

structure.  In addition to the high intensity H  beam, there is an H-

beam of up to several *A (unpolarized) or several nanoarnps (polarized) .
At the moment, both beams are accelerated simultaneously to the same

energy:  it is planned to be able to vary the H- energy without changing

the H+ energy.

A schematic view of the experimental areas is shown in Fig. 1.

The type of particles and the intensity of each beam is also shown.
Fuller detail s   can be found   in the LAMPF Users bianual. There are two

1

additions I would like to make to this figure.  The first is that there

will be a proton storage ring built near the 11'NR facility in the next

few years.  This storage opens the possibilities of producing beams with

a higher duty factor for coincidence work, and of producing neutrino
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beams with an extremely small duty factor.  The second addition is that
2                                                           filling the detector with heavy water.  The ultimate

the muon channel can also be operated in the surface mode. In this

mode, the channel is tuned to transport 30 Mel,/c  's.  Pions which
sensitivity of this experiment is a branching ratio

decay at rest near the surface of the target, give rise to mu6ns of
of  -  10%.

+  + +                                   7

this unique momentum.  The advantages of this mode are:
4.  p .e e e-.  A LASL-Stanford collaboration  will search for

this decay within the yea-r with a sensitivity of a
High intensity - in excess of 107 u+/sec for a 500 uA Droton beam.

few parts in 1012.  This decay mode is forbidden by
Short range  - the entire beam stops in 70 mg/cn12 of CH2·

Low contamination - e /11+<1/10 with a degrader in the channel. exactly conserved separate lepton number schemes.

An electrostatic separator would eliminate the e  and allow a Various gauge models predict that this decay mode

higher 11+ flux.
ought to be observable.

The first type of experiment I will discuss is rare decay measure-
5.  +ey Proposals  have   j ust been submitted  by a LASL-Stanford-

r- rY.
Chicago collaboration for these decay mcdes which

ments.

1.  Tr'+3y. This decay mode is forbidden by charge conjugation would also indicate lepton number violation.  The

invariance.  A recent publication by a Temple-LASL expected sensitivities will also be a few parts in

group; based on data taken a year ago, set a limit 1012-

r (s'+37)      <   1.5  x   10-6 (90% confidence level) .
Another fundamental experiment that will be performed at LAMPF

r (10+27)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 8

is  a measurement of neutrino-electron elastic scattering by  a U. C. Irvine-

Additional data, taken this past summer should be LASL collaboration. The neutrino spectra emerging from the LAMPF beam-

abie to push the limit down by a factor of from 5 to stop are shown in Fig. 2. A 15-ton detector consisting of scintillators

10.
and flash tubes should detect 2 events/day with E >20 MeV.  The event

2.      66+ve. The current value   for  the  pion beta decay branching rate as a function of the Weinberg angle is shown in Fig 3.

ratio is (1.02 + .07) x 10-:4  This branching ratio An extensive program to measure the properties of nucleon-nucleon

has few theoretical uncertainties  and  is a sensitive scattering is being undertaken by several groups.       The   goal   is to measure

test of CVC which relates the weak vector current to the cross section and enough polarization related parameters to completely

the isovector electromagnetic current.  A Temple-LASL specify the interaction at 800 MeV (and hopefully at a few lower energies

groups aims to measure this branching ratio with an too). In- addition to the obvious importance of understanding this funda-

accuracy of -2% by observing pion decays in flight. mental interaction, it is necessary to measure this process to allow a.

This experiment should run in - 1 year. cleaner   interpretation   of  nucleon-nucleus   interactions.      An   example  of

+ +
3.     P  +e  Yevy. The search  for this decay  mode   is  a  test  of the the quality of the data being obtained is shown in Fig. 4 :liere the polar-

multiplicative lepton number scheme and is the only ization in p-p scattering at 15' is plotted as a function of energy.

test of what kind of neutrinos emerge from muon decays. Another experiment in p-p scattering is being undertaken by a LASL-

This  experiment6 is currently running  in the- neutrino Illinois-Caltech groupl  to search for parity violation.  Such parity

area.  The detector is a large water Cerenkov counter. violation would be a manifestation of the weak interaction between nucleons.

No evidence for this decay mode has been observed thus This experiment is similar to experiments being conducted at 15 MeV and
+ +

far.  Neutrinos from u .e v F  have been 6bserved by at 6 GeV by the same group and aims for a sensitivity of one part in 10 .
e u
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There is a long program of single and double charge exchange on a

variety of nuclei scheduled.  First measurements of double charge exchange
11showed that non-analog transitions are much larger than anticipated.

, * a,--/11  %/ 1      rDouble charge exchange should be sensitive to nuclear correlations. An
9  i mj T aM 8

a J 2 2 -5
extensive series of single charge scattering is planned using the LAMPF

-    2          4                ../                               m  4 1' :4 1   4 1
12

1,0 spectrometer. This device is designed to have an energy resolution   51 Exi - - - I '53 8
of better than 2 MeV(FWIDD for 100 MeV 1,"s.  So far, the spectrometer

00 =S    ·   "2   8        -                             -                  5 '5I. ...

has achieved a resolution of 4 MeV as shown in Fig. 5. 0-i I -5  1   8
-'.

.P

There are many other experiments which have been performed at LAMPF.
, C Z Z   C 29               Z     0 8 0-  i. «

P e             E  8 7 7 & r  MHowever,   time   does not pennit a discussion  of   the  work   in ySR, muonic   and                                                                                                                                             3                                                                                                                    w01     31
pionic atoms, muonium, atomic physics, isotope production, biomedical 'e-m. RL    --  i   eexperiments   or the systematic nuclear structure experiments. LAMPF   is a .'.Zf.L     .J.                            8   6 3 ;RE e   1 3
very vital and active multidisciplinary research center. 4/1/18-*Sit4
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DISCUSSION

(UNIDENTIFIED).  What accuracy do you expect for your neutrino-electron

scattering experiment?

C. HOFFMAN.  The goal is 15 to 20 percent accuracy in the cross section

measurement.

M.  GOLDHABER  (BNL). What method will  be  used to improve measurements
of the muon neutrino mass?

C. HOFFMAN.  There are various possibilities. One is to measure the

muon momentum in.pion decay more accurately, but that is very difficult.                                                                                        -6Another  is to study stopping muons  in Li producing two tritons  plus  a
muon.  Another is TT= 98 y where you have a three-body decay and the endpoint

in the energies is linearly dependent on neutrino mass.  Counting rate is
II.  EXPERIMENTS WITH LOW-ENERGY BEAMS

: a problem with these measurements.

L. RATNER (ANL). There is another accelerator in this business and that

is Saturne Il at Saclay which is a 3 GeV proton accelerator with an
C. N. Yang and N. Samios, Discussion Leadersextens ive program of nuclear physics and heavy ion physics  as  well

as being the first machine ever designed specifically with the idea in

mind of accelerating polarized protons.
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The KN System
Figures 2, 3 and 4 show some hints of unexplained structure in this

region.  These come from CERN bubble chamber experiments.  Figure 2 suggests
R. Tripp a narrow enhancement (or 3 std. dev. fluctuations) in the three body cross

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory section K-p + Itaiwo(2  at a mass of 1578 MeV, while Figure 3 shows a broaderBerkeley, CA  94720
(2)

enhancement in the R°nz° final state at a slightly higher mass.  New evidence (3)

for an I=l enhancement with a mass of 1553 MeV and a width of 80 MeV is dis-

In this talk I want to discuss the experimental status of Y*'s as
played in Figure 4.  This results from a production experiment using 4.2 GeV/c

revealed mostly by K-p formation experiments, show what progress has been K- on protons.

made in the field (nearly all sten-ming from experiments done at the AGS), Turning to the electronic experiments of recent years which have utilized

and point out some deficiencies in our understanding which could be remedied the low energy separated beam (LESB I) of the AGS, Figure 5 shows the result of

by further experiments. an isospin decomposition of the total K-p and K-d cross sections of Carroll et
Until recent years, the workhorse of Y* studies has been the hydrogen al.(4   Apart from the well-known structures (distinguished in the-figure by

bubble chamber.  Figure 1 shows the average path length of various bubble
their assigned spin-parities and masses), this experiment claims evidence for

chamber formation studies up to a momentum of 2.5 GeV/c. Unfortunately,
six new narrow resonances which are indicated by arrows with bars corresponding

(1)

most of these experiments are practically useless for systematic partial wave to their widths.  None of these bumps  is evident in the individual K-p or K-d
analyses because they·either covered too limited a momentum region, were not cross sections.  Our precision measurements of the K-p + R°n cross section,

(5)

analysed with careful attention to biases, were taken at·too widely-spaced which appear in Figure 6 superposed on the much less accurate bubble chamber
momentum intervals, etc.  Only the ones shown with heavier lines are used in data, require none of these new resonances in order to achieve an adequate fit.
contemporary partial wave analyses.  As can be seen, most of the Y* region However since the bumps are small, their elasticities are low so they would not
up to 2 GeV/c is covered with adequate statistics (of the order of 1000 events/ be expected to produce large effects in the integrated charge exchange cross
mb per 25 MeV/c).  However even at this late date there still exists a crim- section which is proportional to the square of the elasticity.
inal deficiency of path length between 450 and 860 MeV/c.  This region has Another experiment just completed is the measurenient of the differential
been covered in a systematic way only by the old CHS experiments of 1964 and cross section for K-p scattering at 180°.(6   A differential cross section involve.s

1967.  It is primarily in this region where considerable doubt remains con- interference between partial  wave ampl itudes.   Thus a resonance interfering with
cerning the existence of a number of Y*'s with relatively small branching other amplitudes leads to a term linear in the elasticity.  Therefore such a
fractions into the RN channel. measurement is more sensitive to resonances of low elasticity. Our single-arm

spectrometer setup appears in Figure 7, showing the forward-going proton momen-
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incorporated these data in a. fit. There can be little doubt now about.thetum analysed and focused on a hodoscope which yields position, pulse-height and

uniqueness in·the large of partial wave analyses which fit the data, althoughtime-of-flight information. The previous data on this cross section along with

there still exists flexibility to accommodate narrow structures of low elasti-two partial wave analyses appear in Figure 8 while our new data are shown in

city.  It would be valuable to extend these polarization measurements downwardFigure 9 along with our preliminary partial wave'analysis which incorporates

another 200 MeV/c to cover a region devoid.of any prominent resonances which,these data.  A satisfactory fit can be achieved without any of the new reso-

at momenta above and below, have been a great assistance in energy-dependentances of Carroll et al. except for the region between 800 and 850 MeV/c.  The

partial wave analysis.excess cross section in this region seems to require an ad-hoc resonance in

Figure 12 shows the polarization predictions of the above three PWA
(10)

order to achieve a satisfactory fit.  It is tempting to associate this with

an I=1 resonance with nearly this mass and width and elasticity indicated
for the reactions K-p + R°n and K-n + K-n.  Only for high masses does our analysis

by the total cross section results of Figure 6. -  I  am now in the process of differ significantly with RL-IC in its predictions.  No polarization measurements

trying various spin-parity hypotheses in a global fit to all data in the K-p have been published for these reactions.

and R°n channels.  Since the structure we see at 180°'is an enhancement rather A problem to be faced by PWA's at low momentum is the apparent incom-

than a 'depression,  this  implies  an even orbital angular momentum state  for the patability of the I .1 total cross section as measured by counters and that

inferred from the high statistics bubble' chamber data at low momentum.    Fig-         Iresonance.

We have used the same apparatus to study the reaction K-p + E-,T  and ures 13 and 14 show that in the region where they overlap, the I=0 cross

Figure 10 shows the preliminary results which are in resonably good agreement section is in good agreement whereas the I.1 cross sections disagree by

about 40%. This discrepancy is large compared with the small s.tructureswith the RL-IC partial wave analysis of the I  channel.  Thus we have no

claimed to exist in this and adjacent regions and leaves any PWA from 450 toevidence that any of the six resonances are coupled strongly to IT.  There

remains then only the A,r channel and some of the smaller 3-body reactions to 600 MeV/c subject to considerable uncertainty.  For this reason as well as to

reinvestigate the structures claimed by Carroll et al., it would be very valu-which these resonances may be dominantly coupled.  Unfortunately, none of

these reactions is easy to study by electronic means. able to redo these simple measurements of the total cross sections.

A Yale-BNL experiment (4 in LESB I has extended measurements of K-p Nearly all K-p studies involve an admixture of I=O and I=l.  An

polarization downward to 650 MeV/c.  These measurements have been exceedingly exception is the reaction K-p +A+ missing mass (MM) which can be decomposed

useful in validating one partial wave analysis (RL-IC) and rejecting an-
(8)                                                                                   into  an  I=l  part  (Aa°)  and  an  I=O  part  (E°lr°,  ATT°,T°  and  An)  by a measure-

other (UCL) as can be seen in Figure 11.  The RL-IC prediction for polari- ment of the A momentum.  This can be done with some success with the bubble
(9)

zation agrees with the new data nearly as well as our analysis which has(10) chamber as shown in Figure 15.  An apparatus which could also detect gamma
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:

Kaons and Antiprotons as Probes of the NucleusDISCUSSION

T. ·KALOGEROPOULOS (Syracuse). Would   it be useful to study radiat ive
*

transitions between Y states? C. B. Dover**
R. TRIPP.  We have studied Y (1520)- Ay in the bubble chamber. Standing

University of Pennsylvania**
by itself it didn't contribute very much. Philadelphia, PA  19104
W. E. CLELAND (Pittsburgh). Have you thought about using Ko beams for
studying the I=1 amplitudes?

Low  energy kaon beams  (Plab 3  1.5  GeV/c),  such as those currentlyR. TRIPP. That would be nice. I presume that electron accelerators
available at the A.G.S., offer new and potentially exciting prospects for thewould be best for that because of the neutron background.
study of nuclear and hypernuclear structure.  The main points «are the following:(UNIDENTIFIED).    Time of flight could  be  used to reject neutrons.

R. TRIPP.  There have been some K. bubble chamber experiments which
0                                                                         1.  The K+ is the only hadron which is weakly absorbed in nuclei over ahave had mixed success.  We have not used them in our partial wave

sizeable energy range  (Plab i  0·8  GeV/c),  with  a mean  free  path  of  5-7  fmanalyses because of worry about systematic biases. If it were possible
in nuclear matter.  In this sense, it can be viewed as the "electron" of strongat AGS energies it would certainly be useful.  In fact there was a
interaction physics.  The theoretical description of the mechanism of K+suggestion by Kelley that one look at K  -p -• K n, because the inverse
induced reactions on nuclei is in many cases simple and controllable.  Thisreaction is troubled by the Pauli principle in deuterium. There are

+ allows the extraction of nuclear structure information with a minimum ofsome interesting problems in K  nucleon physics that might be solved
ambiguity, unlike the situation for strongly absorbed probes such as the pion.with K  beams.
In particular, we emphasize the following possibilities for K+ studies onJ. BUTTON-SHAFER (Massachusetts).  Would it be useful to study the charge
nuclei:

exchange reaction K-p -• K'n with a polarized target?
a.  Extraction of neutron densities from measurements of elastic andR. TRIPP. It doem' t appear that those would distinguish very well

total cross sections.
between competing partial wave analyses in the energy range I have

discussed. At higher energies it probably would be useful though.
b.  Inelastic scattering of K+ to particular residual nuclear states.J. BUTTON SHAFER. Unfortunately in the MPS you run out of kaons                                                                                                +

We discuss the selection rules and compare the K+ to e-,  -, p and p as                      below   2   GeV/c.      Do   you   th ink it would be worthwhile to study   the   K
nuclear probes.  The excitation of high spin, unnatural parity states isnucleon system above 2 GeV/c?
particularly interesting, both from the nuclear structure point of view and as aR. TRIPP. (Silence).
means of discriminating between various models for the elementary K+- nucleonJ. BUTTON-SHAFER.  I should probably discuss this with you later.
amplitudes.  The K+ could also effectively be used to explore the systematics

of giant monopole and quadrupole resonances in nuclei, as well as the isospin
splitting of giant resonances through kaon charge exchange reactions.

c.  Quasiparticle properties of more deeply bound nucleon orbitals in
the shell model via the (KE, IC+ p) reaction; also K+ scattering with large
energy  loss  ( "deep inelastic" processes).

*Permanent address:  Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY; partially supported
by the Department of Energy, Contract #EY-76-C-02-0016.
**Partially supported by the National Science Foundation.
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The   study   of K- induced strangeness exchange react tons on nuclei    is    of    the
The large difference in mean free path for K- and K+ 19 reflected in a

utmost importance for the future of hypernuclear physics.  The (K-,1 -) qualitatively different optical potential  Vopt(r)   -  V(r)   -iW(r)   for  K-  or
reaction affords the best means of populating particular final states involving a K+ incident on nuclei.  In Figure 2, we plot V(r) and W(r) at Plab = 500
single  A  (or  I)  in  the  nucleus.   'This is because  the  (r, Tr -) reaction

MeV/c.  The K- potential is strongly absorptive with an attractive real part
imparts small momentum transfer to the nucleus; hence the "sticking probability-

(although its depth  is .uncertain);   the K+ potential should be weakly absorptive
for the A is sizeable and the cross sections are of the order of tenths of mb for

with a repulsive real part at low energy.
particular final states.  Other ways of forming A hypernuclei, for instance via

This characteristic difference in Vopt(r) would show up in angular
the (p, K+) or (p, p' K+) reactions, are less favorable because of the larger                                              +

distributions for K- - nucleus elastic scattering, as shown in Figure 3.  The
momentum transfer (although beam intensities are much higher for P than K-).

K+ angular distributions should be rather unstructured, while   the K- angular
The detailed hypernuclear spectroscopy ( spins and parities)   of   the A    in   the

dependence should be oscillatory.nucleus can eventually be unraveled   by a study   of   (r,  r -) angular
Since   the  K+  is a weakly absorbed particle in nuclei,   a   density   expansion

distributions,   or, in light nuclei,   by   the   (r,I  - Y ) reaction. High enerRY
of Vopt(r) should converge  apidly, the dominant term being proportional.to

resolution is essential for establishing the detailed spectroscopy, since final
fK+nP n(r) + fK+P Pp(r).  It thus should be a useful probe of neutron

hypernuclear states of different spin and parity are in many cases predicted by densities On(r). In Figure 4, we show how total K+ elastic and reaction cross
the A shell model to be clumped together in energy.  The level order of such

sections  CE  and cR change   when   the   radius and surface thickness   of  P n( r)clumps of states (for instance   2+,  0+,   2+   in   12CA ) reveals important
are  changed  by  AR  and 8 a.     Measurements  of  CE  and  CR  at the level  of  1-2I

features of the AN elementary interaction.  It will also be very interesting to
should yield useful constraints   on  P n( r).see whether or not collective excitations involving a A develop in heavy nuclei                                                                                 f

Inelastic scattering and charge exchange reactions of K  on nuclei look very
( -strangeness analog states-); the A dependence of the energies and isospin

promising both for nuclear structure studies and, in some cases, in furnishing
splittings of these states are important quantities to measure.

constraints on the elementary amplitudes.  G. Walker and I have recently examined
In a more speculative vein, I will also discuss the possibility of forming these questions. In distorted wave impulse approximation   (DWIA), the relevant

strangeness   S  = -2 nuclear systems   ( AA  or  E -)   via   the   (K-, K+) reaction.
formulae are displayed in Figures 5 and 6.  From the decomposition of theDetailed estimates for such processes have recently been made, and indicate inelastic   amplitude into pieces   with  AS  -0,1   and  AT  = .0,1,   one can easily

summed cross sections of the order of microbarns.
discuss the spin and isospin flip nature of the strongest transitions.  The main

In Figure  1, we display  the mean free paths A  - 1/p  aAV as a function
results are:

of momentum for various hadrons in nuclear matter (p  = 0.16 fm-3).  We see

that the K+ is the only probe that can  see  the whole nucleus (except possibly
1.  For K+, we expect a strong isospin selection rule AT - 0 for

for very low energy pions).  On the other hand, the ; represents the strong
Plab  6  400 MeV/c, since the elementary K+N I-1 amplitude dominates in

absorption limit, i.e., it annihilates at tHe slightest hint of the presence of
most models, as shown in Figure 7.

nuclear matter.  The K- is also seen to have a relatively short mean free path,

the low energy rN interaction being dominated by the formation of Y*
2.      For   both  K+  and   r,   the  AS  -.0,   AT  -   0 tem ,generally dominates,    80

resonances.
we   expect the largest cross sections   to  J'   -   1-,   2+, 3- natural parity
T-0 states, starting from a 04-,N=Z target.  Kaons could thus easily excite

giant quadrupole (or monopole) resonances.
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3.     Transttions to unnatural parity states are particularly interesting, As wego away from the forward direction,J00 hypernuclear states will

since they reveal the igospin dependence of the spin flip amplitudes (AS = 1). come into play.  The high resolution spectrometer built at the AGS by the

An example is shown in·Figure 8 for the 4-, T = 0, 1 states in 12C. The Palevsky group will be essential in resolving the substructure predicted in the

resul ts   at low momentum   are   seen   to   be very sensitive   to the choice   of the broad peaks. In Figure ' 13 are shown typical predicted excitation functions  for
elementary K+N amplitude, since   the   leading A S=   O,  B T=   0   term is absent . 12C (K-, 5-)12Ct at various angles.  As e lab increases, the ground

state   (AS 1/2 'n   P3/21)1-   conf iguration  and   the 2+ states become  more   important.
4.  Charge exchange reactions are also ugeful, since they enable us to Unnatural parity states (1+, 3+) are only weakly excited at any angle.  High

unravel the spin dependence of isospin flip amplitudes (AT = 1).  For (K-, resolution studies could resolve the broad peak seen at %  11 MeV excitation into

KO) ,   the  8 S  = 0 terms dominate   near  800  MeV/c,   so we expect to populate 1-, 0+ and 2+ components, which have characteristically different angular

2+.... natural parity states.  Such reactions would be useful for studying the dietributions, as shown in Figure 14.  Even with coarse resolution, the angular

systematics of T> components of giant dipole resonances, for instance. Typical distribution is still a useful quantity, since the 2+ states show up as a

charge. exchange predictions are shown in Figure 9. shoulder in the summed cross section at around 0 lab - 200.
Now let us turn to the question of hypernucleus formation via the (K-, In light hypernuclei such as 12CA , there are relatively few configu-

C ) reaction.  The old CERN data with very coarse energy resolution, shown in rations which are available to form narrow states.  Mixing of these particle-hole

Figure 10, indicated two peaks.      In   12CA   '   as an example, the narrower peak states is expected to be small, and there is little chance for significant

was roughly 11 MeV above the predicted energy of the ground state, while the collectivity to develop.  In heavy nuclei, there le the intriguing possibility

broader peak was at 22 MeV of excitation.  The simplest explanation for this that   collective -strangeness analog states- will emerge, as discussed by Kerman

structure is based on the A shell model, where the states of the hypernucleus and Lipkin.  Some of the qualitative features of such states are indicated on

consist of a linear superposition of A particle-neutron hole configurations Figure 15.

(ZA jA, (in jn)-1)Ju , as shown in Figure 11 for 12C It is conceivable that double hypernuclei may eventually be produced via theA.
A skeletal version of the DWIA formalism for estimating (K-, 5-) cross (r, t) reaction.     Such AA or  E - hypernuclei would be interesting  for

sections is given in Figure 12.  The central concept is that of effective neutron several reasons:  a) a new strong interaction spectroscopy, b) provide further
I     J

number, NeffJ  for a particular transition,  or ·Neff = J  Neff for the summed tests  of  the SU(3) structure  of the baryon-baryon interaction, c) possibly  test
strength to all final states.  Since the distortions (in particular, absorption) MIT bag model predictions of a new S - -2 dibaryon.

are   strong   for   both  K-   and  w -,· we expect   Neff  to be considerably   less   than N, Experimentally, He A and Bl  have been seen as single events in

the number of neutrons, i.e., only surface localized neutrons have a chance of emulsion experiments.. The Hel  event is shown in Figure 16.  He  is a

participating in the (K-, ir-) Eeaction.  Experimentally, Neff % 1/2 and is particularly stable structure, since the two A particles can both occupy the 18

roughly independent  of A, at least  for A   40.   For e
lab - 0', the (r, orbit.

w-) cross section is dominated by tbe 0+ final states, since the momentum Recently, A. Gal and I have made rough cross section estimates for the

transfer Q is small.  For 12CA· , the two kips seen in the 0' data of formation of AA hypernuclei. The result  for the summed cross section at 0'
%                                                                                                                                                                                  ..

Figure  10 are thus interpreted as  the  (AP3/2, n P3/2-1 ) + and (04 Jib/st) is given in Figure 17.  The cross sections for particular low-lying

(ASt/2, n Sl/2-1)9+ confighrations, weakly mixed by a residual AN interaction· final states are expected to be much smaller (5 1 nb), since processes as shown

in Figure 17 tend to produce a slow Al and a fast A2; the sticking

probability of A  in a particular shell model orbital is thus very . all.
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A  E -  hypernucleus  may be formed  in  the  one  step K-p +  K+ E - process
Additional coherent attraction occurs in NN channels with I-0,5-1,L=J i l

shown in Figure   18.     The E -  may subsequently decay  via the etrong process  E --p + from tensor and quadratic spin-orbit forces.  These strongly attractive NN
AA. In principle, this could also lead to a given AA hypernuclear final potentials lead to a number of bound states whose quantum numbers can be

state, and interfere coherently with the process shown in Figure 17. However, predicted.
these two ways of getting to the same AA final state will peak at quite different In Figure 20, we also display another proposed class of new mesons, composed
values of Plab The summed cross section  of  30 Ub/st.  at  0' for direct E

-

of a diquark (Q2) and an anti-diquark (52).  These mesons are intimately

formation (at 1.25 GeV/c) is not very much larger than for the second order related to the baryon-antibaryon system, to which they are predicted to be
process of Figure 17.  This is because K-p+ ir'E- is dominated by u-channel strongly coupled on the basis of duality considerations.  The decay of 9252
baryon exchange, and hence backward peaked  (in BK+)  in  the  c.m.   system. Not objects into mesons Mi and Mj is approximately forbidden due to a modified

far from threshold, the resulting lab cross section is focussed in a forvard Zweig rule.  The appearance of narrow resonances in NN cross sections could be

com; however, the 0' lab Cross section is still rather small, as per Figure 18. due to the coupling NN + Q262 + NN; the Q2Q2 system prefers to return to
- 4

Again, cross sections for leaving   the E -  in  a  low-lying shell model orbital are the NN channel rather than decay into mesons, and hence leads to resonances with

4  small, since Plab f 1% 500-600 MeV/c 2 2 Pf· large elastic width.  This may be similar to the formation of isobaric analogue
The damping widths for E and E hypernuclear states are estimated in Figure resonances in nuclear physics.

19.  In both cases, a strong conversion process is allowed, so a priori such The features which distinguish the spectroscopy of Nli and Q2 2 mesons

states should   be   very wide. However,    the Q value   is   only   30   Mev   for E -p + AA are   listed in Figure   21.      The most dramatic signature   of   the  Q22   spectrum   is
and this process is mediated by very short range exchanges (dominantly K*(890)), isospin degeneracy of the leading trajectories, including I = 0, 1, 2 mesons for

unlike I -p+ An,   which   has long range lT exchange. The relevant quantity   (vo) Ep each JITC. The existence of isotensor mesons is a crucial part of the scheme.
+ AA is only about 8-9 mb, estimated in perturbation theory, so we arrive at an A number of experiments which can distinguish between NN and Q2 2 models are

upper limit    rE-  %  16-18  MeV   for   the   l S   orbit.    A.5 - bound   in an orbit   with 1 1 1 given in Figure 22.  The observance of discrete single pion emission between

could possibly give rise to a narrow structure.  Some preliminary estimates of quasiatomic (QA) and quasinuclear (QN) states should be very revealing in this

the  - - well depth in nuclear matter yield  Vo%   65-78  MeV,   so   the E- would regard.  Quantitative predictions for the y and 71 emission rates, and some

have a richer spectrum of bound states   in a nucleus   than a nucleon; for instance, speculative quantum number assignments, are given in a recent Phys. Rev. Letter
bound 1-2 states in 12 C, etc.  Such narrow structures are worth looking for by M. Zabek and the author.

experimentally. States  with  a  I -,  on the other  hand,  have r -260  MeV for.the Some possible questions of interest for r nucleus scattering are listed in

1 s orbit. Narrow   I  -   or  I ° hypernuclear states would only occur   if some other Figure 23. Since a P is the most strongly absorbed probe of nuclei, see Figure

selection rule comes to the rescue; the crude estimate of Figure 19 ignores 1,   it is sensitive   to   the   nuclear  density  only   in  the   far tail region. ·   The

selection rules and assumes a high density of states. signature to look for is a total cross section otot which exceeds the naive

Let us now turn briefly to the problem of particle-antiparticle -       geometric limit 21TR2.  The observed ratio atot/21;R2 will constrain the

interactions.  A new class of mesons may be formed, as loosely bound shape of the density for large r.  Elastic cross sections and polarizations of P

-quasimolecular- ensembles of baryon and antlbaryon.  Composites of nucleon and on nuclei would also be interesting quantities to measure.  One would like to

antinucleon (NN) and  charm molecules  (BC Bc or DD) have been discussed in achieve a consistent treatment of low energy P- nucleus scattering, pp and pn
the literature. The meson exchange mechanism for. the formation of such states is elementary interactions, protonium   (ip  atom),   and the energy shifts and widths

shown in Figure 20.  Odd G-parity exchanges change sign in passing from the NN to observed in -TA atoms.

the NN system.  Isoscalar contributions due to € and w exchange now add

coherently in every NN channel, whereas they tend to cancel for the NN system.
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F

G. WALKER, C. DOVER, submitted to Phys. Rev. C

INELASTIC SCATTERING OF SPIN 0,.ISOSPIN 1/2 PROJECTILES:

INELASTIC SCATTERING (more detail):

A  -   -  Z (fI- + 3,2)  +  ( £ +1) (fI+.+  3fli)
$i     (0++  JW)   4   I F I 2     0     .1.1  Ph   Mph 12

Jp]h BaS :f  -  Z (4- - 'it)   +  {Z + 1) (4+  -  41)

U=(-)Zp + Zh

Expand   *  -(pi,k)  -         a.£  (pi)   6   (l,n-10                                                                 -                                                      C:S  Z  j      -   1 2(Z +·1)  (4+  -  ft_  +  3f£1  -  3:zl)

Mph     0        i   a n£a      an'Zb    (N  + 9)0''
D:: : :-  \1£(Z + 1;  ·(4, - 4- + 4- --4+)

N  =   64'J)     (Abs  -0    +    BAs  =
0 1 rk+TN000 AT= 0 AT = 1/ 4

t     -.  t  1/2 j 1
4*  .   flak   91' (kno )  91* (k.)  fl: ;'m.£* 1/2

9-3 1 t hJ 1  P   Pf. / AS = 1 + DAS = 1\
[,1, Ck)] 2

ti '0 0 "1> 1 2 j,1  l''T -
0 AT= 1  

SELECTION RULES:

J   +· - ·+ ISOSPIN SELECTION RULES:
N:    w= ( - )    0,1,2  ....

1)  If | fll >> | f' | , 'as for low energy K  then

N:    A= ( - )1    1+, 2- ....  (also 1-, 2+....)

(spin-flip)                                                    -       |A
12 / 1812 =  9  +  AT = 0 favored

2)  If |fll <<  |fo|, then |A12 -  1812
0  + 0-   always forbidden

Fig. 5 Fig. 6
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INELASTIC SCATTERING TO
HIGH SPIN STATES
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(K-, K') CHARGE EXCHANGE

EXAMPLE:  3Osi (K-, 2')3OAl at 300 MeV/C

lilI 111
1   2+ xI/2

1-         3-0.08- 2+ x I/2 (K-, n-) .CROSS SECTIONS ON LIGHT NUCLEI
1-

4+ Yl/1 O
3-                  1-        (K-,KO)     "                -x 1/2 .4+

0.04
 

8.24°  =

1.  (c)  982(IC.JI-)9Be   33x108'C                  3x 1/40.12                           -     ;                  '  (a) le-21T 1.8xl08'e:,

1-        3-             2+ -
, -    §    12C target                       "

3- xi/2 x  i /2 .0- -7     20-
2+ xI/2

0.06 -                                                                -
4+                    1- 8=48°    4+

'              - -      9111'1 2-2TZ 10 -                       'i' t--
L-

E

  O.24            3
3-

· -                 -                             -  *H *1'  I     ,   
     10 V , 9  .9 BA

1

0 *

4#1  ,1 +1, 41+f#4##211*11#110+1 ft46 20 O Eex
-20 6 42    -

b                                                                 2-0 0.1 6-
;'Cd) 16oK.rt-110                             i;

1-                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         /                        3   (b)      12Cc'CH-)llc
O.08 - 2+   19xlo8K-    t   3.Ox108K--     1 1.. ,     aut4+               1- ·8.72° 4+  _        i                              811          1          t3.                                /

30
3-

0.12          4+

»                                                                                                   1                 . INNAH#111111'llill. li

-2R     -

''IJ+Wie  44#£ f+*1

10-2R
4+  2+

-

11.      -'/             10-0.06 - 8=144°        -

21-                                  1-                                                                     -- 0 Hil'   1 -1-' -10      9       10 '4- MeV         • •Ultil'L,-10      9       1,0       ,   E 20
'

0 Ee( 4J ' do ' 6 Eex
I IlllllllllllIlll
9                 11                 13                15                17

E  ( MeV)
W. BrUckner et al, Phys. Letters (1975)

r- -1 Sl/2    F-1 7       1) AT = 1 only
(CERN)

Fig. 9 Ip:81 - 0

| 8  2 dominates Fig. 1030             30
Si -At 2) make T states 100
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CROSS SECTIONS FOR PRODUCTION OF HYPERNUCLEI   IN   (K , Tr-) REACTION:

TO SPECIFIC STATE:

*1  (00) - N:„ et,i:)·-A'

ENERGY LEVELS IN 12C                                                                             L                    LA

N                                      (j   j    J)2
....                                                eff = (2J + 1)   (21,•.+ 1)   (2jn + 1) <1 2 -1/2 0)    1<n-Z. li'(r) Inn2n, 12

Eex inMeV n A
SUM RULE:            Eh

dall                do

jAj N J
  (00)  =  Neff  da-ll: 8QI "-A

Cs,1 , s,  )  n A         22-  /////// L

72     72

Neff   =   f d      pn(r)!XS)(012    IX:)(r)12

( 2' PJ)  n A         11-  /////U              co N f d21, T(b)  e- 6 T(b)
A           ru

-1
Cpi                                              O - 21_ where T(b)  =  -

/2'Sl,2  n A                 12                                                                                                                        E-    9(r)  dz   ,   f d2t  T(b) =  A
'C

In plane wave approximation, N +  N.  Experimentally- N -   1/2, roughly
eff eff

W. BrUckner et al, Phys. Letters (1975)
(Povh group at·CERN) independent of A.

Fig. 11

Fig. 12
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I i-               1 -
"I                                                                   -   me 61(5 ir-,)125  240    + gooM«e-20 2  2+.OW- - 0+

-

SUM

-

16'-   (RAP,21)2 +
T

02 -
1-- /go                                         2..

o+
01 -

-1 1

T    T         T                                                                                            6 Pv. P,K  J=+

2.- E                6_+ 00 /6-2_
(f,F,2)0+

-            120                                      -I                                                                                                                                                                                                                            I
.
„                                                                                                      2..

-  a                                                               -                        -  12  4
1    .1                                                                                       20                          20                                                                                                               p

8       -                                                                                                                
     Ar                      1:2<1 6 K-> Tr           CA

g                              IT
00 00 163-

Boo Revk

.*      60
02 -

0-j \

i                                                                                                                                                                /131'rgli )30
Re            &*                                                                                              (p" pli')it
T       T

O+                                                               O+                             15 -
.6                                              -

00

·3                                                                                                                                                                                                    (i'*APVZ )it1-  20 201 :   ,. ,---,     T , ___.7..7. ,-- --, - -,
-12- -8 -4

Nv) 0                             4                            6                          /1               164-Fig. 13     PA                                                            'Fig. 14 .1 
8Lab 2& 2f
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D. J. Prowse, Phys. Rev. Letters '17, 782 (1966)POSSIBILITY OF COLLECTIVE "STRANGENESS ANALOG STATES"

+                              +                                     +                                                                                                                                                                  S                                                -             ....Let a=    create   p, bcc create   n,   and C- create /\ . Define
» 0, 6:.

r-# - -I. .L.'   C:/ .G

u-     =    5  CCK+  b-   ,V+ =  E    C-     a-   · Then strangeness analog configurations .#. r .-... 0    C:i-·..

are      S      =        5   1,1>      ,          1 S;1>           =        u-    1,1>
.

. ..: I C   *<.. .0    ... :  ... :.
,/.F R

 rr> = gr. state of target

-         .    :.«'....    :.. .i=.     .      .
0 0 20,+

|S >      like |A> -     1       T . 'Tr> + usual isospin analog state. SCCE

/NZZ                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           + .   .   i      ..  · -

4  9
1-

I Sn>    splits  into two components     IS,> , 1 S >   ,       N>  3

+                                                                 |S,>                                                                                   H26AA Do':ble Hypernucleus

Ecoul                         E                                                               seen in K- + Emulsion (4-5 GeV)
symm                                                                                -

1 Sp>                                                                          IS<>                                                                           b)   E- + 12C 0  Li.+He6

v-     _   1 1                                                               
           a)   CK-, K+) to make S AA

c)      He A   -*  TT-+   p  +  He 

d) He: -0 11-+P+0

(K-, u')  produces  |S > Fig. 16
P

(K-, TT-) produces mostly IS<> ,  some  |S >

Fig. 15
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SUMMED FORMATION  RATE  FOR A A HYPERNUCLEI:

FORMATION OF E HYPERNUCLEI:.
, C.

, '                                                                                                                   K+               K

Al
< *. C

P0071                       =   P

AZ < P'' K+ Kinematics:
-

\/\A f
-P+A,To   1   (da \ TOP + AK

W  (Ge,/c)  k '-   (d;6:,)51<+E

: (Rl . .8 leo <  72 >(Sil 1.26 0.56 28 Ub/st.
0 1.61 0.51    16

T       t   f
0.76 mb/st 0.03 0.65 mb

1a- St

I   (do/dAL)  , f       =   /do    \K-p.K+E1 E   /  o
where \ 1/0    2eff

(1)                  (1)
8 R: 81,2 (1 - Qi  /ur,L E/UL) (1 - Qo  /uK+L EA21•) E/k L Zeff - jfd  pp  (r) Ixit)(r)1214+)(r)12

For  k - - 1.1 GeV/c  ,  Q(l), 0.08 GeV/c - k    ,Q(2) - 0.42 GeV/c = k0                    AlL 0 A 2L -L(b)//             4
- fdls  % (r) e Rs 1    for    He

- -

i.flIfL_    I  tl(Q·)2    t2(-Q)   2  - 0.02 mb-1E   =J    (2 TI  ) 2 1--tl(0) t2(   L(b) = C p (b, 3') d Z'/p(o) ; f -( 1. +-1-)/2 =s 3 fm
PaK  PaK-

B   0    0.28
E-,f

    (da/dQI,)00     =  30 ub/st for kr- . 1.25 fieYC
d,   \ AA, f 4 ub

; 6 L t.

Fig. 18

Fig. 17
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DAMPING WIDTHS OF I AND E STATES:                                                          '          TWO POSSIBLE NEW CLASSES OF MESONS:

3--
< - *

E        5                            --                           I. "Quasimolecular" Bound States of NN (or BcBc' DD "charm molecules")=

T r,p /   K ,K (890)

ii   N

An                                         P            ' '                                        P emphasize potential aspects   (B.E.<< 2MN)

Q   + · 80 MeV Q = 30 MeV

VAN (r)  =  -Vw -Ve + -----

1-1  =   -  f d, pp (r, ·L (r) II. Multiquark Complexes ("baryonium")

1)  observed a - 150 mb at P .     150   MeV/c
E p+An ex. Q2 Q2

TOT· LI
2

Q
N                                              N

- (UG) - :25 30 -100u  (u 5 0.1)I  p·+ An demanded by
DUALITY

N                                           N

2) calculated (ua),-r/ « 0 8-9 m b                                                                          Q-2

For uniform density    p  (r)  =  32/4TrK3    ri R Q2 2  +  Mi Mj  forbidden  (mod. faweig rule)

2Q      >      QQ =Mi
1-1,= - 32/4.,3   /                                                                 --)    4j (r) dr                                                                                                                                                                                                                             "--Il--V ..-Il---

L1
·'.,9.,5

AS . (2MeV/mb) ua
f --     <       Q  = Mj

..:

p E-.  60 MeV
1 1S

 1:     s=   16  -  18  MeV    +
£3 1 could be narrow :

Fig. 20

Fig. 19
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DISTINGUISHING FEATURES  OF  RN  AND  Q252 SPECTROSCOPY: CRUCIAL NN EXPERIMENTS:

1)  y or w emission from protonium to deeply bound states

_®L Q2Q2

1)  Coherent attraction for I = 0, 1)  I=O, S=l,L=Jtl 2)   pd +  n+X spectator experiments  (+ y o r 1 between deeply bound levels)

lp+x
S=l,L=J+1 band most strongly coupled

+ 0++, 1-, 2++, 3-- band to NN
3)  Measurements of oEL' aTOT at very low momenta with high energy resolution

lies lowest

4)  Two meson decay modes of narrow states near NN threshold, ex. S(1930)

2)  Large isospin splittings 2)  Isospin degeneracy of

for S=1 leading trajectories

(I -0,1,2)

3)  No G-parity doublets 3)  G-parity doublets

for NN ex. 2-+(17, 2--(1 )

(18  .B)

Fig. 21

Fig. 22
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Nuclear Physics Experiments at the AGS

P - NUCLEUS INTERACTIONS:
Peter Barnes

Carnegie Mellon University1)     Sensitivity  to  p (r)   in  far tail region  (few  % of central Pittsburgh, PA 15213

density)  signature is c
TOT/h Q>  1

DISCUSSION

2) (da/dll) p (8) D. LOWENSTEIN (BNL).  Here is a graph showing the p fluxes available at
EL ,

the various accelerators. (See next page.)

f 2 ++ P. BARNES.  I'm not too happy about LESB II because of its momentum

If Vp (r)   =  Vo(r)  (1 + iE) -.(E;F)   Y     1   £·S resolution.  To do nuclear physics with that beam one would have to

measure the incoming momentum with counters in the' beam.

n2 Y€   sin e (UNIDENTIFIED). That doesn' t sound very difficult.
p(e) -

11  =   P/m TWC
2     2 4     2 J-M.  PERREAU  (CERN) .    I  disagree  with your price estimates  for  the

1+6  +Y n  sin 8/4
LEAR faciliti.

T. KALOGEROPOULOS (Syracuse).     Can you estimate  what a low.energy  anti-
proton ring would cost'at BNL?

In principle, V , s, y calculable from elementary NN
N. SAMIOS (BNL).  Half of whatever the cost is at CERN. (laughter).

interaction (many difficulties)

•   some  constraints  on NN interaction; seek consistency..

-          -

with low energy pN scattering data, pp atoms, p-A atoms

(energy shifts and widths)

Fig. 23
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Light Ion Acceleration· in the AGS

82, 84                         Cl
(MESB)

A. W. Maschke

|Os_ Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, New York  11973

The injector for the AGS is a 200 MeV proton linac. It could accel-

erate deuterons, or other particles with a charge to mass ratio of - 1/2
C6, C8 to an energy of about 25 MeV/nucleon; this corresponds to a magnetic rigidity

  (LESBII) which is equivalent to that of a 50 MeV proton.  This is a high enough mag-
9  10. r netic field for the AGS to operate without much trouble.  Deuterons could be

6 Z
AGS low level rf system to allow bunching and rebunching of the beam. These

accelerated in the AGS by putting deuterium in the source and modifying the

SE I modifications are simple and inexpensive.  Deuterium has been accelerated at
++

                                  Al, A3, Bl available from appropriate ion sources.  This is one degree more complicated

CERN in the PS without any problems.  Reasonable intensities of H are
e

  |03 ,
SLAC 21 ---0 source that would give better He   output.

than deuterium because one would probably replace the present source with a
++

Z -

Neon, stripped to a charge state of 8+, could also be accelerated.

N             -      CLC4 X This would require a substantial source modification and the current would/
0        (LESB I) ANL 21 be very low.
- X
2                                           1  SLAC 23 All the present AGS beam control systems work by electromagnetic beam

ANL 8 sensors.  With the low currents involved,. the AGS would have to learn to
run "blind."  This is somewhat more difficult in a strong focusing machine,

|02_ but has been done in the Bevatron with heavy ions and in the 2GS with pola-

_                                                                                        rized proton beams.

A significant source development would be required, but conceivably one
could accelerate. Argon (A = 40) with a charge of 16+.

This approach may be considered as a "quick and dirty" way to get a peek

at nucleus-nucleus collisions at y = 15.

1 1    1   1- 1 lili 1 1  1   1 lili 1 1 lillI
0.1 1.0                    10                  100

P ( GeV/c)

..   -:'.:··· ·.S,f-
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DISCUSSION P and N Experiments and Possible New Beams
P. BARNES (CMU).  Cyclotrons generate microamps of current.  What currents
are you t lking about?

8                                                                                        David M. WolfeA. MASCHKE.  We will be talking about 10  particles per pulse.  You would

be doing direct beam experiments and the question is what intensity is                                                         University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106interesting?

10L.  SCHROEDER  (LBL).   We run about 10 particles per pulse for carbon
9thru neon at the Bevalac.  Argon runs up to about 10  per pulse.  It

The title of this talk is a very general one and I will try to narrowis worthwhile to point out that several other accelerators plan heavy
it down to just a few topics.  Much of the discussion is, necessarily Iion capability, in addition to the Bevalac where the energy is 2.1 GeV
believe, rather vague. The choice of discussion topiCS is mine but manyper nucleon.  Saciay will have a heavy ion capability going to 1.5 GeV

10                                   of the ideas come from discussions with colleagues.  There will be someper nucleon.  Dubna can do 4 GeV per nucleon with intensities of 10
recommendations at the end.per  pulse for alphas  and  105 for carbon  and  the like, perhaps adequate

Let me start with an opinion, and that is that I believe the problemfor streamer chamber experiments.  At GSI in Germany they are talking
of narrow states in the p - nucleon system, states loosely described asabout a machine of 10 GeV/nucleon colliding beams, plus fixed target
baryonium, to be by far the most interesting problem in 16w energy p physicscapability.  I now understand that they hope to get to 14 GeV/nucleon
today.  Whether these states exist or not and, if they do, how they areby the mid 80's. I think that for counter experiments you need
formed - quasi molecular 6 quark states or Q2 82 states, which models best108.1010 particles per pulse.
describe the situation - all of these represent outstanding and exciting

questions.  Fram the point of view of one particularly interested in
potential theory models, the various NN potentials, related to NN through

1
G parity transformations, make quite different predictions. A view of

predicted I=1 states is shown in Figure 1 for four different models.  The

figures at the bottom show the strength of omega coupling, which is

attractive in NN. The number of predicted states is obviously very
dependent upon this coupling.  Because of this type of prediction I had

originally hoped that a real experimental mass spectrum would put strong
constraints  on the potential.     But  alas,   life  is  not so simple and while
an experimental spectrum puts limits on omega and rho coupling, it still
provides' only rough limits on the short range NN force.  What is really

 

necessary is not only the mass spectrum but also the quantum numbers of the

states.  And no matter how you measure them - directly via decay angular
distributions or restricting the possible choices by looking for forbidden
transitions or by using y or n transitions between states - it's a big and
a hard job.  And these quantum numbers are crucial not only to potential

models, but also to various quark models.  For example, quark models almost

invariably predict isospin degeneracy, a prediction which is hard to duplicate
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in potential theory.  An example of this idea may be found in current beam can be stopped in a short target for bound states, and the full power of
6thoughts concerning the resonance  at  1939 MeV (so-called S meson). This a p flux of > 10  /second can be brought to bear in a high statistics

resonance has been seen in both total and elastic pp cross sections but search for quantum numbers.  But such a device is perhaps 5 years and $15
has not been observed in the charge exchange cross section ppinn. One million away and these may well prove to be potential barriers too great

possible explanation of this effect may be found by claiming the existence for us to penetrate.  What can we do with conventional beams on a shorter

of two resonances (I=0 and I=1) of nearly the same mass but different time scale?  Can we know the answers to most of the pressing questions

widths which interfere destructively in charge exchange. before a ring could become available?  The answer to these questions is

If I follow the line of reasoning outlined previously that these of course hidden in the cross sections for production of as yet, unknown

narrow states are the most interesting p physics at present and, assuming states sitting on top of, as yet, unknown amounts of non-resonant back-

they exist, the discovery of their quantum numbers is the riost serious ground.  Let's try however to estimate what could be done.  A new Low

problem, then how is one to do this?  This question is closely coupled to Energy Sepanted Beam, LESB III, could be built. Let it be a dedicated p
the experimental approach which best confirms their existence. Hopefully beam with no attempt to keep it short for the purposes of providing a

definitive statements about the existence of states will be forthcoming K beam. The front end, designed to match the emittance of a small

in the next 6 to 12 months.  At present there are four experiments I am rectangular target to the acceptance of a large circular bore channel is

aware of to search for states near the two nucleon threshold, two at CERN a complicated problem and full of large chromatic aberrations.  But various
and two here at BNL. Other searches, at higher masses, are also in suggestions have been made, including the use of a solenoid as the first
progress. The various experiments are nicely coupled.  One CERN experiment element and sextupole-dipole combinations to clean up the aberrations.  It
is very similar in intent to Experiment 708 at the AGS but different in appears possible to then create a beam whose flux would be four times the

technique. In both cases bound states can be detected via photon transitions design flux of LESB II or, let's say, 2 x 104  /s/pulse of 1012 p, s at a

from protonium atoms to states deeply bound.  Those states close to threshold p momentum of 500 MeV/c, a convenient momentum which will stop in a LH2
can be irrvestigated  in this technique by starting from resonances,   such as or LD2 target of reasonable length (lm).  There was a recent proposal
the 1939 MeV, rather than from atoms.  CERN depends upon NaI for its photon to PEP involving a SPI (Strange Particle Identifier) spectrometer which

detection while the effort here uses a pair spectrameter and drift chambers. used a thin wall, large bore, superconducting solenoid.  I would then
The other two experiments are missing mass spectator experiments.  The CERN propose that, with all the superconducting experience at BNL, a spectrameter

work observes only charged particles and is restricted to reasonably forward of this type be built with wire and drift chambers to look at neutral and
angles. Experiment  701  at  the AGS looks  at  a much wider range  o f angles in charged events from the decay of bound or resonant states.  The magnet would
the reactions  d-nx; pd-PX so that both I=O and I=1 states are available then be surrounded by neutron counters which could be selectively set with
(CERN manages  this by looking at pd-PX  and prnX). Since  I am personally time-of-flight windows corresponding to the masses of the states under
involved with Expt. 701, I will assume for the sake of further discussion investigation.  Alternative spectrometer schemes - a mini TPC, etc. -
that states exist and in particular, that they can be seen with the missing should also be considered.  Angular distributions of the decay products

mass recoil spectator method. If the masses of the states are then known, would be made with the spectrometer, with the simplest systems being the
a storage ring becomes the ideal device to have for further investigations. most useful - NN decays for resonances (confused by diffractive effects)
The energy of the p beam can be turned to produce the resonant state or the and  2 body events  n  T;   n  B,   n  w,    . . .
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The very existence of some of these 2 body channels makes a strong Much standard physics then becomes imediately available with this

statement about possible quantum numbers.    Such a spectrometer  - beam new facility. Elastic, inelastic and annihilation cross sections should

system could then give us more than 100 events/hour/microbarn of cross be quite straightforward to measure.    The  mos t exciting thing one could

secticn.  The real question, however, is the ability to see signal over conceivably do, it seems to me, would be to produce 0- particles such as

background - sensitivity. Guesses at this can be made but the question of llc which cannot be produced directly at e e- machines (although this

backgrounds (Hulthen and room) will be answered, along with the question particle may be seen shortly with the Crystal Ball via e e- - 'fic + Y  )·

of the states themselves, by some date. This particle could be seen via its decay into two photons in the7eaction

The cost of such a proposed system is small compared to that of a pp  + TIC X.    Unfortunately  the  peak  of the production  of  p' s occurs  at  an

ring.  Beams seem to come quantized in units of megabucks and this would energy which is very low and I'm having trouble finding or predicting a

likely be a 114 beam.  The cost of the spectrometer hardware is estimated cross section.  For example, in a recent preprint of an experiment done here

on the basis of the PEP SPI proposal and is approximately $70OK. A at BNL by Melissinos, Alspector, Strand et al the cross section for J/9

miniTPC or crystal ball spectrometer has not been analyzed sufficiently production by 22 GeV pions on protons is 3nb/nucleon which falls to

to allow a cost estimate. 1 nb/nucleon at 16 GeV.  This is a drop of 3 in cross section for a 30%

And if the states do not exist?  What then can one do with p 's, what decrease in energy. The results fit a modified Drell-Yan calculation.

interesting physics can be accomplished before a ring could be constructed? Ba Al .lnb/nucleon to lepton pairs which, to 0'th order, ought to be

If one looks at the production curves for p 's by 30 GeV protons (figure 2)
about  the  same  for  nc  -' YY. There shouldn' t  be any enormous differences

there is an enormous peak in the 3-4 GeV/c region.  It's important to             ·                   between Tr  and p at these energies since both contain valence anti-quarks.

realize that these curves are fits to existing data and somewhat suspect Therefore at the much lower energy we are talking about, this "calculation"

where no data exist but they have been successful before and are probably does not indicate much cross section.

pretty close.  Using these numbers for production with a large acceptance A Regge calculation referred to in AGS Experiment 732 lists aB as

beam of the order of LESB II, a beam of 108 p,s ought to be possible. This .7  nb  for the process n p -• llc N for 12 GeV/c pions, not so different

seems a staggering amount of beam and the thought of being able to do pp from the estimate above. In tih experiment there  are  only 2 photons  so

physics the way one does pp at present is awesome.  The p's could, in that one can reject events in which a third gamma appears. There are dlso

principle, be cleanly separated from the even more enormous pion flux by no combinatorial problems in matching y's.  Because of the pure 29 final

using the RF time structure of the machine to build a time separated beam. state, there is hope of seeing such a small cross section in the face of a

With a length of 100 meters or so and time buckets 220 ns apart it should total neutral cross section of .3 mb.  But in pp, the 0 prong cross section

prove possible to just gate out the majority of the pi flux.  Time of (all mesons since charge exchange is small) is 5 mb.  Thus there are in
8flight  on  the p's then serves to momentum analyze them. While  a  flux of 10 general more than 2 gammas/event and I can't see any way to beat down such

7
is perhaps too much to count, surely 10  could be handled in the region of a background.  In the figure from DASP (figure 3) we can see how hard it is

+3 to 4 GeV/c.  The real technical problem lies with the 100 or more times to  see  11' s produced  in  e e where the signal is higher  and the noise much
as many pions in the beam.  It's not obvious how one puts a counter in such lower.  I am not optimistic about trying to do this experiment where the

an intense beam in order to make time of flight possible but we can assume cross section is probably so small and the detection problems so large.
that this technical problem can somehow be handled, at least  for  the sake A similar but perhaps less difficult situation lies in the pp- il

of further argument. process.  Recalling that 1013 P, s on 1 meter of LH2 = 1037 cm-2sec-1, a
7                               31beam  of  10    p' s implies a luminosity  of  10     .     In the region  we are talking
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about, /s = 2.5 - 3 GeV, the competing electron machines, DORIS and
30

SPEAR, have luminosities of 10 or less. For producing the inverse                                                                                                      2     Co

reaction only DCI, in principle, could be competitive.  Thus pp has about                                       ·                                                          0     92.
i an order of magnitude more luminosity.  It has also a better cross section

by  about. 3 since the phase space for producing lepton pairs is bigger  than                                                                         .a
n

that for producing nucleon pairs.  But the backgrounds are a very serious

problem with pp total cross sections of about 100 mb compared to 100 nb

for  e+e-. It seems therefore   that the experiments might be dreadfully
difficult to actually carry out. 1 believe thac much technical and some                                                                                          .

theoretical work is necessary before a time separated beam could become

a practical reality and produce exciting physics.                                                                                                                   O

Let me then summarize my recommendations by urging patience. for 6
.*

to 12 months until results from present experiments become available and N --

- ma
a.c-

then vigorous action based on the knowledge of states in existence at that                                           ,                 R   R
time.     If  as  many  of  us  hope, the world is enriched (or complicated)  by  the

presence of new relatively narrow mesons, then an LESB III beam, dedicated

to p physics and with the maximum possible intensity, should be constructed
r-'

together with a spectrometer, perhaps of the type I indicated. Certainly                                                                                               -
.

such a device, presumably relatively portable, would have a bright future.                                D -             u
The costs are reasonable (at least by compariscn) and the potential gain                                             j                                               =    a
vast. If indeed baryonium represents   a   low eurgy window   into the quark                                                                                               o                               i

D

world, we should certainly take advantage of it. ,.R.               #                2.·f .ff2     '>'> „> n
-
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DISCUSSION
Stopping Pion and Muon Beams at the Brookhaven AGS

T. KALOGEROPOULOS (Syracuse) .  If we build a spectrometer like the one
+

that you and Bob Tripp suggested, similar to the ones at the e e  rings, W. J. Kossler

it will be limited in the event rate it can handle to perhaps an order
College of William and Mary

of magnitude more than what we have had from bubble chamber experiments. Williamsburg, VA  23185

Also:    the  way to study  the  llc  is  not  by  pp - Tcx,  but  by  pp -  1Ic -  VY-
F. PAIGE (BNL).  The pp +    -, yy rate will be extremely low because of

form factors and branching ratios. I. Introduction

N. SAMIOS (BNL).  Well so far we have requests for a short length K beam, Because SREL and Nevis accelerator facilities are no longer operating,

a long length p beam, a Mark I detector, and we want to accelerate heavy experimenters at both of those laboratories are seeking a new site for their

ions. research. Investigations have been underway to study the feasibility of

setting up beam lines at the AGS.  This note is, in part, a progress report

and provides a first estimate of what might be achieved in stopping pion and

muon beams there.

Beyond the primary physics justification for stopping a TY and &1 beam

described by A . Sachs at this meeting, there are several factors which

encourage setting up such a beam at the AGS.

1.  Much of the equipment, including bending and focusing magnets, the SREL

meson channel itself, power supplies and shielding, is currently available

from SREL and Nevis.  Other laboratories, however, have expressed interest         i

in this equipment.

2.  The TT/% fluxes at the AGS would be over 100 times those that were

available at SREL and over 10 times those at Nevis.

3.  Although the projected fluxes would not be as high as at LAMPF, they

are roughly within an order of magnitude and would have the advantage of

a 40% duty factor as compared with 6% at LAMPF.

There are two distinct types of muon beams which are discussed below,

decay beams and surface beams.  A decay beam is one in which muons are pro-

duced by in flight decay of pions, while a surface beam produces muons from

pions decaying near the surface of the pion production target.  A configu-

ration using the "B" target station at the AGS has been most thoroughly

studied and will be presented in this paper.  The results presented here are

based on recent beam calculations by John Fox of the Nevis Laboratories.
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II.  Pion Production with 30 GeV/c Protons
IV.  Stopping Muon Fluxes from In-Flight Decay

*
In Table I TT yields at 30 GeV/c are presented.  The data of Berley
1 Table II presents a comparison between stopping densities calculated

et al.  were extrapolated linearly from 17 GeV/c.  This extrapolation may for the decay beam at the AGS, and those of LAMPF and SIN.  The flux of
be reasonable since the measurements at 12 and 6 GeV/c linearly extrapolate

Berley et al. has been arbitrarily reduced by 1/2 as indicated above to
to the 17 GeV/c value.  The data are actually for Tr- only.  It was assumed

account for cross section falloff that might occur between 300 and 45:
that at 30 GeV/c (far above the 3-3 resonance) there would be equal numbers                                                  +

No enhancement for Tr yield 'is assumed.  The most intense area of theof TT  and H-.  This is probably a conservative estimate.  Note that the data                                                                               2
B flux has been chosen, a spot of about 4 x 4 a m.  The numbers are ob-0

are presented for a production angle of 30  whereas the proposed beam lines
tained from a Monte Carlo calculation.  A small backward acceptance cone

are at a greater angle 9 45').  However, from 0' to 30', the range covered
angle of decay was obtained, indicating high polarization of the muon beam.

by Berley et al., the yields are roughly flat.  A reduction by a factor of

1/2 is assumed for the stopping density results of Table II to account for V.  Surface Beam

the expected anisotropy of the angular distribution.  Yields are based upon                                                   +
12 An estimate of p flux obtainable by this mode has been made by

a beam intensity of 2 x 10 protons per sec obtained by dividing the AGS                                       4
12    -1 · Zavattini. The proton beam is brought into a long thin target as indi-

value of 6 x 10 sec by 3 to equally distribute the beams among the cur-
cated in Fig. 3. Pions are produced, some of which stop near the surfacerent AGS lines.  For comparison, the yield at the LAMPF A-2 target is listed
of the production target.  A Monte Carlo calculation based on work of2

using the measurements of Cochran et al.  for 730-MeV protons and assuming Hagedorn5 predicts  the pion stopping density  to  be Pr,+ -5 x 10-3/cm3the 1 ma design beam current.  Cross sections are also listed. Measurements
stop

of cross sections and angular distributions at 30 GeV/c are presently being
per incident proton.  One may assume a target 7.5 cm long, 1 cm high and
effectively 0.3 cm deep.  The depth is limited by the requirement thatmade at the AGS.

Although the beam current is 3000 times less than at LAMPF, it is seen the decay  muons leave the target with momenta of apprcximately 30 MeV/c.

that the larger cross sections at 30 GeV/c on a platinum target make up all effThen the number of useful pions produced is PU+ V - 1.1 x ·10 3 per

+ stopbut a factor of 60 for the yield of n  and 15 for H-.  As will be seen be- incident proton.  The number of muons in the beam depends on the angular

low, even a good part of this difference can be overcome. and momentum acceptances of the magnets:  O/4TT = 0.3 x 0.06/4TT and ap/P -

0.2, respectively, for p = 25-30 MeV/c. This yields:
III.  Beam Layout

N 1 /incident proton  -  P«+        .    Veff .    El/4rt 1 2 =  3.2  x  10-7
Figure 1 indicates a proposed beam layout for discussion purposes. stop

The AGS station assumed is B, and Fig. 2 shows how the proposed beam line
or

might fit in.  All the magnets exist, with the exception of the final 5    -1
51+ -6 x 1 0  secmatching bender at the end of the SREL muon channel, which must have special

12                     -1for 2 x 10 incident protons sec . This represents a very high stoppingpole tips fabricated. The existing magnets with power supplies are avail-

density of muons since  the beam stops  in  only  a few milligrams,   an  im-able from SREL and Nevis.  No major interference is seen with the present
portant capability when small-mass targets must be used.  It is, however,program; in fact the numbers presented here are for the existing target.

7    -1                             6lower than the 5 x 10 sec proton flux produced at LAMPF assuming aThe line labeled  Exp.  #1 is suitable  for  a  Tr  beam to about  300  MeV/c  as
1 ma proton current.well as for a surface X  beam.
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TABLE I. Pion Cross Sections and Yields

TABLE II.  Stopping Densities
Facility: LAMPF BNL Units

Target                        C W-Pt LAMPfa SINa BNL

thickness                    6            7.5 cm (@ 1 ma) (@ 100 »a) (@ 2 x 1012sec'-1)

production angle            600         300                                                                     -1  -1                5                  5                   5
dN»+ (sec  gm ) 11 x 10 5.5 x 10 1.2 x 10

17+              13a 600 Bb sr MeV/c dmb               -1      -1

d2 

dndp                                                                                                                                                  5                  5                    5
dll, - (sec

lgm-1) 2.8 x 10 1.4 x 10 1.2 x 10

I                   38           60                                                                    dm
h

protons                                                                                              Duty Factor                 6% 100% 40%15            12            -1on target 6 x 10 2 x 10 sec

(assumed) (1 ma)

a. These rates are those from Table IX of Ill  Stopped Muon Channel at
+                9               9           -1   -1      -1Tr          37 x 10 0.6 x 10 sec sr MeV/c LAMPF by P. A. Thompson, V. W. Hughes, W. P. Lysenko and H. F. Vogel,

Yield 1978 preprint.  The ti  rates were obtained by multiplying by 4.

-                       9                     9                     „Tr 9 x 10 0.6 x 10

;a.  D. R. F. Cochran et. al. Phys. Rev. D 6 (1972) 3085.
b.  D. Berley et. al. IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science 22 (1973) 997-.

Results are scaled to 30 GeV/c.
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Figure Captions                                                                                                         X
a                                                                                  Lu1.  Possible beam layout to provide a pion beam or high stopping                                     X
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DISCUSSION
5                                                                   Experiments with Low Energy Muons and PionsR.  MASEK  (LASL).     We have recent ly measured about 10 muons per microamp

of incident protons in the LASL muon channel.  In the surface muon beam

A. M. Sachsa degrader is usually inserted to suppress electrons, and it attenuates

the muons by a factor of four to ten. Columbia University
Irvington-on-Hudson, NY  10533J.  FOX  (Columbia).    At  BNL with  the very small vertical  size  of  the

production target,  I  think we  can  use an electrostatic separator instead
Introductionof a degrader, and thus avoid the intensity loss.

12                                                        In designing and proposing very low energy pion and muon beams for theS. LINDENBAUM (BNL).  Why did you only assume 2 x 10 protons on target?
AGS,   we are primarily concerned with maximizing the number of pions   andN. SAMIOS (BNL).  He's talking about what he could get, Sam, not what
muons which will stop in a small target.  We believe that experiments onyou could get.

stopping particles will make best use of the duty factor and flexibility

of the AGS beams, although such beams could also provide pions up to 250
MeV/c.

The arbitrarily defined field of "Intermediate Energy Physics" covers

a broad spectrum of experiments ranging from the use of muons as solid state

probes through the atomic physics of muonium, problems of nuclear structure,

and the weak and electromagnetic interactions of elementary particles.  We

do not foresee the use of the AGS beams for experiments such as accurate

nuclear spectroscopy, for which LAMPF has very versatile facilities.  Rather

than attempting to survey all of the other areas in which the proposed beams

could be utilized, however, I will act as a rapporteur for several of my

colleagues and select specific examples, particularly those involving weak

and electromagnetic interactions.

Examples of Experiments with Stopping Pions and Muons

1)  Measurement of the Vacuum Polarization in Muonic Helium, E. Zavattini

(Columbia,  CERN).
Previously the energy of the 2Sl/2 + 2P3/2 transition in muonic helium

has been measured to an accuracy of one part in eight thousand by the resonant
absorption of laser light.  The test of Vacuum Polarization however is limited
to 0.25% by the 1% uncertainty in the electron scattering measurement of the

form factor of the S-state.

A measurement of a transition between higher angular momentum states,

such as 3d3/2 -+ Jp3/2' would eliminate the form factor problem.  However,
such a measurement introduces substantial new experimental problems, since
it involves using a short laser pulse to induce the transition as the muon
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3
Muons stop in 1 atm of  He gas.  The range and angle of the resulting

cascades down through the higher states. (The lifetime in the P-state is
-12                        -6                                                                                                                               31.5 x 10 sec, compared to the 10 sec lifetime of the 2S state.) tritons are detected in multiwire proportional chambers in the  He gas and

Proposed solutions to the new problems are: the energy and position of the y rays are measured in an external combina-
(a) A pulsed high power CO2 laser can be tuned to each of several lines tion of NaI converter, plastic scintillator hodoscope, and large NaI ab-
falling within the 36OA' width of the 112 x 103 A' transition.  (b) To sorption counter.
catch a muon within a 10 nsec laser pulse during its short lifetime in the 4)  TT- Capture in Nuclei. Energy spectrum of neutrons emitted during the

3d-st-ate, one could use a pulsed muon beam  (e.g. , 10 muons  in a 10 iisec capture to an excited state of the residual nucleus.  Caffrey, Y. K. Lee
pulse).  Alternatively one could identify a very low energy muon in a (Hopkins), and Dugan, Wu (Columbia).
slowly extracted beam, trigger a laser, and transport the muon for 10 The measurement (identification) of the 100 to 600 keV deexcitation y
meters so that it stops in a gas target 100 nsec later, coincident with ray in a Ge(Li) detector, in coincidence with a pion stopping in a nuclear
the laser pulse. (c)  To detect the 3d to 3P transition, one must measure target, indicates the isotope of the residual nucleus.  Time of flight mea-
an increase in the resultant 9.8 keV 1<0 radiation from the 3p state compared surement of neutrons accompanying the pion capture correlates the neutron
to the predominant 8.2 keV K  radiation from the 2p state.  Newly developed energy spectrum with the transition to the specific nuclear state.
gas scintillation counters should give sufficient resolution to discriminate 5)  Nuclear Deexcitation y Rays Accompanying Pion-Nucleus Interactions,
between these two lines. Funsten (Wm. & Mary).
2)  BSR Otuon Spin Rotation) Experiments, Fiory (Bell), Kossler (Wm. & Mary), A hodoscope is used to detect scattered charged particles from the
Lynn (BNL). interaction of low energy pions in a nuclear target.  Coincident nuclear

Polarized positive muons stop in condensed matter.  The detected deexcitation gamma rays are analyzed in a Ge(li) detector.
asymmetry of muon decay indicates the time evolution of the muon spin.  Two
examples:     (a) The diffusion of muons in metals  - the behavior  of a "light

.
isotope of hydrogen. Measure the rate of depolarization of the muons ver-

sus the temperature of the metal.  At a given site, the inhomogeneous di-
polar magnetic fields from nuclei depolarize the muons.  Diffusion of the
muons reduces the rate of depolarization by averaging these fields.  If
impurities (e.g., Si in Al) trap the muons, the diffusion is interrupted

and the depolarization is again faster. (b) The detection of magnetic order-

ing in "Spin Glasses" - a probe of local magnetic fields.  A spin glass is
a system of coupled magnetic spins in a non-magnetic medium, e.g., Mn in Cu.
At high temperatures, the spins are decoupled and fluctuate rapidly,   re-
sulting in very little depolarization of muons.  As the temperature is
lowered the spins are orientationally frozen' (indicating· a- magnetic phase
transition) and there is substantial depolarization of the muons.
3)  Radiative Capture of Negative Muons in 3He.  Measurement.of the. rate for

a given range of y-ray energies and a given range of the angle between the

neutrinos and y rays.  Dugan and Wu (Columbia).
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DISCUSSION· Some Opportunities for Weak Interaction Investigations at the AGS*
R. RAU (BNL).  Would there be enough interest so that two beams could be

kept busy at the AGS?

A. SACHS. I think so.  One thing that we intend to do in the next few R. K. Adair

months is measure the thick target production cross section for pions Yale University
at large angles.  If it turns out that the large angle cross sections New Haven, CT  06520

hold up, we might be able to build two beams on the same side of a

target such as the B target.  If not, one could go to a dedicated target

to make two low energy beams of muons and pions.  It is very hard to say
Investigations of the weak interaction decays of the various elemen-

what the interest would be - it may depend on the last factor of five
tary particles are still necessary if we are to understand many of the most

important characteristics of the weak interactions. For some of the more
that we can get in intensity. It is my understanding that with LAMPF

being a very crowded facility, there is lots of interest.
important varieties of measurements which seem to be required, there appear

S. LINDENBAUM (BNL).  If you argue that nuclear-type experiments could
to be considerable advantages to working with the decays of particles which

be done at the AGS, the funding for those usually comes from intermediate
are nearly at rest in the laboratory system or, at least, moving with mode-

energy physics.  That possibility ought to be explored.
rate velocities.  The natural kinematic region covered by the production of

these particles at the AGS is, then, nearly optimum for large varieties of

important measurements.  Such extremely important problems as the deter-

mination of the character of CP invariance violation, the possible coupling

of second class hadron currents to the weak interaction and the possible

coupling of right-handed quark currents to the weak interactions might,

possibly, be attacked best by experiments designed to use beams which are

-                                                                                                     produced most conveniently by accelerators such as the AGS.  We discuss

here, briefly, two experiments concerning the weak interactions of un-

stable particles produced at the AGS.  I believe that both of these ex-

periments can be better done at the BNL AGS than at any other operating

facility. One of these experiments is concerned with the measurements of

CP invariance violating polarizations of muons  from 1413 decays: if certain

polarizations are observed,   the CP violating· interact ion  must be milliweak

rather than superweak.  The other experiment is concerned with a measure-

ment of the angular distribution of the products of the decay of positive

sigma hyperons to a proton and a gamma ray:  an anisotropic decay from

polarized sigmas suggests that second class hadron currents take part in

the weak interactions.

The violation of CP invariance was first observed at BNL when Val Fitch
and Jim Cronin, working with Rene Turlay and Jim Christenson, detected the

decay  of K  mesons   to two pions- using a neutral beam generated   at   the  AGS.

*Talk presented at the Brookhaven High Energy Discussion Group Annual
143- Meeting, May 15, 1978.
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Since then a number of experiments at the AGS and at the CERN PS facility
28 GeV external proton beam of the AGS. It would be more difficult to con-(now largely shut down) have defined the character of the responsible

struct an appropriate K-meson beam from a proton beam of much higher energy.interaction to a considerable extent.  Though many conjectures concerning
The second experiment is designed to measure the angular distributionthe source of the CP violating effects have been discarded as a consequence                                                                          +

of the protons from the decay of polarized E  hyperons to a proton and aof these further measurements, it is still far from clear as to whether the                                        +gamma ray, E  -p+Y.  The polarized sigmas are produced by the inter-interaction responsible for the symmetry breakdown is a moderately weak
action of a beam of pions of moderate energy, about 1.0 GeV, on a target(milliweak) interaction which acts in second order in the neutral K system                                                      +
of polarized protons.  If E  are selected wholly from the reactionto generate the observed effects or if the interaction is the consequence                               +        +    +                                                  +Tr  t p- •K  +I  in the forward direction, the helicity df the E  willof a very weak force which acts in first order.  If the interaction is s9
be just the same as the helicity of the proton.  For protons polarized inweak (labeled superweak), it will be most difficult to observe it in other
the direction of the TT beam, the E  will be polarized in that direction,systems; if the interaction is milliweak, it should be possible to observe
for protons polarized in the opposite direction, the E  polarization willeffects in other systems - though not without difficulty.  Though the milli-
be reversed.  While interactions which define the polarized sigmas must beweak models, which consider that the weak interaction decays of individual
selected out of very large backgrounds from other processes, the kinematicsquarks are not invariant under CP, are attractive, no deviations from the
is so well defined at the low energies used that very pure selections canpredictions of superweak models have been observed.
be made.If the interaction responsible for CP violation is milliweak, one

Even as the production process of interest represents only about 1%should expect a measurable component of polarization of the muons from
of the total production, the decay branching ratio to p+y i s only aboutK-decay  in the direction  (PH X P ), normal  to the plane  of decay. Such
10-3.,.All in all, less than one interaction in 105 results in the pro-polarizations can always be described in terms of the interference of two

duction and decay of interest and when selections of events from freeamplitudes, an amplitude, A , such that the muon has positive helicity and
protons from the polarized target together with the kinematic selectionan amplitude, A-, where the muon has negative helicity.  The CP violating

requirements are considered, about one interesting event is produced inpolarization will be equal to 2 Im(A.iA_) for amplitudes normalized to unit                                 7
-3                                   each 10 interactions.intensity.  The CP violating amplitude in

K ,
decay is equal to 2·10   of

With so stringent a selection necessary, the advantages of workingthe total amplitude. If the interaction is second order, we could expect
near  threshold  are very great.    Only  at low energies  do the kinemat icthe same magnitude of CP violation in the KIL·3 decays and a polarization of

the  order  of  2· (2• 10-3).    The best previous experiments  put a limit  of the criteria select polarized sigmas reliably, only at low energies are the

kinematic separations of events so reliable as to cause no concern.order of 0.01 on the normal polarization, the new BNL experiment is ex-
pected to reach an accuracy of about 0.003, well within the range where CP
violation might be seen.  Since the polarization of the muons is best
measured by determining the direction of the decay electrons from 1,1  which

have stopped in a non-depolarizing material, the muons from the decay of
the K-mesons should best not have too great an energy.  The proposed ex-

periment (which is now underway.) is designed to measure the decays of K-
mesons where the K's will have energies of the order of 3 GeV.  K-mesons
of this. energy are produced very conveniently by the interactions of the
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Review of Neutrino·Physics at Brookhaven

.

M.J: Murtagh

Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, NY 11973

I.  Introduction

This is an interesting point in time to discuss the neutrino physics

program at Brookhaven.  Firstly because the Brookhaven neutrino beam is the

last operating medium energy beam, and, secondly because the program here

III.  NEUTRINO PHYSICS is in transition.  The first round counter experiments are winding down to

a successful conclusion and a major new experiment has been approved and is

expected to begin taking data in late 1979.  No attempt will be made to

review all the current physics here.  Rather a few topics will be discussed.
N. Samios, Discussion Leader

to illustrate both the problems inherent in medium energy neutrino physics
and the future prospects here at Brookhaven.  An alternative discussion of

the Brookhaven program may be found in the HEDG talk by P. Sokolsky(l  while

a complete review of the neutral current results is contained in the Tokyo

review talk by C. Baltay.
(2)

The event rates in the Brookhaven neutrino beam will be discussed
and then a brief review of the current experiments will be presented.  The
physics topics to be discussed are mainly neutral current interactions; elas-

tic neutrino scattering from electrons and protons, and single pion production.
Finally the search for charmed baryon production and the associated search for

dilepton events will be presented.

Apart from BNL, medium energy neutrino physics results have come
from  the  CERN  PS'  beam  and the Argonne  ZGS.     The  PS  beam  was very similar   to
the Brookhaven beam.  Physics there was dominated by the heavy liquid bubble

chamber GARGAMELLE.  From millions of pictures in freon and propane many
neutrino and antineutrino results have been extracted.  However, as will be
apparent later, the combination-of bubble chamber and heavy liquids is inher-
ently limited in the accuracy one can obtain.  Furthermore, since GARGAMErLE
has been moved to the SPS, no additional data will be available.  The only
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other PS neutrino experiment  was a counter experiment.mounted  by an Aachen- The recoil hadron mass W2. m  + 22 (Ey-Eli) - Q2 distribution for D2
Padua collaboration.  This produced results on ve and vp elastic scattering and events in the 7' bubble chamber is shown in Fig. 2.  The predominant

dileptons, and these will be considered later.  The Argonne ZGS neutrino final states are the quasi elastic.channel 1,-p and the single pion

program  has  also .terminated.     The ZCS neutrino  beam had maximum  flux  at  . f inal ·states P-NI. However,   23%   of the events are above threshold   for

0.7   GeV   (the BNL spectrum peaks   at       1.5  GeV). The program consisted   of only strange particle production.

neutrino running  with  the  ANL 12' bubble chamber f illed with hydrogen  or deu- From the energy and recoil mass distributions it is clear that the

terium.  At ZGS energies the dominant production is quasi-elastic vn + 11 p neutrino-cross section at BNL is the sum of a few exclusive channels.  And to

and single pion vN + yN'v final states. the extent that· one intends to study exclusive processes one would prefer to

use simple targets (H2 or Di) and, where applicable, to use kinematic fitting

II. Rates and Spectrum to isolate the desired final state. This would argue for ·the bubble chamber

as the ideal detector and for the study of constrained charged current processes
Since neutrino flux calculations are somewhat unreliable, it is perhaps                                                 +(e.g. vn +·P-p, vp + Ppi , vn + p-C  etc.) this is certainly true.

better to discuss rates and energy spectra in termi of the observed events in
However, for low cross-section processes or low charged multi-

the 7' bubble chamber.  These calculations are based on the recent 02 running
12 plicity final states   this   is  not so obvious.   · For example, to measure an exclu-

where with 8*10 protons per pulse on target and a 'restricted fiducial volume

of 403 (0.55 mtons) 1 neutrino interaction was detected every 210 pictures. sive proton (N /N  2 1/2) channel (vp ·• 11-X*) whose cross
section is 10-21of the13                                                 total'cross section and for which the expected detection efficiency is 10 , the ex-

If one assumes that normal running conditions are 10 ppp at a 1.4 sec rep·
pected number of events per metric   ton  per  day   is   only  54 1/2Kl/ 10   3   -  0.14.

rate,   then the number of events per metric  ton  per  day  (NEMD)  assuming  the  7'
Thus, to observe.one event   per  day,   a   10 mton fiducial volume is required.bubble chamber scanning efficiency to be 90% is 600.  In general this must be

The dilemma of studying exclusive channels in neutrino interactions is
corrected for the efficiency of the neutrino line (say 90%) and the location

then to use the bubble chamber with H2 or D2 and be limited by rate or, in
of the experiment.  This latter factor is essentially the ratio of the solid

some cases, background ,or to use a heavy target· to yield an acceptable rate
angle subtended by the experiment from the center of the pion decay tunnel

but to suffer from a reduced detection efficiency and ultimately from nuclear
to the solid angle subtended by the bubble chamber.  At best this factor will

corrections which serve. to mix the final states produced in the original reac-be r % 1/2.  Consequently, for an apparatus of mass M metric tons the number
tion. This problem is perhaps best illustrated  by the. study  of  single  pion ·of charged current events detectable per day at BNL 19 5 540KMxr.  It should
final states (Sect. IV) and is somewhat minimized in the study of elastic scat-be' noted  that the equivalent rate at FNAL (based on Exp.'53A data of 0.6

12 · tering (Sect. V, Sect. VI).
events per pulse for 20 mton fiducial volume with 8x10  ppp and a 10 sec rep. rate

is % 300:KMEr where at FNAL r % 1.
III. Detectors     -  

There has been little antineutrino running in the BNL bubble chamber.

However,   since   at Bill energies the ratio  of   s      to 1- production   is approximate- A.  7' Bubble Chamber (82'D2 fill)

ly 2 to 1 and a, r % 0.381°T . the corresponding calculation for the number The  7' bubble chamber has operated very. reliably ovet: 'the ·past fev years
of charged current antineutrino interactions per day le % 100*Mxr. and an average.of 50,000 pictures  per  day  is .a reasonable  estimate of   its

'The observed energy distribution for charged current events in the 7' present capabilities. However, the present BNL Beaming capacity ie % 400,000
(3)bubble chamber is shown in Fig. 1.  The spectrum peaks at % 1.5 GeV but

pictures per year, so without a large increase· in personnel one could expect
14% of events have energies greater than 4 GeV.  This is significant in that

to analyze at most + 1 million pictures (%7,000 charged current neutrino
the threshold for charmed baryon production (mc 4 2.2 GeV) 18 in this region. interactions) in the next few years.  This is reasonable for the Study
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experiment originally concentrated on neutral current single *0 production(4)
of the dominant charged current channels and should yield a nlimber (Sect. VII) (Sect.   IV) and later produced  the first measurement on elastic- neutrino proton
of identified charmed particle decays. For neutral current studies   four   2"                                                                                                 (5)

scattering. To reduce background from prompt neutrons the apparatus was
thick 6'xS' stainless steel pl-ates  have been inserted   in  the- back third  of mounted in an air house far removed from potential massive sources for back-
the  chamber. This provides  a  1-  identification eff iciency  of  '650%  and  provides

ground neutrino interactions.  However, the experiment was then sensitive to
an adequate neutral current sample for many investigations. However, apart from the sea of lower energy beam associated neutrons and this led to large. back-
rate there are some inherent limitations in the use of the bubble chamber. Since grounds in the original measurement.  In the course of the original analysis

the. lifetime of the chamber  is % msecs, there  is no timing information.    In of 11' production, the group was  led to the-conclusion that there were some
particular, beam produced slow neutrons provide an almost unsurmountable back- 9-e+ + . . . events  in the sample where  the  e  was not obviously from asymmetric

ground   (ap.+  op)   for   the  staly of elastic neutrino proton scattering   (vp  + vp). Dalitz pairs. (6)     This   led   to   a new detector   (Fig.   4)   which,   in  addition   to

It should be noted that the high energy (P > 0.8 GeV/c) neutron background is the original optical spark chamber, contained a magnet and a section of magne-

well understood by detecting.the constrained fit neutron channel (np +·Ipp) tized toroids for dimuon identification.  In addition, the new detector is
and using the relevent neutron cross sections to estimate backgrounds in un- contained in a partial blockhouse with a heavy concrete roof to isolate the
constrained channels   (eg.   np + np•+11. The other fundamental limitation is apparatus fram the primary sea of beam produced slow neutrons.  When fully
the scanning and detection efficiency for single charged prong final states analyzed this new detectors' data should yield a few. himdred elastic vp and -9
(eg.  vp  +  vm;  vp + vpso). There is little  hope  for a detailed study of single events and extrapolating. from the few jiTe  events about 100 dilepton events are

plon production by neutral currents.
expected.

B.    7' Bubble Chamber Heavy Neon-H2_mixture  (64%  Neon by volume) D.  Harvard - Pennsylvania - Wieconsin - Brookhaven

The 7' bubble chamber has recently rim with a heavy Ne/H2 mizture. A The HPWB detector (Fig. 5) was 33 tons composed primarily of liquid scintil-

total  of 220,000 v-pictures and 300,000 v-pictures  were taken. These should lator modules 2.6 m x 2.6 m x 20 cms with the final cells alternated with drift

yield approximately 4,500 charged current v-events and 1,025 &-events. The chambers   to give angular measurements   for same fraction  of the detector.      In

major advantage of this neon mixture is that the radiation length is %40 cms general, though, the detector has poor angular resolution and poor granularity

and for a reasonable fiducial volume there is excellent electron and y-detec- as track segments were only defined to be in 20 cms cubes of liquid scintillator

tion.  There is also reasonable neutron detection efficiency.  The basic prob- (The position along the scintillator cell was determined from the time difference

lems here are the limited statistics, lack of kinematics, large neutron back- between the phototubes at each end of the cell).  The apparatus was completely
ground due to the chamber lifetime and the fundamental problem of nuclear enclosed in a concrete blockhouse. While this eliminated the flux of slow beam

corrections in the study of exclusive channels.  In general the physics avail- associated neutrons. it provided a potential source for fast neutrino produced

able to this experiment is similar to the GARGAMELLE experiments, however, the          -           neutrons from the blockhouse.wall.  The group argues that these neutrons can be

systematics are different and there is likely to be less neutron background. eliminated to 8 satisfactory degree by timing.  The physics from this detector

(7)has been elastic neutrino and antineutrino proton scattering and the firstC.  Columbia - Illinois - Rockefeller                                                                              2
measurement of the q  distribution for these processesThe original CIR detector (Fig. 3) was a 26 ton detector comprising 26

optical spark chamber modules of 6'16'xl/4" Al with interspersed Kintillation Iv.  Single Pion Neutral Current Production
counters to give timing·and dE/dx measurements.  Since each optical spark chamber

The study of single pion neutral current production is probably the bestwas a fraction of a radiation length this was a good shower detector.  The example of the problems inherent in the study of exclusive final states.  These
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current punch through since it is predominantly in the sample where the ps
are important processes for establishing the isospin properties of the                                                                                                        o
neutral current.  More specifically, if the neutral current is a mixture is forward Bpl,0  <   200  and

s therefore,   the  muon   is   slow  and   at wide angle  and
of isovector and isoscalar components, then three amplitudes (the isovector ·in this case can be easily missed in the detector.
IZ = 1, Iz = 0 and the isoscalar) must be determined.  A good measurement of The only light liquid bubble chamber measurement of single pion produc-the exclusive channels  a) vp + vpt,o, b)'vp + vnl , c) vn + vap', d) wn + vpi-

tion is from the Argonne 12' chamber filled with D2·     In the analysis ofallows a determination of the isospin.  For example, (Table I) if the isospin about 750,000 pictures 7 candidates for vn + vn,  and 7 for vp + vp¥' were
is pure laovector or isoscalar some simple relations must be satisfied. obtained.  This gave the cross section ratios

Only the GARGAMELLE group has attempted to measure all four cross sections.
Re - 9(VP + v"0  . 0.51 * 0.25 for P  <1 GeV

(8)

P
They observe a number of events in each final state and then calculate the number ((vp - "-p,

-         initially created by neutrino interactions from the equations

0(Vp 1 "-pit)R  - U" * vn' )  - 0.17 * 0.08 for P,+ < 400 *eV.
N:PS - ariWiS(Ai)T(Ai) aFBEE

OBS
precisely determine the isospin of the neutral current.

Again, it is difficult to see how one can obtain the statistics required to
I where N is the number of events observed in the channels a-d listed above,

Wi is the fraction by weight of H, C, F, Br in the bubble chamber liq::id, T(Ai) A totally different approach is to study the ratio of two pion productionis the probability of finding a proton or neutron in the element Ai, GFREE is vn + vm, v+-
R2

-
+-the set of :Cross sections to be detenmined and Sjk(Al) is for each element At vp + VPW W

a matrix·such that the jk element is the probability for the element Ai that Both reactions are easy to study in the 7' and reasonable statistics will be
the (Nn)  final gtate in the original neutrino interaction is observed, because accumulated  in  the near future. At present, based on 25 events the measured
of nuclear corrections, as the final state (Ni)k.  The observed and

corrected ratio is
ratios (Table I) suggest a mixture of isovector  and isoscalar ts.

R2 - 0.49 f 0.21.Since only relatively light elements are in the chamber mixture and events with
If the neutral current isospin is pure isoscalar or isovector, then R2  shouldobserved nuclear breakup are not used the correction factors calculated are
be identically one.

always less than 1.5.  However, the estimated systematic uncertainty in the cal-

culations is 4(20-30)% and it is not clear if better statistics were available, V.  Neutrino and Antineutrino Elastic Proton Scattering
how to reduce the eystematics.

An alternative approach to the study of isospin would be to search for
There are two separate arguments for measuring neutrino proton scattering.the 8(1236), which is strongly excited in charged currents, in neutral current First, it is the simplest h=ironic neutral current interaction and with a few(8)final states such as vp,t: Two results, one from GARGAMELLE and one from quite reasonable assumptions one can determine the Weinberg angle in thethe CIR group at BNL, have been reported.  GARGAMELLE (Fig. 6) claims an even

standard SU(2) x U(1) model.  However, to do this one needs precise neutrinostronger 8(1236) signal in the neutral current channel vpir' than in the charged
and   antineutrino   data.       As   can   be   seen   in   Fig.    8   even   a precise measurement
of vp scattering will at best determine a range of ein20v. not a specific angle.

current channel, p-pv', which is somewhat unexpected.  In addition, there is

about a 30% neutron background contamination in the plot.  The CIR analysis The combination of vp and vp data (Fig. 9) can in principal yield a uniqueyields a different picture. Their · total neutral current sample   (Fig. 78)
solution.  However, the quality of the current data is such that while thesuggests a 8(1236) signal.  However, they claim this is likely to be charged neutral current being pure vector or axial-vector is ruled out at the 2-30
level. no precise determination of the coupling is possible.
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same multlprong background events.  Third, the nuclear corrections can at
Secondly, it is an important ingredient in some model independent analyses

least be minimized by working. with a light nuclear target such as liquidof the neutral current couplings.  If one assumes the neutral current is only
scinzil lator.

a mixture of vector and axial vector currents, then. only four couplings correa-

ponding to right and left handed u and d quark transitions .(uL,uR'dI.'dR) need be
The design of Exp. No. 734 was primarily dictated by the challenge

--

(10,113 of measuring elastic electron scattering (ve + ve, ve + ve).  However, the
determined.  These model independent analyses use as input

major improvements required for an improved measurement of vp, vp scatter-
a)  Deep inelastic neutral current inclusive scattering data which ing are implicit in the design, and current estimates are that an improvement

determines the strengths (u  + d ) and (u  + d ) of at least a factor of four in the systematic error of the first round BNL
b)  Inclusive neutral current pion production

+     _      f                                                            experiments will bi attained.
vN + vir--, vN + vT -

c)  Neutral current single pion exclusive production
VI.  Neutrino Electron Elastic Scattering

d)  vp, up elastic scattering total cross sections
-  2e)  up, vp Q distributions. Theoretically, neutrino electron elastic scattering is the simplest

The earliest analyses relied heavily on·the pion production data but more process to analyze.  However, from an experiment viewpoint, it is extremely

recently Clandson, Paschos and Sulak have shown that the inclusive produc- difficult.  Since the cross section is proportional to the target mass(11)

tion (a)'coupled with the elastic scattering (d) and the measured Q2 distribu-
0(ve  +  ve) /0(vN  +  11-X)   a  me/mn

% 1/2000
tions (e) can be used to determihe the couplings.if one.accepts some general

qualitative features of the single pion data.  This is significant in that
and No.e-/No.N % 1/2 even with a 50% e- detection efficiency and r - 1/2

improvement in the proton measurements is possible but the same is not obvious-
the number of detected events per day per mton is

ly true for the pion data.  The current analysis is clearly limited (Pig. 10)
No(ve  + ve) /day/mton  - 540/ 200 8    -  0.03.

Consequently, with a 70 mton fiducial  2 events/day would be observed.  For-
by the present antineutrino data.

There are now four separatefmeasurements of vp elastic scattering (Table II)
tunately since sin2ew , 1/4  0(ve - ve) . 0(ve + ve) so one would expect i
1 (ve + ve) event detected per day.and one of vp elastic scattering.  The most precise measurement is by the HPB

(7)                                                                          There are a number of reasons why one might do this experiment at BNL.
group at BNL. Their estimate is that there is a possible systematic error

of #20% which is comparable to the present statistical error.
As was noted earlier  (Sect.  2), the number of events  per  day  per mton  is

similar here and at FNAL.  In addition, a reasonable (410 mrad) angular reso-
Since a detailed study of vp and vp scattering is particularly suited

lution on the electron measurement is sufficient at BNL.  The fundamental
to the BNL beam, one could seriously entertain constructing a major new detec-

signature for ve scattering is a single electron iii the forward direction.
tor to make a precise study of these hadronic channels.  This, in part, was

(12) For elastic scattering with a fixed neutrino energy the electron angle (8 
the motivation for the recently approved Exp. No. 734 which will be die-

and energy (Ee) are correlated.  However, for a broad band beam one can show
cussed   in the following section. There  are a number of obvious  ways   to im-

that Edee2 1 2me - 1 MeV.  This implies (Table III) that the typical angles
prove the current measurements.  First, a more massive detector is required.

at BNL are 70 to 10 mrad, while at FNAL the range is 10 to 1 mrad.  Last,
This would not only yield better statistics but allow the selection of a small

the backgrounds at BNL energies are well understood.  In fact, the dominant
fiducial volume isolated by the bulk of the detector from possible background

background is vn + vnv' where one Y from the:' decay goes forward while the
neutron sources.  Second, finer target segmentation for more frequent dE/dx

second Y and neutron escape detection.  From the measured vnir' cross section
sampling, frequent track detectors for better angular and spatial resolution

2                                               one concludes that with reasonable 2nd y detection (%50%), neutron detection
would provide superior I,p' separation, an improved Q  range and rejection of
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2                                                 2
cos 8  where 0  is the Cabibbo angle (tan ec   0·06) while the transitions(%33%) and some y-e discrimination (%1<5) this background will constitute only C

d+c, s+u are suppressed as these amplitudes are proportional to ·sin28c·a few percent of the signal.  At FNAL it is not so apparent what the major (13)
Strange particle production can then occur frombackgrounds will be and how to handle them.

(12) i)  Associated production where an ss pair is excited from the sea
A proposal from a BNL-Brown University-University of

Pennsylvania                                                                                                                                                      -     -              e.g.      un  +   p-K Avd + B uss
collaboration to study neutrino electron and neutrino proton scattering was                                                                           2

which has a rate proportional to d(x)cos 0c F(ss) where F(ss)
recently approved and is expected to begin taking data with %1/3 of the detec-

is the probability of exciting an ss pair
tor in place in Oct. 1979.  The completed detector will be 150 tons with 90%

or  ii)  AS = +AQ  strange particle production
of the mass as Liquid Scintillator.  There will be 130 modules each 4m x 4m                                              -   --                      +

\41 + 11 s e.g.  vp + 0-Kopwand roughly 15.5 cms long in the beam direction.  Each module will contain
Vss + P US

a vertical plane of 16 liquid scintillation counters (4m x 25 cms x 7.5 cms), -            2                            2which has a rate proportional to u(x)sin 8  or s(x)sin 0 .  It is
C               Ca X-plane of 64 proportional drift tubes (PDT) each 4 m x 4 c m x 8 cms, and

important to note that a s is always produced so AS = +AQ
a Y-plane of PDT's.  Pulse height, crude position and the event time will be

or iii)  Apparent AS = -AQ  strange particle production
determined from the scintillator cells.  The drift time and pulse height will

Since the dominant charm decay is c+s i f one produces a
be measured in the PDT's.  Test beam studies have shown that position resolu-

c-quark from a d-quark the final state will almost always contain
tion of < 1 mm with adequate pulse height resolution can be achieved.  This

an s-quarkwill yield the required angular resolution and y-e discrimination for the

ve,ve scattering experiment.  Monte Carlo simulations indicate that with the
'd + 1.'

t.s

e.g.  vn + U-A+

proposed detector the vnwo background  will  be    7%.
The rate in this case is proportional to d(x)sin28( and since the

The primary objective of this experiment is to detect 9 100 events in
final state contains only an s-quark and not an s-quark, it is an-  -

each of the elastic channels ve + ve and ve + ve.  The expected error on the apparent AS = -AQ transition.
-  -

cross section ratio R = a(ve + ve)/a(ve + ve) should then be 415% and this In general then one expects more AS = -AQ production than
2will produce a determination of sin 8  to 10%.

As = +AQ sinceW

In addition, as was discussed in the previous section, this detector
/AS =

-" ) 0  -d    , 1will greatly improve the measurement of vp and vp elastic scattering.
Rate  AS = +AQ      -' U+S

but associated production dominates both the other mechanisms.

The BNL neutrino beam and the 7' chamber are well suited to the study
VII. Charm Production at BNL

of strange particle production since one has good efficiency for separating
A.  Hadronic Charm Decays the three mechsnisms for strange particle production.  Since the beam energy

In the conventional GLM quark scheme there are three distinct ways to is relatively low, the produced particles are in general slow and one can

successfully use kinematic fitting to distinguish associated production
(14)

produce strange particles in neutrino interactions. Since charged current
-+

neutrino interactions have a Ji- in the final state, the charge change (AQ) events (e.g. 11-K A) from single strange particle production  (e.g.  p w A).
in the quark transition must be AQ = +1.  The allowed quark transitions are For identified single strange particle production one can separate AS = -AQ

from Q = -1/3 quarks/or antiquarks) to Q = +2/3 quarks (or antiquarks). The events   from  AS  = +AQ events   in  one  of   two  ways.      If the ·'strange particle   is
l' ,

dominant transitions are then d+u o r s+c with amplitudes proportional to a   A, then since   a   A   has   S   =   -1,    it  must   have   been   AS   = -AQ production.      For
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A + pir- or a visible K' + I+W- 1/3 of the time, and 1/4 of the time A  +
K' production there is no trivial solution.  However, if the K' is from a

*-    0-                                                                                                                                                     C
all charged tracks and no neutrals are produced with the A  (i.e. not u

K  +K w  decay  and the x-value for the event is consistent with A+Yo production) one calculates a charmed baryon production rate of  4% in
valence production (AS = +AQ events are always produced from sea quarks), agreement with the Cabibbo angle prediction.then there is a high probability that the K' is actually a   and the event

The present rate of one identified charmed baryon event in 250,000is charm production. The threshold for 11-A    is   Ev   =   2.5 GeV while for 11-Dop
pictures implies that with the present scanning facilities some 5-10 eventsit is 4.0 GeV, so at BNL one would expect exclusive charm baryon production could be found   in   the   next' few years. Clearly   a  maj or commitment   with   addi-to be the dominant charm channel.
tional support could increase the number substantially since the presentThe ability to identify charm by searching for its AS = -AQ is a unique limitation is not taking film but analyzing it.attribute of the BNL beam and chamber.  With higher energy beams and heavy                               While the projected rate for observing charmed baryons at BNL is modest,liquid chambers, this approach becomes at best unlikely to succeed.  And the
it is not obvious how well other searches will proceed.  At present thereconventional approach in these cases of plotting all effective mass combina- are two other results on charmed baryon production.  A FNAL photoproductiontions Ce.g. A  1+A-, K'p---) and searching for narrow peaks is proving to be experiment has reported a significant peak in the XTT -11 - 11+ effective mass

(18)

quite tedious. (15)

spectrum at 2.26 GeV which they identify as the X(·  More recently (19) the
To date, 2 AS = -AQ events have been observed in the 7' chamber. The same group working with a substantially modified apparatus has confirmed the(16)The first event published shortly after the discovery of the J/* was original observation.  They have not as yet been able to observe the A .identified as C

In e e- collisions at SPEAR a significant threshold in p and A production is
\'P + P-E  observed(20  in the region of E = 4-4.5 GeV.  This is suggestive of theLA+ 10 onset of charmed baryon production.  The observed rate of p+p production is

cm

 + A.T+1T+1,- 0 8  times  the A+X production.    If  ete- + BB is the dominant production,  this

and determined the mass of the E  to be 2426 + 12 MeV and mA + E 2260 +-  -
would argue for charmed baryons predominantly decaying into K"s and not A's.
If the process e e  + BMp (i.e. a charmed baryon, anticharmed meson and a baryon)A second event (Fig. 12) has recently been found.(17   Itcis identified
is competetive with e e- + BB, this conclusion is weakened considerably.as How-

vn + 1,-A  been  observed  in  e e  collisions. An alternative arena  f or the study of charmed

ever, it should be noted that to date no specific charmed baryon decays have

L K -p'+ baryon decays is neutrino interactions at high energy.  No events have beenL fr (21)reported yet and the success of this search will depend critically on the
where m  + - 2254 k 12 and if one accepts that the A  mass has already been ratio of charmed meson to charmed baryon production at high energies, the
established, the probability that this event is not charm production is < 10-3.

ratio of B+A compared to B+K' (kinematic constraints are more definitiveThe importance of this event is that it establishes the E° decay mode of the+ for Ao final states in light liquids) and the .ratio of two body to multibody
Ac and with 2 events observed in 4,500 charged current neutrino interactions, decay modes (in effective mass plots two body decays will be on the tails ofit allows a reasonable estimate for the rate at which charmed baryons can be phase space distributions whereas multibody decays lie near the peak).expected to be detected in the 7' chamber.  For example, the BNL spectrum (14% B.  Dilepton Productionof events have Ev > 4 GeV) together with the assumptions that A  + visible

Since charm particles decay semileptonically, dilepton events (P-e+ or
11-lt) should be produced   at BNL. Indeed   the CIR group   at   BNL   and   the
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TABLE II.
TABLE III.

Elastic Scattering on Protons
Electron Energy and Angle Correlation

-  -

vp + vp vp + vp
Ee(GeV)  '                    0mrad-  -

Back- VP + Vp Back- vp + 7
Ex,E· Events ground vn + P-p Events ground u p+p n                                              .2                          71

.5                          45
4-  BNL

HPB 255       88     0.1110.02    69          28 0.19+0.05 1.0 32
CIR             71 30 0.20+0.06

10.0                           10
Aachen-Padua 155 110 0.10.+0.03

20.0 - FNAL7
GARGAMELLE 100       62     0.12+0.06
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1  Neutrino energy distribution for observed 7' bubble chamber events.

Fig. 2 Recoil hadron mass distribution for observed 7' bubble chamber events. Illlllllllllllll
Fig. 3  Original Columbia-Illinois-Rockefeller detector.

Fig. 4  New Columbia-Illinois-Rockefeller detector. NEUTRINO ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
Fig. 5 Harvard-Pennsylvania-Wisconsin-BNL detector.                                                                           |7 D DATA 2386 EVENTSFig. 6  Effective pw' mass distributions for v-pw' and vpw' final states as                                                        2

observed in GARGAMELLE experiment.

Fig. 7  Effective plri mass distribution for p-p·no and vpwo final states as
observed in the CIR experiment.

Fig.   8     Measurements  of  R    =   (.vp  +  vp)/(un  +  11  p) and comparison to Weinberg-

Salam model prediction.
500 -Fig.    9      Measurements   of   R    and   R  and comparison to Weinberg-Salam model

prediction.

Fig. 10 Q2 distributions for vp and up elastic scattering.  Measurement from                      u)

HPWB experiment. z 400
1--

Fig. 11 Effective mass distributions  for  BNL 7' bubble chamber strange particle                                         W                                                            14 %E y >  4 GeV>events.                                                                                                                                                                                   LLI
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DISCUSSION

G. BUNCE (BNL). Is there any theoretical reason why the A  would not
C

have been seen at Fermilab?

M. MURTAGH.  The only argument that I can think of is the analogy to

strange particle production, where KA dominates at low energy and states

like K]KN dominate at higher neutrino energy.

L-

Tr
+

(4)                        -
P.

(1)

P-
(3         7r

+                       (2)Tr
Tr

PLATE Fig. 12
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Neutrino Physics at the AGS*t
I. NEUTRAL CURRENT (Semi-Leptonic)

Here we will view the neutrino as a probe of the weak
Pierre Sokolsky$

interactions and assume hadronic structure is sufficiently
Columbia University
New York, NY 10027 well known. The converse will be applied in the section on

charged currents. The existence of neutral currents has been

INTRODUCTION                                                                   1
known for some years,  and most recent experimental work has

The AGS neutrino beam is the last low energy (1-2 GeV)
concentrated on elucidating the space-time and isospin

neutrino beam left.  As more work is done at higher energies structure of the interaction. The nucleonic part of the

and as the whole realm of new physics (whose threshold seems interaction is assumed to be known via the electromagnetic

barely attainable at AGS v energies) is explored in increasing interactions and usual assumptions (isotriplet hypothesis,

detail, it is appropriate to ask what physics remains to be etc.2).  Any new features of the interaction can then be

done here. (Is it true that the AGS is doomed to be a attributed to the leptonic part of the vertex. Such a study

backwater until ISABELLE?) I will attempt to answer this
breaks up naturally into low energy and high energy regimes

question by confronting current theory and experiment, not since the nucleon is "known" as a participant in inclusive
in an attempt to confirm or refute theoretical (or experimental) processes via the parton model, successful at high

prejudices, but to ask if present experiments at low energies energies, and in exclusive processes of low excitation

are good enough. What we don't know will then tell us in (elastic, 8 production) best studied at low energies.  The
what direction we should go. In the process, the recent AGS

isospin structure of the interaction can be usefully

neutrino experimental program will be reviewed. studied at low energies because the excitation of known
We will divide the physics of interest at the AGS into

isospin resonances should be a large fraction of the total

the following categories: cross section. At high energies, this becomes much more

1. neutral currents, difficult and isospin must be studied through charge

2. charged currents, multiplicities. In either case, the underlying theoretical

3. threshold dileptons, assumptions about the nucleon are quite different.

4. speculative physics (prompt sources, neutrino Historically, there have been two ways to study the
oscillations).                                                                                                                   3neutral current interaction: The general approach and the

We will discuss each category in turn.
*Talk presented at the Brookhaven High Energy Discussion.Group Annual

Meeting, May 15, 1978.
tResearch supported by the National Science Foundation.
*Alfred P. Sloan Foundation Fellow.
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4informed guess. The general approach assumes the most
theories. In what follows, we choose the W. S. and G.S. (B)

general interaction Lagrangian (with S,P, T, V and A couplings
models as examples of how much experimental precision is

and all possible isospin amplitudes). All possible (at least                                 8
required.

 

many) reactions are then to be studied in detail and the
A. Elastic Scattering

correct form of the interaction determined. This approach
Experimental quantities measured include:

is logically faultless, theoretically unbiased, and agonizingly

slow. Recehtly, however, a more restricted theoretical analysis c Qup - vup) 0  (Glip   „   Gu.p)

has been performed, 5 which shows that with somewhat better Rv = c (v n -
*-P) Rg = c W p " B+n)

data than now exist in a finite number of channels, good
c (Owp - Gup)

results can be had.  We will return to this question later. = a owp - Vxp)
R                                                                  q 2 distributions.

The second approach is to guess the correct theory. This has

usually been done in the context of SU(2) x U(1) gauge theories, Since the first observation of this reaction two years

possessing as they do the quality of renormalyzability. ago, there has been a proliferation of experimental
9

Once a guess has been made, comparison with expfriment is results.

2
straightforward, since specific predictions exist.  It is Experiment     __Ry         --R-L            R        q meas

however easier to disprove such a theory than to prove its CIR 0.23 + 0.09        -             -         yes

correctness, since various versions of SU(2) x U(1) models HPW 0.17 + 0.05 0.2' + 0.1 0.4 + 0.2 yes-          -          -

4exist (Weinberg-Salam, (W.S.) ; 5 quark models by Gursey, A-P 0.09 + 0.04        -        0.5  + 0.28     -
-                     -

6                              7Ramond and Sikive, (G-S) Faget and Barnett, (F.B.) etc. etc.), GGM 0.17 + 0.08        -             -

which differ in the number of quarks and in the grouping of HPB 0.11 + 0.02 0.19 + 0.05 0.53 + 0.17 yes-          -          -

quarks in doublets, but whose predictions for specific rates

are not so different.  We can use this,situation constructively Figure 1 shows the comparison of these data with predictions

by allowing it .to set the scale for the experimental accuracy of the W.S. and G-S(B) models. Although the experiments

required. In the end, experiments must do more than be are all consistent within quoted, errors, the agreement is

consistent with a theory (Weinberg-Salam is the leading not spectacular. Note in particular that although  W. S.·  is

candidate, of course). They must be inconsistent with rival not in disagreement with the data, neither is G-S(B).
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The most recent and most statistically significant difficult on the basis of such a measurement alone to choose

2result is the experiment performed at the AGS by the HPB between the two. The q  distributions for the two models

collaboration. Figure '2 shows their detector configuration. for q2 > 0.4 (GeV/c)2 are also not very different.8

The detector consists of 30 tons of liquid scintillator A new experiment located upstream of HPB by the CIB

interspersed with 4 drift chambers. The detector serves as collaboration is expected to yield data on the above

a total absorption calorimeter allowing the determination reactions with comparable statistics and very different

of proton momenta. It is enclosed in a massive concrete systematics. The CIB experiment is a modification of the

blockhouse to absorb neutrons produced upstream which could earlier CIR experiment and consists of 20 tons of thin

mimic elastic neutrino interactions. Because of the rf aluminum optical spark chambers interspersed with solid

structure of the AGS neutrino beam, such neutrons would scintillation counters and followed by a 60 ton dimuon

arrive out of time with the signal,contributing to a flat detector (see Fig. 6).  The experiment will measure

background in the time of flight. Neutrinos interacting in Vgp -Ivxp
] and corresponding quasielastic states-      -

the concrete may produce an in time background, but the VILP - Vtlp

experimenters claim that this background is very small.
0

Figure 3 shows their time of flight for v and v. No out of , VALP - vplr
0  ) and corresponding C.C. states ,-      -

time background is observed. This is a very significant v'lp -. V'lplr

improvement over previous runs. The experimenters measure as well as searching for dimuons. Many of the backgrounds

R , R- and R. Figures 4 and 5 show the results and comparev   v                                                                                are orthogonal between the two experiments, CIB having
to W.S. and G.S. predictions. R in particular is very uniformly good angular resolution, but using range instead

sensitive to interference terms and any deviation from R=1 of total absorption to determine pion momenta. The neutron
implies pure V, A, T, S, P are ruled out. The overall

background in the CIB case is kept track of by keeping the
2

fit to the W. S. model is quite good and.yields sin e  =w                               mass directly in the neutrino beam to a minimum (skyshine
0.26 + 0.07. Pure V, A etc. is ruled out by 20 (statistical-                                                                                is reduced by a concrete ceiling). The resulting closest
errors only). However, the data by no means rule out G.S. (B)

source of neutrons is 50 ft upstream and such neutrons can
for sin20 - 0.4-0.6.  It is also clear that as long as Rvw                                                                            be separated from neutrinos by TOF· The similar statistics

and R_ ar& measured with errors of 20-25%, it will be. veryV
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and very different systematics will .make agreement (or in propane where charge exchange and absorption effects

disagreement) between the two experiments particularly are reduced. They find (after correction for nuclear

interesting.                  -                                                        effects)
0         +         0         -

B. Single Pion Production qpll- V n 71- vn-ir VP,T

R  and R ' defined by Events 329 199 158 211
0 0

c (vun  -  vgnlro) +0 (vgp  - vupTO) Pure AI=0        1          2        1        2
R =

0     20(v n - F-plro) Pure 62=1        2          1        2        1

Data - 3/2         1       3/4       1

c (V- ln  -  G nTr ) ta (G p  -  Gup:TO)

0     20 (vpp - AL+nTTI)
The data do not seem to favor either pure 8I=O or AI=1.

10
On the other hand, the statistical significance of the

have now been measured by four experiments.
deviation is not overwhelming. One can extract the

_Ro                   Ro' isoscalar-isovector interference terms
CIR 0.17 + 0.04 0.39 + 0.18

-                 - a (piri) - a (nTT+) = 0.40 1 0.20
GGM 0.18 + 0.02 0.40 + 0.04 , upper and          :                                                              -Freon    ·0*13 + O.03 ) 0.3 2  +  0.0 6· ·J lower limits

c (pir-) - c (nir ) = 0.19 + 0.22

GGM
Propane The interference term is non-vanishing at the 1-2 0 level.

A-P 0.40 + 0.06 0.61 + 0.10 11-                       -                                             GGM has also studied inclusive ir production in freon:
These results are not inconsistent with W. S. with

.etro Tr-/70 .2  1.6-2sin e  - 0.3, but are not very useful for precise                                      v      0.77 + 0.16 0.60 + 0.15 1.29 + 0.38W

comparison with theory because of the severe nuclear                                 &      0.76 + 0.16 0.43 + 0.15 1.77 + 0.67-           -           -

rescattering problem (B-plrt -• B-plro) which for the case of Pure
L,r° Isospin     1               1               1

Al and Freon necessitates . a - factor of 2 theoretical
Again, the data are inconsistent with pure isoscalar orcorrection to the data. Single pion production should be
isovector by 1 or 2 a. There is also evidence from the

more useful in studying the isospin structure of the
12

interaction.     GGM has measured the charge ratioll  TT+: 77--:71-o
BNL 7 ft bubble chamber, filled with deuterium. They

find

+
a (vn - vnlr Tr ) = 0.49 + 0.19
C (vp   =   \,p IT   Tr-)

This should equal unity for a pure isospin- final state.
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Since it appears that the isospin structure of the NC Verification of strong 6 excitation in the NC

is complicated, one can at least ask if it is consistent with
and consistency with charge ratios, as well as a search

the W. S. model. Figure 7 shows the results of a calculation for higher mass (I = 1/2) resonance excitation in NC and
13

by Sehgal using the parton model to compare inclusive
CC interactions with low neutron background and small

( /Tr-)Q and  (Tr /Tr-)v with the data as a function of
nuclear corrections remain very important. The CIB

2sin e . The data are not inconsistent with W. S., but the
experiment with very low neutron background and theW

error bars make this a very weak statement. It is clear 7 ft Ne-H2 filled bubble chamber experiment with g6od
that the relative amounts of I=1 and I=0 amplitudes are

charge identification should soon contribute important
very badly known.

information in this regard.  The 7 ft with D2 will
Another approach is to study the presence or absence eventually yield the cleanest sample, with lower statistics

of 6(1236) excitation in the N.C. Since the 8 (1236) is
but better systematics if the neutron background can be

strongly excited in C.C. (AI = 1), its absence in the N.C.
sufficiently suppressed.

would imply strongly the existence of a large I=0 component. We can conclude that the semileptonic exclusive
14This   question  has been stud-ied  by four experiments. neutral current states  have been shown to exist  and   that

Experiment Channel A Observed ratios to CC measured at the 20% level. The data are
0CIR plr ? low statistics consistent with.VA interference and AI=O, AI=1 interference

ANL 12 ft. B. C.
plr-,    plrl                                                           " at the 2c level. By next year we should have two experiments

GGM pTl-9                             "Freon with - 20% errors on R el R el , additional data on 8 (1236)
GGM ro              yes - stronger in

production   from  CIB,   7   ft  Ne,   7   ft  D 2  and more precise chargePropane NC than CC
ratio data. It should also be clear that even with this dataOne experiment has observed evidence for the 8.  Confirmation

in hand, choosing between our two archetypical models willis needed for this crucial·question as well as a clear

not be easy. All four AGS experiments mentioned will be
understanding of the consistency between isospin information

limited by systematics. The sources of systematic errorsderived from charge ratios and isospin information derived

reduce  to four areas:from 8 (1236) production. In parti cular, the presence of
1. nuclear absorption effectssubstantial neutron background (10-20%) in GGM
2.p=F identification

measurements make this task very difficult.
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3. angular resolution uR, dR which are the coupling strengths of the quarks

4. neutron background . to to right-handed and left-handed currents. Figure 8

The 7 ft with deuterium has errors set by neutron shows a graphical representation   of   the   '(u, d) - . planes.
Al  L

background and poor 11-' identification. Neutron background One can set limits on RL and R  by using high energy

is studied via the reaction np + pplr · It also suffers inclusive data while 8L and eR are delineated by elastic

from comparatively low rates.  The 7 ft filled with
Ne-H2 and/or single pion data.  One finds that uR and dR are

has errors set by neutron background (an additional very different in the various SU(2) x U(1) models. Tkie

handle is available here since neutrons will attenuate in most spectacular current analysis relies heavily on single

the heavy liquid), nuclear absorption and breakup (which Tr data however which is the least well known of the three

proton' is the one due to the elementary process?) and reactions. It is clear that using this approach with more

rescattering effects. The counter experiments have errors precise high energy and low energy data, one can set

set by nuclear effects, p-Tr identification, and in the HPB stringent limits on model construction.

case, angular and spatial resolution. Further reduction C. Leptonic Neutral Currents and the Future

of these systematics (say to the 5-10% level) is not Since the W.S. theory is not in disagreement with

feasible with the present experiments.  However, a new counter existing semileptonic data, one can ask if there exists

experiment with a fiducial mass of - 100 tons, improved any way of disproving it short of more precise data in

dE/dx sampling, and uniform and improved angular resolution many reactions.  The purely leptonic NC reaction v e - v e

(8 e  -  10-15 mr) should  be  able to reduce the overall is an ideal candidate since it suffers from no hadronic

systematic errors to this level. Even with 5% errors however, complications.  At present, two old experimental results

it is not clear that competing models can be decisively existls

ruled out in this channel. Cross Section
5                                                                                 -Several investigators have recently shown  that bY                                                        v                v

restricting the generality of the Lagrangian to VA with u GGM 1.0+2.1 x 10-42 E-  c 1.4 x 10-42 E-0.9          V                 V
and d quarks and combining accurate (5% errors) high energy A-P 2.4+1.1 x 10-42 E-   1.2+0.6 x 10 .42

-                                 V               -                     V
el elinclusive R  and Rg with low energy Rv  ' Rg and single Tr

v                                                                          The cross sections are in reasonable agreement with W.S.
data, significant restrictions on coupling constants can

for the currently accepted range of sin2ew.  Recent

be set even with presently existing data.  A VA, u,d quark

model will in general have four coupling constants uL, dL,
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16high energy data remain confused with GGM and the detector would have a total of 20,000 proportional wires.
Columbia-BNL experiments disagreeing by a factor of 5. Such a detector is estimated to have an angular resolution

The high energy GGM data are not in agreement with W. S. of 10-15 mr for 1 GeV electrons and excellent multiple

(the cross section yields 'a value of sin2% = 0.8) while track efficiency.  This is crucial in
separating v e -•

Columbia-BNL remains   in good agreement with previous                                                                                   v e   from  ven  -•  e (p) invis 7-e separation is accomplished
values.  The statistics in the two experiments:remain by measuring dE/dx four times in the first radiation

low    (- 10 events)  . length of the shower development and by good 11- - 27

There are two clear implications for further study: detection efficiency. Such a detector  can  of  course  do

1. More data (order of magnitude) are needed at both high much more, since the increased dE/dx sampling density will

and low energies; 2. An energy dependence may exist - if result in a much improved 71--p separation. This will allow
+so, the low energy cross section will have to be studied in the study of v p - v p and v N - v Nlro with excellent

much more detail. statistics and a hope of reducing systematic errors to
Taking the A-P rates, we find that a 150 ton detector below 10%.

at BNL will collect - 100 vKe - v e events in a: typical Another approach to measuring v e - v e reactions
one month run or 2-5 events/day.  The main background for a has been suggested by a group from Harvard. They envisage

18

counter expe]i ment (once sufficient angular resolution  is using a liquid argon electron image chamber which is a
obtained) is asymmetric To - 77 decays yielding fake high spatial resolution time projection chamber where the

electrons.  There are two proposed techniques of.doing electrons are drifted in liquid argon.  This technique

such an experiment at the AGS. is claimed to yield essentially continuous dE/dx information.
The Penn-BNL group envisages a - 150 ton 2 m x 2 m

17 In terms of density, radiation lengths, etc., such a

detector is very similar to a freon bubble chamber.  A
detector consisting  of  - 100 modules. Each module would

contain a plane of scintillator(- 10 cm thick) followed by detector might consist of 10 slabs of such chambers with

4 planes of proportional drift tubes with x-y readout. a total mass of 130 tons. Rates for the various reactions
The target mass would thus be mainly scintillator, reducing will thus be similar to-Penn-BNL.

nuclear effects associated with heavier materials. The
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D. C.C. Reactions more accurate determination of isospin amplitudes and

C.C. reactions have been studied more thoroughly relative phases.

Since the total cross section, y distributions,
than N. C. reactions. At low energies, they have primarily

been used as a probe of nucleon structure, since the leptonic values of B etc. have only been measured by GGM, no

verification exists at these energies. These quantitiesvertex is assumed to be known.  At AGS energies, existing

19                                                 are important in understanding the onset of scaling.  They
information comes from two sources: the ANL 12 ft.B.C.

with H2 and D2 and'GGM with freon and propane.  The ANL 12 ft are the pivot points in the energy lever arm.  The 7 ft with

experiment has studied the quasielastic reaction to probe Ne-H2 fill will be able to study these questions with

excellent statistics. In addition, the newly developedthe form factors of the nucleon. In particular, it has

narrow band capability gives an - 10% energy resolutionextracted values for m ' the axial vector form factor mass

which is the primary undetermined parameter in the quasi- for neutrinos, which allows not only greater precision in the

elastic interaction.  They have also studied the CC isospin C.C. but the study of many of the same questions for N. C.

amplitudes by studying single pion production charge ratios. events.

E. Threshold Dilepton Production  ,
GGM has studied the total cross section energy dependence

and x and y distributions, probing the nucleon from the Events interpreted as B-e candidates have been

point of view of the parton model. Although much has been observed at AGS energies by three experiments 22:

learned, it is clear that the 7 ft chamber still has much GGM,   CIR,   and  A-P. Each experiment  has   seen  - 10 events.

to do.  Even with D2 fill, the event rate20 per 106 pictures The most obvious explanation for this signal is charmed

is now yielding 5000 events (of which - 1000 are NC:), including particle production.  In particular the 7 ft's spectacular
231500 quasielastic, 1200 6(1236), and 40-50 strange charmed baryon candidate comes to mind.  If what is being

particle events.  A 2 x 106 pulse total exposure would yield produced is indeed due to charmed particle decay, then

significant improvements in our knowledge of m  and m  charmed baryons may be searched for near threshold in the
21(the present result   is m  = 1.09+ 0.08, if m  = 0.84, two-body

reaction:    '1' N -•  1.1-BC ,-   +  + . . .

Measurement of
while   a two parameter   fit   to   the data yields   m  =1.0 5 1 the F- momentum and angle and incoming v  energy and

0.19 and m  = 0-86 1 0.10) as well as verification and direction (known to 10% and + 2' in the·narrow band beam)
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can be accomplished by dumping the proton beam into anwould allow reconstruction of the invariant mass of the

absorption target, thereby decreasing the number  of  17-  andfinal hadronic system. Such an experiment has been proposed

by the CIB collaboration. A 60 ton muon detector composed K decays by the ratio Labs/cyT.

2. Axion-like particles will yield N.C. like final
of magnetized iron torroids and thick plate aluminum optical

- states. Measurement of NC/CC ratios for normal and
chambers has been installed and should yield --. 100 K B

prodabsorption target running will set limits on c         x
events from current wide band running if the previous Be axion

Int
rates hold up.  Strong confirmation of a threshold dilepton 'axion

3. Axion-like particles are expected to decay viasignal could lead to a more detailed study such as the one
+-

outlined above.  The 7 ft with Ne-H2 fill will be able to
a- 77 (or a-e e  if the axion is heavy enough).

study the complementary Ke production and in particular One can search for such in flight 7's or e's entering the

front of the neutrino detectors if sufficient unobstructed
search .for strange particles in association with We events.

decay space is available in front of them.The 7 ft with D2 fill is of course continuing its search
A beam dump experiment has been performed at the SPS25

for additional charmed baryon events.

by three groups and all three report significant evidence
F. Speculative Physics       .

for a new prompt source. The data is consistent with charmed
Interest has increased recently in the possible

particle production with a surprisingly large cross section
existence of prompt sources in neutrino beams. Prompt

(-  100 Pb). Three experiments   (CIB,   HPB,  7 ft  with  Ne,   H2)seurces could be new particles decaying into ordinary neutrinos

participated in a beam dump run at the AGS this spring.
(charmed mesons and baryons) or new neutrinos (heavy leptons).

24 Results should be forthcoming soon.
Light particles (axions or Higglets) that interact

G. Neutrino Oscillations
directly in the neutrino detector have been suggested.

A preliminary run to search for the existence of          I
One can search for such sources in several ways.

26neutrino oscillations has been completed by the HPB group.1. Since the semileptonic decays of charmed particles
The AGS was run at 1.5 GeV/c for this run.  The neutrino

are expected to yield equal numbers of electron and muon

neutrinos (while normal sources yield a ve/v  ratio of 2%), beam and horn operated successfully and further running is

the observed ratios of electron to muon C.C. is sensitive to planned in the near future. The observation of a signal

such sources. Suppression of conventional v  and v  sources11               e
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Abstract

mA                                   Searches for the prompt production o[ weak or semi-strongly interacting
4                                                   particles  in a ticutri,to beam dump and  ttleir  subsequelit  interaceion or decay

. 2 have been performed at the AGS.  We detail the experiment using the totally
-0                                                                               · active liqi,i,1 Al'niti11:,toi· detector, mid inetition the res,ill:s of the spark3
4·4

chamber del pi:lor.  Ail expost,re nf a copper beam dump to two orders of0

3                              104 neutrino-like events in the detector.  the events from the beam dlimp

magnituile. meri,  pror ,tis  tli:iti  iti  previous  seorclies ar  28 ·(;eV has yielded
U

w                                    are compared directly with those from w and K decay neutrinos produced
concurrent]y in the normal long neutrino decay path following' a 15 cm

A                                 brass target.  The characteristics of the events are similar.  However,

v H when compared to the rate of events predicted by scaling the 15 cm target

8=                                                               yields,  tile  beam  dump  data  show
all excess of 4·5t16 events. The excess

0                                    remains puzzling Future experimencs at the AGS could verify the existance

events from the beam dump appear to deposit energies 21GeV.  Their source

00                            of the effect. decrease the uncertainty in the predicted mmber of events
00                                                         from 30%  to  10% by  directly measuring  the pion absorption lengt.h with a-J (4*.It..+06---+000000)     , variable de31sily t,irgel·. se:irch for threshold effects. *d measure the: sign

«««f
of  el„,  charge  or  the  exiting  m,ims.

Presented hy L. Sitlak
at lh:

AGS Fixed Target Workshop
November 8-9. 1978
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1.

A neutri,10 beam Juulp experiment h. s been performed. at BNL in search of                                    A schematic layolit 01: the experiment is showli in Fig. 1. 1 he 28 Gcvdirectly prodilccd nrutrinos, neucrinos from tlic decay of short lived parents               !              iiI:oton beaul 11: Crailsported in vi,clium to a coppar/brass beam durip '1.Om deep and
(5 10-11.sec),  or new renctrati, g neutral  particles.   protolls of  28 GeV/c                                           0·30, square  in. Cr('ss  sectioil. followed· by a  30nt dcel,  iron muon shield.   Both
moincntum are targeted on a Cu block in front of the massive, dense muon shield the  copper  beam dump  and  the  iron muon shield are· stacked  so  that no cracks
in the neutrino beam line of the AG.B..  .The resulting w's, K's,·and. hyperons are lie along the beam axis.  ,\ series of 22 radiatioii niotiitors alotig the protoi,
rapidly absorbed so that their ddcay.t.0 conventional neutrinos is strongly vocullm pipe itisure minimal beam loss upstream of tlie clump.'  A televisionsuppressed,  facilitating the possible observatimi. of other sources of neutrino- camera monitors targethig accuracy by observing a flag 011 the front face ofthe dump. Ioi,ization coutiters in tile mu'on shield monitor tile stability of

like eventi  To reduce the measurement to one comparing relative rates, we
concurrently accept an equivalent number of conventional neutrino events by the' secotidary partic].e flux.

To compare tti: beam dump events with events from 71 and K decay neutrinos,

inserting a 15 cm brass block at the position normally occupied by the focusing
horn and its neutrino production target. a brass ·block, 15 cm ions and 30 cm x 30 cm in cross section, is inserted 60 .m up-stream of  the  dunip;  the ·beam pipe is partially removed  from the decay space during

Recent interest in this type of experimenc has been heightened by the                                                                       18th6 15 cm target runs.  Exposures of 4.9 x 10 protons on the beam.dump and

observation of the production of prompt ve and v  events by 400 GeV protons                                     179                                                   2.0 x 10 on the 15 cm 'target were registered by the outputs of current trans-

on nuclei at CERN [1,2,3].  Among the possible sources for these events are:
formers at tlie cild of tile beam litte.  The readings of the radi.ation monitors,

(a) the production atid .scmileptonic deca>·. of charmed mesons and baryons,
ionization counters, and current transformers are recorded on a pulse to pulse

(b) the production and decay of heavy leptons,
basis on the event tape.(c) the production and subsequent interaction of light, penetrating                                       ····-                                              ·- -- ··              -··-·---Three detectors accepted events:    the 7' bubble  chamber,  the aluminum spark

particles, for example, ·the proposed semi-weakly coupled pseudoscalar boson[4] chamber, and the liquid scintillator calorilneter.  The last detector [5.6.71
(the axion), and

3OT  total, 11T fiducial). previously used  in  the  vp + vp experiment, was triggered

(d) •he production and decay of new, short-lived lidit particles.
on events depositing  ,3MeV  in the detector.    We will discuss this experiment

However, for .source a) the production cross section (%30-].00wb) appears co be
in detail, although the results from the spark chamber experiments are similar.

large relative te the limits set by other searches for charmed particle
To facilitate rejection of cosmic ray background, two 4-plane 4m x 4m drift

production. Source b) would imply a neutral current to charged  

current ratio
chamber modules were installed horizontally above the calorimeter.  Figure 2

of %507, whicli is not observed.  The measured cross sectious are too large for
shows the confuguration of the apparatus.

· the axion  (c) with properties as predicted in Reference  [4] .

A total of 7.2 x 10  (1.1 x 10 ) triggers are recorded during the

44Unlike the production of charmed particles or heavy leptons, production of beam spill on m;ignetic tape for the beam dump (15 cm target) runs.  A
short-lived light particles should not be strongly suppressed by

software selection required a deposition of more than the 3 MeV threshold
decreasing the available center of mass energy (e.g. lowering the proton beam' in three or more cells. The resulting 2700 (2500) events were written on
energy from 400 GeV to 28 GeV). Therefore, the results of a sensitive beam

a data summary tape .and triple sco.lined by physicists to eliminate front
dump search for neutrino-like events at low energy may colitribute to the

entering part:icks :1,1,1 cosmic ray events.  Front entering ch.irged particles

understanditig of  tlie  possible  anomaly  at  hicti cuertics.    l'urthu,  a low energy were rejected by requiring that no cell in the veto counter in front of the
search can be more sem: itive to certain chal„,cls, e.g. the nxion, than searches calorimeter or in the first active 40 cm of the detector have an energy
at high energies.

deposition grenter than 3 81:V.  (A minimum ionizing particle deposits35 MeV in a cell.)  Cosmic ray events were identified by a topology or a
time sequence 4 cell liri„gs consistent with charged particles enteringfrom above or bel,ind cite detector. The characteristics of comnic rayeve,its are kii,1.1 since the detector is wabled between· be.im hz,rsts (,ir a
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Charged-current neutrino events produced by ir· and K decays after the 15
period of time cqual to ttie Juratiou of the beam spill (3 11SCC every 1.2 sec).

 

cm target provide a time reference for the arrival·of the. neutrino bunches at the
To minimize rieutron-induced b3ckground in the ev2ntual candidates for neutral

:

detector.  Fig. 3b shows the time.distribution of these events, modulo 222 ns,
current events, a mitiimum energy deposition of 150 1·1:V (a criterion fouiid

 
demonstrating a sharp timing structuTe (a = 17 ns) for both neutral and chargedeffective in Past neutrino experime,its with this detector) is also imposed.

From the remaining nmitrii,0-like candidates, cli.irged and neutral curreilt
current eyents. A indow of 80 ns full width accepts all but one event. The beam dump

: data, Fig. 3a, is very similar. However, three events of the neutral curr.ent
events are ]dentificd on the basis.of their topologies for each of the two

i sample lie outside the timing window. These are presumably induced by slow
targeting conditions. "Charged current events" are defined as those with at

neutrons or by cosmic rays.  Assuming a uniform temporal distribution of these
least one exiting, noil-scattering, cliarged partizle.  The miton candidate must

  events, 1.5 of them lie inside the timing window and couldfire''at least six cells (a range of 2'.200 MeV) with a pattern of
be attributed to out-of-time background.  We conclude that the background fromenergy depositions cozisistent with that produced by a minimitin ionizing particle.        i
slow neutrons aiid cosmic rays is at a negligible level, and that the 15 cmFigure 2 shows a typical charged current event ( a vn + 11 p reaction) which             ;
target data provides a valid sample of ir and K decay neutrino events with whichincludes. a stopping proton  as  well  as an exiting. muom Approximately  one  half

1 to compare the beam dump data.of the events have zero or one particle accompanying the muon; tlic other half
i To increase our sensitivity to neutral particles decaying in front of thehave more than ozie additional particle, Events with no exiting particles

detector by providing a longer observable decay path, and to quadruple our(i.e., with no energy depositions above the 3 Me'J threshold within 40 cm of any
effective target mass for charged current neutrino events by using the concrete"edge of the calorimeter) are classified as "neutral current events. A minimum
wall in front of detector as a target, we also accept the following two cate-configuration of three contiguous cells are required for these events.  A
gories of events which have charged particles firing the veto counter in fronttotal of 90 charged current events and 14 neutral current events are found in          ;
of the detector:the beam dump runs,  and 115  and 24 events, respectively, .occur in  the 15 cm

1) Front entering horizontal muons. These events are required to have thetarget run.
time and energy deposition pattern characteristic of a muon as defined earlier.

The events in the above two cat.egories for both targets exhibit all the
To discriminate against cosmic rays in this sample, the events must exit throughcharacteristics expected of neutrino-induced events.  The vertices of the
the last module of the calorimeter.events are uniformly distributed in the detector both along and transverse to

2)  External showers.  These events have a vertex citlier in tlie calorimeter butthe beam axis.  The distributions of the angles of the particles produced in
outside the fiducial volume, or a vertex upstream of the calorimeter.  Ths. timethe reactions show no up-down or left-right asymmetries.
distributions of both categories 11) and (2) of events are peaked in time with
neutrino arrival at the detector, with no events occurring outside the 80 ns
timing window. The angular distributions of the events relative to the beam
axis  show no asymme.ries, either right-le f e  or up-dowzi. Further, the angular
distribution of the front entering muons has the shape expected for muons pro-

duced by neutrinos interacting in the concrete wall.  We conclude that these

:
categories of events are beam associated.

1
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detector, especially Silice tile average fiducial l.ength is only 5 radiation lengths

deep. Further, it is difficult to distinguish neutral current from charged current
A wmmary of the liumbers of events in each category, after the few events events if many tracks, i.e. high visible energies, are involved.  Typically only

occtirring mtside the 80 8 timing window have been removed and a background neutral current events with low visible energies are totally contained and therefore
subtraction uniform in time has been mode, appears in Table I. unambiguously identifiable. The viiible energy distributions for the neutral

Neutrities front 11'S atid K's produced wheti upstre.·im proton beam losses current events.and for all events are displayed in Figure 5. Although
occur could contamin:itc the beam dump data. Tlie radiatioil monitors continually the shapes of the data  for  the  beam  dump  and  15  cm  runs are similar,   the  beam  dump
record beam losses diirilig the ruils. Tile monitors are eal·ilir:lted hy prodi,elitg spectrum appears to be somewliat more uniform.
knowil losses in the beam line by inserting flags (normally viewed by cameras A possible signal for new neutritios would be an enhanced neutral currentto check the beam shape at various points in the liiie during beam tune up) in to charged current ratio in the data. Such an entiancement could also be pro-the beam at five points along the line.  The flags typically produce beam losses duced by axions,  which  are expected  to couple  tb  the 'w; giving  rise  to  anof 1/4% to 1%, depending upon tlleir thickness. A total exposure of 4x10 protons excess of neutral current 8 production events. The neutral to charged current

16

on tlie targets produced no charged current ·events and one neutral current event ratios, R, for beam dump and 15 cm target,in the detector.  Typically two front-entering muon events are recorded for

each target exposure. Comparing the output of the radiation monitors during
RBD = 0·16 + 0.04 15cmand R = 0.21 f 0.05,the flag runs to that during the beam dump runs (typically a factor of 50)

implies that <5 of the 104 neutrino-induced events in the beam dump run can show no evidence for an excess of events in the beam dump runs.be attributed to upstream beam losses. Further, there is no correlation We also check for an excess of neutrino-like events above that attributablebetween the rate of event occurrence and the periods of worst beam tuning to neutrinos  from the decay of  's and K's in the short length before absorptioncoliditions encoulitcred in the runs.
in the dump.  Table I shows the ratio F,We iow have a sample of lieutrino-like events that have their origin

in the copper beam dump, as well as a sample of events induced by n and K
F = (Event Rate from 15 cm Target) / (Event Rate from Beam Dump)decay neutrillos in the 15 cm target data. We attempt to isolate specific

differences between the two samples that could point to non-conventional for the four event categories. Note tliat for tieutrillo-illduccd events in thesources of neutritios.
detector (the sum of charged currenc and neutral currci2t events) ,  the ratio isThe interaction of new neutrinos in the detector could produce new

heavy leptons which could decay' into muons.  Figure 4 compares the angular
F = 33 + 4.distribution of the muons from the beam dump with an equal number of events

from the 15 cm target. The distributions show no differences. The                               A superficial calculation suggests that the event rate is proportional to theshape of the 15 cm target data agrees with the calculated angular distribution
1 neutrino flux, 0,

(solid curve,  Fig.  4b) . The dashed ·curve in Fig. 4a shows,  as a point of reference,
0 x D x T E x·R,the expected distribution for a heavy lepton of mass 1.8 GeV/c2. There is

no evidence for wide angle muons from such decays itt the beam dump sample.              1 D=1- exp(-L/7.lm BY),
The  productioil  in  the  beam  dump of heavy charmed hadrons and heavy leptons

 
where  L  is the length  of the decay  path  for  Tr's; .TE  is the proton targeting efficiency,is expected to produce equal populations of ve and vw induced events.  However,

electroti showers are tioc easily distinguished from hadron showers in the
i.e., the fraction of protons that interact  in the target before exiting;  and  Q
is the solid angle subtended by the detector.  Appropriate values for these para-

meters are the following:
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L                                              TE                             Q

-15 cm Target 60rn 64% (1/135m)22                   yields 29 1 9 cm fcr the effective pioit absorption kligth in copper.  (For
' ·'·Seam Dump comparison, the tiormal pion absorption le,igtl, is me:isi,recl 1101 to I': 16.5 1

0.29m 100% (1/105m)

For <By> = 20, which is appropriate to the pions producing neutrinos of the energies 0.6 cm in Cu at <ETI, =  6 CeV, the mean energy for pions producing neutrinos
we observe, we obtain an estimate of the ratio of event rates, of a mean ehergy of <Ev> = 1.5 CeV.) Direct measuremnt [11] in an iron'

F = 67. calorimeter exposed to 200 GeV incident particles, where multiple pion production
2

We have performed a simple numerical integration to calculate the relative rates, should certainly be important, yields an absorption length of 230 gm/cm  (= 29cm).

· including the differences between the beam dump and the 15 cm target in the following We expect a ratio F of  57  +  12 and observe a value of  33 +  4.   For  the
respects: 139 neutrino-induced events observed in the normalization run (. 2*1017 protons

a)  beam divergence on  target)  with  the 15cm target, we would predict  for  the  beam dump  run

b)  pion absorption in the 15 cm target

c)  pion absorption in the air of the decay space NPredicted = 59 2 13 events.

d)  proton producti.01, of pions in the air decay space We find
observede)   mukiple scattering of the particles in the 15 cm target,  and                                                                          N            = 104 i 10 events

18
f)  the multipioii production in the beam dump. for 5x10 protons  on  target. The excess beam dump  events that could  be

attributed to new processes is
The calculation yields

F = 57 + 12. excess
N       = 45 + 16 events.

The sensitivity of F to each of the above factors and to the input parameters

and the best estimate of our knowledge of each of them is tabulated in Table II. As an independent check of the above prediction, we have extensively studied

cascades using a Monte Carlo method. The input  I ]2 ]are the actual showers
Let us discuss the most poorly known (and the most important) parameter

generated to simulate hadron cascades in iron calorimeters initiated by either
in our rate estimate, the "effective pion absorption length" in the forward

28 GeV protons or by neutrinos producing showers of similar energy. The spatial
direction in a dense target.  This number includes the effects of secondary

and energy distributions derived from these caluclations are known to fit [12] the
pion production ( and is therefore larger than the normal pion absorption length

data to % 5%· The pions of the cascade are allowed to decay within the beam dump
defined for thin targets). This number was measured in the only previous low

or the 15cm target, or after the 15 cm target in a volume the size of the BNL tunnelt
energy (26GeV) beam dump experimen=(at Gargamelle [81 in 1972), From the +

The shower development in the beam dump exhibits a 29-4 cm effective pion attenu-

distribution of muons in the muon shield (a measurement calibrated with ation length, consistent with the Gargamelle measurement.  The program yields
nuclear emulsions to 7%) the effective Dion absorption length 191 in

mercury is measured to be 25 1 8 cm. We assume that the effective pion absorption
NPredicted = 57t4 events,

  length scales  as the normal pion absorption length. The cross sections are known  to
0.75

scale as A and tile absorption length depends inversely on the density. This where the error is determined by the known uncertainty in agreenictit between previous

calculations with this program and hadron absorption experiments. Again the prediction

is in agreement with the number calculated earlier. If this is taken at face

value, the 3 standard deviation excess becomes a 4.5 0 effect.
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The visihl.e energy distril,unio,is predictc,d by tile cascade calculation A beam dump experiment [14] similar to ours has been performed at Surpukovhave proportionitaly mcire low energy events in the beam dump case than in the with 70 GeV protons.  An excess number of neutrino events has been seen there15cm one, because (1) pion scattering in the dump degrades the pion energy, also, but the error bars are large enough to accomodate our observation either(2) the multiple pions that are produced have lower energies, and (3) the with no energy dependence or with the energy'dependence observed in 9/J production.smaller source to detector distance for the dump means tllat larger angle, An additional exposure of 10 protons on target (pots) could resolve the
19

lower eliergy pions contribilce to elle neutrilio events at tile detector. issues presented above and elsewhere [15].  The run could include the following
elements, where approximate fractions of the total pot request used in each

Tlie excess events appear to deposit total visible energies 0 0.5 to 1.0 GeV.This is opposite to tile effect we would expect from ail underestimateri multipion study appear in parentheses:contribution or an excess of background events, both of wlikh populate low energies. 1.) Measure directly the effective pion absorption length by using a vari-
If we assume that the excess events arise from promptly produced neutrinos, able density copper target and extrapolating to infinite density (1/2, 1/3, and

then
1/6 of the pots at full, half, and a third density, resp.).  A 10% measurement

is anticipated.

Bapi = (1.8 0.4) k 10-69 cm#/nucleo„2, 2.) Measure the effective pion absorption length by measuring the number

and spatial distribution of muons in the dump with the existing fixed and tra-

where B is the branching ratio into v , 0  is the production cross section of

'

versing ionization chambers.  The distribution of charged particles in the dump
neutrinos  into a -10mrad acceptance  in the forward direction,  and  c i is  the

from our Monte Carlo program and the systematics inherent in a foil calibration

-38 2 suggest that a 10% measurement is realistic.interaction cross section.  For neutrinos interacting with ai - 10 cm /nucleon,
3.)  Raise the proton energy  from  28  Gev  to - 31GeV to search for threshold

Bo  = (1.8-0.4) x 10-31cm2/nucleon.                                                enhancements indicative of heavy particle production.  Such a change would in-
crease the production of heavy particles but would leave the rate for lightWe observe  the same ratio of neutral current to charged current events
particles unchanged. (1/2 pots).in the beam dump and in the 15 cm target runs.  Thus we see no anomalous 4.) Operate the muon spectrometer during this run to ascertain if the71' production wiiich might be attributed to axion-induced events. This allows excess events are associated with an anomalous B /%  ratio.

+
us to sct a lin.t on the product of the cross sections for the production and
subsequent interaction of axions.  Our measurement,

 P'i <
10 cm /nuclcon ,
-68  4       2

is an order of magnitude better than previous limits [4,131.  In terms of thecoupling n of an axion to matter relative to that coupling for the wo,
n < 0.5 x 10-9.

Concilrretit  with  Mr  ruming  the  Columbia  -  Illinois  -  B.N.1..  ·coj.lalinratio,i
also Look A. t:i.   '1'heir 41,:Leclor Ii:is .1 +01:11'ler mass (4,5 to,iM) 'mit .1 :1.in.htly
greater angular acceptance (Fig. 1). The results of their run are presented[16]
ii, Table III.  Note that they liave muon charge ide,itification and some evidenceon the preseite: BC elet:LrOilS.  Their evetit rates aid observed beam dunip to bare
target ratio are similar to our own.
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TABLE 1 Table II

A. SUMMARY OF EVENT STATISTICS
Scusitivity of Ratio F of Rate of 15cm Torret Events

Be am 15 cm Ratio of to Beam Dunp Events to V.,rious Inout Parameters

Dump Runs Target Runs Event Rates

17
15cmProtons on Target x 10 4'8.7 2.0 (15cm Target Rate

Dump Variation in Variat

Beam Change in F for +lc
Beam Dump Rate) Input Variables Target

<

Event Category:
("Effective Pion Absorption Leng[h")
Decay length folded with multipion production

Charged Current Events 90 115 32+4
29+9cm -25% ·

Neutral Current Events        14 24 42+14
60+.0.5m +0.6%

- -                      Decay Length·
Total Neutrino Events
in Detector 104 539 33+4 Detector distance 165.3t 2m

Detector distance 105.5+2m +1%

Neutral Current Events/ Targeting Efficiency 0.651 0.04 +2%
Charged Current Events 0.16+0.04 0.2110.05

Beam Diverger:ce
Horizontal Omr 1.9mr

Front Enterihg Muons  162 314 40+4

Vertical 0.14mr 3.2mrf.0.3mr +0.5%

Transmission of Tr's in Cu 0.805
External Showers+             65                97             '31 25 Absorption  of *'s in Air

of Decay Space

Production of  's in Air

of Decay Space 1.03              0%

Multiple Scattering in target 10mr               0%
of is

 Protons on target in the beam dump runs.for these events = 40.4 x 1017.
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Proposals to search for neutrino evolution at Brookhaven were submitted
NEUTRINO OSCILLATION SEARCHES AT THE AGS                                I       in January of 1977.  Since then the many problems associated with extracting

and transmitting an intense, high repetition' rate, low energy proton beam
were solved in several short preliminary tests.  An extended run of two weeks

A. Soukas, P. Wanderer, W. Weng duration all owed beam optimization and commissioning ahd evaluation of a newBrookliaven Nationul Laboratory, Upton, New York 11973
target and focusing horn.  The last two. days of this run had beam .conditionsM. Bregman, J. LoSecco, L. Rivkin,
sufficiently clean and stable to take physics data.

S. Russek, L. Sulak, M. Yudis
Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

We first discuss the physics motivation and possible current and futureR. Galik, J. liorstkotte, .1. Kiiauer, M. Levine, A. K. Matin and H. H. Williams experiments.  We then summarize the principal accomplishments of the test
Univorsity of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19174

periods.

A feasibility study 01 the time evolution of a long-lived v  beam has beenperformed.  The proton momentum (1.5 CeV/c) was chosen to c8ncentrate tha
v  flux at very low energy where all background reactions are kinematicallysMppressed.  Sensitivity to oscillations at large proper times T = 2/p(where t is the flight length and p is the momentum of the neutrino) isgreatly enhanced by the resulting low neutrino momentum.  Possibletransformations v +v (searched for via v n- e-p reactions) were notobserved in an exBosur8 of 2x1018 protons oR target. Ten possible vun + u-Pevents were observed. An upper limit of 3eV, comparable to previous limits,can be placed on the mass difference betweezi the two.neutrino eigenstates.The accelerator backgrounds are low and the neutrino fluxes copious so thatan experiment to approach a mass difference limit of <leV is currentlypossible.  Fliturc experime.nes with lonner distances and larger masses couldre ch O.LeV :,1 the AGS.comp:, 1:11,k, to the best limits proi„,sed in otherae:'1:racot·· ..1,1 i wet/t: ext):rim:lits.

Presented  hy  L.  Sulak

at the

AGS Fixed Target Workshop
November 8-9, 1978
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Physics Motivation

In contrast to cosmological searches, where neutrinos travel over astronomical

distances,1 all experiments· performed at proton accelerators detect neutrinos after after a period of time t. contain a fraction of ve's,

a flight path which is as short as possible to maximize a small event rate.  A possi-
 ve(t)12 = 1/2 tan2 6  [1

-

cos((El  - E2) t)].                            (1)               1

ble disagreement between the two kinds of experiments has inspired many hypotheses. The angle E measures the degree of muon and electron number violations;  it

Among them is the possibility that the initially produced neutrino state undergoes is relateds to other processes that do not conserve lepton number, such as 0 + ey.

a time evolution.  The existence of such a phenomenon Dresumes a non-zero neutrino
However, oscillation experiments are potentially more sensitive to lepton number

mass. .The current experimental upper limits; m  5 35 eV and m  < 570 KeV, are by no
violation:  they measure an interference amplitude whereas decay experiments

means restrictive.  Furthermore, to undergo transformation neutrinos must violate
measure an intensity.  The frequency of oscillation is related to the difference

leptonic number conservation.  Again, the experimental limits do not prohibit neutrino
of the squares of the masses ml and m2 of the two neutrino eigenstates,

evolution.  The best test to date has been the absence of the decay p  + e  + y, for 2      2

which the published upper limit,for the branching ratio2 is 3.6 x 10-9.  This can be (El - E2) t 2 11,1  - m2  i
2      p

compared to the predictions of several models3,4 for neutrino evolution which accomo- The parameter 1/p is a measure of the evolution time r in the rest frame of a
mdate values from 10-1.3 to 10-2: Thus, lepton number conservation might be violated

neutrino of mass m :   T . 1. 8-, where Z is the distance the neutrino has. P
at a substantial level and still be consistent with the non-observation of u+e y. traveled and p is the neutrino momentum.

The same models, which unify quarks and leptons in a common multiolet, have mixing
Accelerator neutrino experiments  at 30 GeV have looked for v , + ve transitions

angles in the lepton sector 18
Cabbibo This leads to mass differences between the with a sensitivity in the range

neutrino eigenstates of 0 0.lev.
0.015 < £/p < 0.05 m/MeV.

4

A simple model of neutrino evolution has been suggested by B. Pontecorvo.   In                The high energy neutrino experimentsl  at Fermilat, operate in the region

analogy with the K  - K  system, periodic oscillations occur between vu and ve states.
0.01 < £/p < 0.1  m/MeV.

11                    12More complicated models of neutrino evolution allow decays5 or strong neutrino elastic Reactor neutrino experiments have been performed or have been proposed   (at

scattering6 in addition to oscillation.  If nEw, yet undiscovered, types of neutrinos
Hanford and Grenoble) using low energies and short drift lengths  with

exist,the theory may include terms with oscillations into each of the neutrino types.7 0.7 < £/p < 3.0 m/MeV.

If one interprets the negative resultsl of the solar neutrino experiments in terms of An  observed   e  rate
is compared  with the absol ute flux expected  from' the reactor.

neutrino oscillations, mixing between three types of neutrinos (and three now exist'.) Any deviation ·is interpreted as a missing neutrino flux due to transformations of
is sufficient to explain8 the signal which is at least a factor of three below the the  e'

An absolute flux calibration and a knowledge of the spatial distribution of

predicted level. the neutrino source are necessary, yielding a measurement with systematics that are

In the model of Pontecorvo, if muon and electron numbers are. not precisely
very different from those in accelerator experiments.  Also, reactor experiments

conferved  and if either neutrino  has a small  mass,  then  a  beam  of  pure  v '·s  will,
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are performed-with ts,  not v 's.   It is possible that muon. number conservation is

an approximate symmetry but electron number conservation is exact.  In this case, ven +
pe, since the investment of 105 MeV to form a muon is unnecessary.

vii might exhibit oscillations (although not into ve) but ve would not. Figure 1 The mere existence of neutri'no-induced events with energies .above that.kinematically

shows the regions of £-p space ultimately accessible to various neutrino facilities. allowed for vun + py- would be evidence for ve generation and hence of neutrino

The null results of previous searches suggest that if oscillations occur, they transformation.

have a long wavelength.  (Short wavelengths would have produced rapid oscillations To limit the maximum v  energy to the order of the muon's rest mass, the kinetic

that would be easy to observe.)  Expanding Eq. 1 in the long wavelength approxi- energy of the proton beam must not exceed about 800 MeV (proton momentum = 1.5 GeV/c).

mation yields This proton energy is below that necessary for kaon production (2.3 GeV/c), eliminating

|ve(£)12. (Up)2                                                                               ethe v  contamination from Ke3 decays that has limited searches at higher energies.

A  proton· beam energy  of  800 MeV coincides  with the· energy for maximum single  pion
The quadratic dependence on 2/p demonstrates that substantial gains in sensitivity

production (the 8 peak) and.is the standard energy at pion factories.  However per-
are possible by increasing the time in the neutrino rest frame between the production

forming the experiment at BNL offers a distinct advantage:  the neutrino decay regiob,and the detection of the neutrino.  This can be accomplished by performing neutrino
shield, and detector already, exist. To maximize proton flux at low energy, the AGS

experiments at large distances from the source which was first suggested by M. Schwartz.
13                                                                                    is operated at high repetition rate.

Mann and Primakoff have discussed the feasibility of detecting neutrinos at a distance

Figure 2 compares the sensitivity of this ,experiment with the Gargamelle -limit9,
of 0 1000km from their production at Fermilab.  A similar experiment using the Fermilab

14                                             which is comparable to or better than that from ·the current reactor experiments.11.
accelerator has been proposed by a group from Washington State. To the extent that

This proposal (Phase I), a study with the existing BNL neutrino detector, is'character-
the vu flux falls off as 1/12, the sensitivity to detecting v;1 + ve is independent of

ized by £/p = 150 m/150 MeV = 1 m/MeV vs. 75 m/1500 MeV = 0.05 m/MeV in the Gargamelle
the distance in this particular long wavelength approximation.

experiment.  It achieves at least a factor of 4 more sensitivity for all mixing angles

Characteristics of Proposed Experiment E to the neutrino mass difference, with '60.5 eV being a typical limit. A definitive

In contrast with these experiments, the current experiment (BNL Experiment 704/706) experiment (Phase II) with 10 times the target mass located 0 1 km from the target,

greatly reduces the neutrino energy (to 0 100 MeV) allowing greater sensitivity with could reach neutrino masses 0 0.05 eV over the·full range of angles E. The proposed

an existing neutrino detector.  The low energy has the added advantage that the large reactor experiments,  on the other  hand,  are only competitive  for ·E  >  O.4  due  to  the

v  flux is inactive since its energy is insufficient to produce u's or A's above a
insensitivity of detecting a small absolute loss of J 's or a small deviation from a11

kinematic cut.  On the other hand, v*'s in the beam (say from vu oscillations) .1/r2 falloff.

can scatter without a kinematic inhibition through the reaction
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The experimental technique employed in this experiment is straightforward:  Obierve

neutrino events with a muon in the final state to directly measure the left hand curveDetails of the Low Energy Neutrino Beam and Detector

in Fig. 6.  Then search for any events with an energy above that kinematically allowedThe neutrino beam for the experiment is produced by targeting the proton beam

for vn + 0 p, % 130 MeV.  The spectra of Figure 6, which in essence assume 50%from the AGS on a carbon target at the normal high energy neutrino target station.

If unfocused, the pions that are produced yield at the detector the theoretical
oscillation (in the short wavelength aporoximation, averaged over all E ) shows that

neutrino spectrum labeled "no focussing" in Fig. 3.  Since the pion production
95% of the ve events with a mean energy of 190 MeV are retained by this cut.  If only   

occurs primarily via the 8 resonance which decays almost isotropically (it is 5% of the vu's oscillate to v 's, they will primarily have lower energies and longer

produced nearly at rest in the laboratory), substantial gains can be achieved
proper times. In this conservative case,   40% of the ve events with a mean energy of

through focussing the pions.  If the tracks of all foi-ward going pions are rectified
140 MeV lie above the energy cut.  The left hand curve in Fig. 6 thus monitors the

along the beam line, then the "perfect focussing" spectrum of Fig. 3 is obtained.
muon neutrino· spectrum, provides  a flux normalizer,  and  is the primary i.ngredient  in

Note a factor of 20 enhancement.  Our horn achieves a gain of a factor of 8, producing
predicting the shape of the right hand curve.

a calculated neutrino spectrum similar to that shown in Fig. 4.  Note the sharp cutoff Discrimination between muons and electrons in the detector is accomplished by

in flux at % 230 MeV.  The calculation traces particle tracks through the target and the muon decay signature.  The top of Fig. 7 shows the pattern of energy deposited

the horn, and accounts for Fermi motion, nuclear absorption, scattering, etc.
in the cellular structure of the detector for both electrons and muons.  The bottom

The neutrino cross sections calculated far the interactions of both vv and ve

'

of Fig. 7 illustrates the energy deposited in or near the cell where a muon,stops.

are displayed in Fig. 5.  The target material, liquid scintillatcr, is predominantly
This  energy is deposited  by the electron  from the muon decay 0 2 usec .after  the

CH in chemical composition. The Pauli ·exclusion principle has been included in the primary event.  The decay electron deposits   45 MeV in two cells, each of which

curves for (12.  Note that no interactions frcm v,'s occur below a threshold
energy has a threshold of   3 MeV. The efficiency for detecting a stopped muon has been

.of % 105 MeV.  Even at the mean energy of our neutrino beam, 150 MeV, the ve cross measured15 to be 60 i 3% using stopping cosmic rays and beam associated muons in our

section (10 cm /neutron) is double that for the v .
-39 2

up + vp experiment. One half of the detector during the feasibility' run was capable11

The.product of the neutrino spectrum of Fig. 4 and the ve cross section of Fig. 5
of recording a second firing in the same cell. Second timing for the enti're detector

produces the energy spectrum (histogram in Fig. 6). Note the narrow (0 30%) -             is now implemented.

width of the distribution. The response of the detector to heavily ionizing protons The ultimate background to oscillation events is produced by electron neutrinos

degrades the ve spectrum (the histogram) 0 10% to produce the visible energy spectrum originating from muon decay in flight in the pion decay tunnel.  A detailed Monte Carlo

drawn as a heavy line.  In contrast, the spectrum anticipated for vu's is depressed                                                                                U

calculation estimates this. background to be < 0.3% of the v events. An inspection
by  %  100  MeV in energy  and  by  '\,  60% in total rate (due to the suppressed cross section). of events occurring within a gate equal in length with the beam spill gate, but opened

0.3 sec after protons hit the target, provides an evaluation of the cosmi c ray

background.
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Results of Reasibility Run

To date, feasibility studies have achieved the following milestones: 1) the proton The multiturn fast extraction techniques used at this low momentumbeam has been extracted at 1.5 GeV/c at 50% efficiency over 4 turns (%129sec) of are now well documented16, as is the transport system17 for 1.5 GeV/c protons.the main  ring.   The rf structure of the beam (beam spill  c = 30ns ·with a 263ns period),
Operation of the beam has been detailed in Refe,·ence 18.  For the purpose of this·which was essential in elimitia.ting slow backgrouod in the previous experiments at BNL, discussion, the two most important features are (1) the intensity is 5 x 10 protons/

12is preserved in the extraction process.  The repetition period is 0.7 sec. 2) Low- pulse x 1.6 pulses/sec =   1.x 1013 protons/sec, and (2) the transport is achievedcurrent regulated power supplies and several new quadrupoles have been installed to
 

with low losses.  Figure 8 is a copy of several traces of the outputs of theincrease the emittance of the transport channel to the target for the low energy beam. radiation monitors .along the beam line. After initial, inevitable loss at theA transport efficiency >92% has been achieved. Currently 5 x 1812 protons/burst reach extraction point (far left) extending up to the 4' bend, the monitors show no activity.the target.  3) A new target and a horn, optimized to focus the large angle pions This is in sharp contrast to 28 GeV operation, where (despite a smaller. beam by aproduced at these energies, has been constructed, and the horn power supply has been
factor of 4) major losses.have generally occurred at 09 after the second bendingmodified to cycle every 0.7 sec.  The performance of the new horn system has been magnet (80).

verified by observing particle distributions in the tunnel. 4) The detector of our vp+vp During the feasibility  run,  the  performance  of  the  horn was evaluated  byexperiment has been covered by a four layer veto counter to shield it from cosmic measuring the flux of secondary particles through ionization chambers at severalrays which might otherwise be a substantial background in this low counting rate locations in the decay tunnel:  (1) At a wide angle (150mrad) 4 1Om downstream ofexperiment. 5) Second timing capability to detect V+e decay has been installed in the target. (2)  In the forward direction (20mrad) looking at the target through athe entire detector (only 1/2 was operational at the time of the feasibility study).
1"   x   1"   4m long aperture in an aluminum collimator 0 4Om from the target.  '(3) At
2Om from the target with a chamber on a remotely controlled X-Y scanner.  The

6) The entire system has been operated for six days to assess feasibility of the

experiment. 7 ) The data accumulated during an exposute of 2x108 protons on target(50 hours
chamber output taken during a typical horizontal traversal is shown in Figure 9a.when the beam losses had been minimized) have been analyzed and show a substantial but The central peak (a = 20cm) is primarily due to uninteracted or multiple scattered,tractable neutron background and no ve background.  These data alone set a limit on forward going protons.  The sharp fall off at either end of·the scan is due to theneutrino oscillations comparable to previous work. sheilding of the target by a steel tunnel in which it is housed.  A 12" cube of i.ron,
through which only primary protoris are transmitted is placed in the tunnel .  It
separates the proton signal from the total charged parti.cle flux. The notch in the
left shoulder of the distribution is the shadow of the cube, showing that 50% of the
particles there are protons.
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1) Total containment: no deposition above a threshold of '6 3 MeV is allowed in the
To suppress the dominant, uninteracted proton beam, measurements were made first or last slabs, in the top or bottom large veto cells, or within 12" of the

edge of a cell.  This eliminates entering charged cosmic rays.
with a thick lead plug in the beam line at the exit of the horn.  Its size stopped

2)  32 adjacent cells (4 tubes) fire in coincidence: · This rejects accidentals as
most of the proton beam at that point, but allowed the focussed pions to pass well as low energy neutron-induced background.

around it.  A typical scan in this configuration is shown in Fig. 9b.  The wings 3)  No energy deposited in cells non-contiguous with the primary track: this eliminates
neutron-induced multiple, separated interactions.

of the distribution are essentially unchanged from Fig. 9a (for equal protons on
4)  No events with :7 slabs firing, each with   1 minimum ionization loss.  This

target), but the central peak is strongly suppressed. (Our calculations predict eliminates vertical cosmic ray muons that pass through the detector.

that 1/2 of the particles in Fig. 9b at X=0 are pions.)  With the horn current Satisfying these requirements were 40 candidates. The energy distribution(<Eu>=40MeV)

turned on, a comparable traverse is shown in 9c.  Note that there is no increase of these events appears in Fig. 12. The spatial distributions of these events show

in the signal in the notch; i.e. the protons scattered by the target are unaltered asymmetries.  The distribution along the beam line, Fig. 13, shows that most events

by the horn.  In contrast, outside the notch the total particle flux has increased occur in the front, low threshold (# 2 MeV) calorimeter as opposed to the back, high

by a factor of 4 4,  i.e. the pions have increased by a factor of 8. Similar threshold (# 5 MeV) calorimeter. The distribution of events transverse to the beam

observations, as well as those of the two stationary chambers, are consistent with (Fig. 14) displays an excess in the top and to the right.  These spatial asymmetries

the expected fluxes of p, 1, and v calculated with the hadron cascade Monte Carlo are for events with low energy.  With a requirement of an energy deposition of

used to design the horn and predict the neutrino fluxes of Figures 3 and 4. 370 MeV, 10 events with no statistically significant spatial asymmetries remain. (An

During the feasibility study, %2 x10 protons were deposited on target under
18                                                          '  energy cut of this type was also necessary in our vp + vp experiment to eliminate neutron

background.)  Two of these events have muon decay signatures.  For 60% efficiency.inclean beam conditions.  Figure 10 displays the configuration of the apparatus with

identifying muon decay in 50% of the apparatus, two decay events are consistent witha typical event superimposed. Figure 11 shows the distribution of track lengths for a

sample of triggers in the beam gat. and in the cosmic gate for equal live times. the 10 total events.  Although some of the ten could be due to background,

we do not have sufficient discrimination with this small sample of data to subtract them.Note that the enhancement of triggers in the beam gate over those in the cosmic

gate is only 'u 10% and is primarily for short tracks,  i.e. low energy depositions. The  number of events is consistent with the flux calculation which predicts 5 events
18for 10 protons on target.An inspection of beam and cosmic gates shows that they are dominated by accidental

left-right coincidences in the detector.  Although final event selection is the same Since  none  of the events deposited an energy above  130  MeV, the kinematic  1 imit

for beam and- for cosmic gates, no events  from the cosmic gate survive. expected  for vn + p-p events, we conclude  that no electron candidates exist  in  the

To remove the background, we have applied requirements similar to those used data.  If this is the case, the feasibility study yields an upper limit on (In  - m6).l/2
in our vp + up experiment to isolate neutrino-induced events:
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A COMPARISON OFNEUTRINOof : 3 eV over most mixing angles.
OSCILLATION EXPERIMENTSDue to the paucity of events, the above conclusion is only indicative of the

7-,/ 1,   a{: 11 111cY.1 IM
capability of the experiment.  Since the v  signal appears to be present at the                                    Zexpected level  and the background seems to be tractable, in a run of 2 x 1019                                 -                                           RAYS  i                   Am=lf##\                      \              \           f
protons on target (% 800 hours)  120 v  events should be collected,

100 km =-     /                               ./;                      1                  E

4 75 of which should include a muon decay signature. As is shown in the Appendix /1        -
Ld --- 1                1                1 -

of the proposal for Experiment 704, if a number N (ve) (Nvy) ) o f ve (vy)                              0         "'                                              1               -events are observed,  then  in the Pontecorvo mod e l                                                                                                  Z                  -                                        /flo 2 eV \         r('4 - "i)1/2 2 21.,(Lidl/2,#(ve )1 /4   lo'm- /             1, 7-2- c f A              i fiGJ.1
-

1-
Lsin 2E J 0 Z/

=10-leV        |            1  -7              r ---\   1     \      \

If no
ve candidates are observed during this run, the experiment will set an upper                  0         -2    2,1/2                                                                                               H                      /  PHASE n \/ FNAL Y-

limit on (ml - m21
of < 1 eV over a broad  range of mixing angles.

  1 kmE /     1   1/            3
Possible machine improvements would be invaluable to this experiment.  An                     W         -

0                                               1.5GeV/c                                                 I
extraction magnet with wider. aperture could increase the extraction efficiency HASE I AGS0 -from 50 to 100%, doubling the number of protons on target. Higher power inflector                  H
magnet and focussing horn supplies could increase the repetition rate fivefold to w    100 m F  ·  R  ,                 --                           28 GeVo        z  'E         L               AGS10/sec.                                                                                                  Xp        / :  '    / M- 6/ F

=10 eV
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DISCUSSION

M. L. GOOD (Stony Brook).  Do I understand correctly that your events are13.  A..K. Mann and H. Primakoff, Univ. of Penn. preprint "Neutrino Oscillations and
the Number of Neutrino Types," September 1976. muon events - that is, would you see electron events?

L. SULAK.  Our detector has never been used to see electrons.  We are14.  FNAL Proposal E561, P. Kotzer, spokesman, Western Washington State College,                                                ·
Bellingham, Washington. not certain how an electron would look, so we cannot rule out that the

big showers, for example, can include electrons.15.  J. Strait, Harvard University, Ph. D.  Thesis, Appendix 2 {July 1978).
M. L. GOOD.  And does the Baltay experiment see electrons?16.  W. T. Weng and L. N. Blumberg, "A MBnte Carlo Beam Generation and Fitting L. · SULAK.    We are waiting for their results.    They  have the ideal

Program and its Application to 1.5GeV/c Multiturn Fast Extraction", BNL-23847,
July 18, 1977;   L. N. Blumberg et al, "1.5GeV/c Multiturn Sharing Extraction detector for detecting electrons.
from the Brookhaven AGS", BNL-25104, 1979 Particle Accelerator Conference, Y. Y.'LEE (BNL).  I need to make a comment for the CIR experiment.  We
San Francisco (1979).

agree with Larry's data completely on the number of events, etc.  However

17.    J.  LoSecco  and  W.  Weng, "A 1.5GeV/c Transport 'System For the Brookhaven AGS", the only anomaly we see is the weakest part - the number of events.1979 Particle Accelerator Conference, San Francisco (1979).
There is no anomaly in the electron/muon or n.c./c.c. ratios.  It seems

18.    L.  N.  Blumberg  et  al ,  "AGS Low Energy Fast Extraction", BNL, August  15, 1978 unlikely to be conventional charm or anything else we can think of.  So
(in preparation).

we are puzzled.

M.  GOLDHABER  (BNL).    Do you take hyperon  or K meson production  into

account in your background calculations?

L. SULAK.  Yes.  However their effect is negligible, namely on the order

of 1-2 percent.
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Conventional Meson Spectroscopy at AGS Energiest

A. B. Wicklund*

-                                            Argonne National Laboratory' .

Argonne, IL  60439

Abstract

We summarize aspects of conventional meson spectroscopy which are
amenable to investigation with hadron beams at AGS energies. Recent ex-
perimental fihdings are reviewed, with an emphasis on the prospects forIV.  EXPERIMENTS WITH HIGHER ENERGY BEAMS complementary experiments.

I. Introduction
M.  L. Good,, Discussion Leader Bump hunting no longer seems  like a very promising approach to

conventional meson spectroscopy. Since the obvious "bumps" have been
known for many years, contemporary experiments are obliged to produce
high statistics data samples followed by complicated and subtle spin-parity
analyses.   This is by no means a hopeless task,  and it is noteworthy that
truly contemporary technology (drift or proportional chamber systems) by
and large has not been applied to the business of "conventional" physics.
Much of conventional meson spectroscopy derives from bubble chamber
experiments  done in the  1960' s  with data samples  of a few thousand events
or less.  Some of the bubble chamber results have been superceded in
the present decade by wire spark charnber spectrometer experiments

5                                       +                  1yielding a few 10 events (e. g. the CERN-Munich 1,  1
-

experiment,  the SLAC
2Kw and KTr ir studies,   the ANL experiments on KR at the Effective Mass

Spectrometer3 and on final states  with  w." s  and n  s  at the Charged Neutral4                                                6Spectrorneter.) With current technology and beams of > 10 particles/burst6event samples  of  10    or more could be collected routinely for a variety  of
5final states,  some of which have already been studied with 10 event samples

+
Prepared for "Workshop on the A. G. S. Fixed Target Research Program",  atBrookhaven National Laboratory, November 8-9, 1978.

261 Work done under the auspices of the U. S. Department of Energy.
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(,T+W -,   (31);  nir+Tr -,  K K-  etc. ), and others for which only low statisticsf  o    f                           - expected features of established nonets (Section IM) and summarize thedata presently exist   (ir   17   ,   Tr   71,  1171 ,   Kll'   KsKs,   (KKTr ): . .    . ) The Brookhaven
prospects for future experiments (Section IV).AGS clearly has pion beams in the right energy range and with very attractive

duty  cycle  to  do  many of these experiments. Although s eparated kaon beams II. Production Mechanisms ·
at SLAC and the SPS are competitive, the 26 GeV/c separated K beam at

"Direct" production via Reggeon exchanges as in Fig. la provides athe MPS would seem to have considerable potential for spectroscopy in the
1 to 2 GeV mass range.

clean mode of observation., One expects to see Breit-Wigner peaks with
associated phase variations. Furthermore, production cross sections canThe importance of high statistics cannot be overemphasized.  For
be guessed at from the SU(3) symmetry of related reactions. The details ofexample,   in a partial wave analysis  of  a  3 -body decay, one would  like  to
Reggeon exchange (signature factors, absorptive cuts,  etc. ) are a subjectbin the events in mass and momentum transfer, typically 40 bins each;  each

bin requires  - 5000 events for a stable solution, implying a total sample of                                                                                  5
for empirical amplitude analysis, and the accumulated folklore is summarized

7                                   5 in cookbook form by Irving and Worden.10   events 1 In practice with 10 event samples,  one cuts corners by averaging
over broad mass and t intervals.  The need for high statistics in 2-body

"Indirect" production via the Deck effect (Fig. lb) appears to be the
_ dominant mechanism for production of the At and its SU(3) partners, and thisdecays  (e. g.   1r 11  or KK) is  the same. Although in principle fewer events

has created extraordinary difficulties in the interpretation of the data.  Inper bin may be needed to measure angular distribution moments, it is still
true that the interpretation of these moments often results in discretely

principle the Deck amplitude in Fig.  1b is proportional to the on shell elastic

ambiguous solutions. Separating these solutions requires precise data,                                                                                                             6
S matrix element for   p  4 1Tp, thus providing a laboratory for direct meson-
rneson scattering. In practice this results in the "cos 8" effect wherebyespecially since one is often interested in the behavior of small amplitudes

under large resonant backgrounds  (e. g.,   the  T w S wave under  the f and  g
the resonant partial wave amplitude vanishes for a 90' phase shift, essentially
due to cancellation with background generated by the Deck effect.  As a resultresonan€es).

One answer to these technical demands has been the "backward"                                                                                    +
many Al analyses have recommended a high mass (- 1400 MeV) for the Al'

approach:  the hope is that esoteric production modes such as baryon exchange
well above the intensity peak observed in the 1 production cross section. A further
subtlety   is  the fact that the onshell  w p ** A p amplitude can itself have background,ought to produce clean shiny bumps which would be obscured in normal meson
so that a resonance in Trp 4  Trp does hot necessarily coincide with   6 = 90' orexchange reactions. Except for the possible observation of "baryonium" bumps with a peak in the elastic 1Tp cross section  ( cf.  Fig. lc). Finally allowing forwhere a physics case can be made for backward production, this hope has not
both "Deck background" and background  in  Tr p -4 1T p  one can circumvent thebeen justified by experiments.  As in the case of meson exchange processes,

the only hope for getting good physics out of backward reactions is to collect                                      7
"cos 6" effect and place the Al mass back under the intensity peak at 1200 MeV.

5                                                                                                                   Berger has emphasized that this apparent flexibility is constrained when different10 event samples or better.
processes having the  same  lT p 4 g p final state interaction are compared,   a  goodIn the remainder of this article we remark briefly on complications
example being the comparison of hip (M =1) and nonflip (M =0) amplitudes fromIssociated with production mechanisms (Section II), review ·the observed and
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the same reaction. Nevertheless, "understanding" the production mechanisms "w- 0" interference effects can be studied for other nonets provided the
is clearly essential to a proper analysis of resonance properties. Indeed, it resonance widths overlap slightly. Isgur' s analysis also extends to the 0 +

is oversimplistic to suggest that "backgrounds" are not produced in direct states, where the deviation from magic mixing is large, on the order of 45:

production processes. One-pion exchange certainly produces the entire ,r A In this case the argument yields Mn' > Mn> Mlr. Thid result is nontrivial in

S wave, including parts which we parametrize as background. Similarly that,  in the limit that n' becomes an SU(3) singlet (mixing angle deviation = 5501

direct p exchange production of the Al may well be accompanied by the the n' decouples from the GMO formula and its mass is a priori arbitrary.

backgrounds which are postulated for onshell 1Tp -4 7Tp observed in the Deck A corollary of Isgur' s argilment is that one would expect Mn' > Mn in a nonet

production mechanism.                                                                                                      with - 45 mixing angle deviation. Again,  in the conventional QQ classification
0 -

++
of the 0 states, this pattern is broken.

HI.  Observed and Expected Nonets
-                                                                                                    If one assumes that magic mixing is a good approximation for the heavier

A variety of nonets appear to be well established, albeit with missing        - nonets, then comparison of 0-like and w-like production cross sections
states which demand further search (Table I). Labeled by the I=1 members, with a pion beam can be taken as a measure of the mixing angle deviation.

these nonets are ir, p, Az'  g (1690),  h (2040),  Al' B. Except for the 7T nonet, For example,

they exhibit the systematic that MK* - M  - M*  - M * - 100*20 MeV (generic                                                                                            -3
V(,r p.*n)/C (# twn)-2Xlo (natural-parity exchange part)

labels). In units of mass squared, the 0- states are cempatible with constant
2       2

9(  -p 4 fin)/9(A -p -• fn)- 2 X 10- 3 (1 -exchange part)
ALA -M, although the si superposition of 71 and 11' does not satisfy a

A        P z        2 whereas ,(1   p .'nin)/0(1  pv TIn)-1/2

constant M - M -  relation. The collary of this simple regularity  is that
S      SU

There are subtleties here which are not well understood. The ratio 1T -p -0 *n/
a nonet with M * -M  = 500 MeV, which is one possible classification of the

P                                                                                                                                                                                .„++ -

1r   P •4 Wn exhibits a strong energy dependence  in the unnatural parity exchange0 nonet, would seem to be unreasonable for a QQ system.
piece, and so this ratio cannot be a measure of w-* mixing. 10

A second interesting property of nonets is the isoscalar (0-w) mixing Also in the

-+ ++                                                8                          case of D-type SU(3) couplings (e. g.  f -* Tr  , f ' -4 Tr TT ),  one has toassume the
angle (see Fig.'  2).   Only the 0    ,1-,  and 2 mixing angles are known. Isgur

has suggested the regularity that the deviation from magic mixing, in which quark model relation for singlet/octet couplings in order to make a statement

0 = ss  and w=uu+dA, is correlated with the w-pmass difference (p=uu-dA).
about the f-f' mixing angle (a priori, the OZI violation could be associated with

This follows from assuming that the mixing between uu, dA, and ss quark the couplings and not the mixing angle.) However, from the standpoint of

states is mediated  by an SU (3) singlet interaction  (e. g. gluon annihilation). systematics it appears valuable to compare "strangeonium" 88 production
_-                                                                                           in Tr-p and K-p interactions, and to compare "0" (85) with "lu" (UG + dA)

Empirically, for 1 states the mixing angle 0 satifies e>350 (350 denotes
++ production in ·T p reactions in order to ascertain the inixing properties.magic mixing)  and  Mlo> M ,   whilefor  the  2       states we observe  e <35' and

++ Several nonets  in the 1 -2  GeV mass range have not been identified
M f < MAz.   The sign of the 2 mixing angle deviation is measured by                                                                                                             pc -+ --   +-  ++  ++
detecting interference in the virtual process   +,r - 4  f +f' -0  K+K-. 9 Similar (see Table I). The properties of these J    = 2-, 2   ,1   ,3   .3   ,2

states may be clarified by the recent experiment on high mass K  1T  and
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11                                                                        6related systems performed at LASS. We summarize below the pleasing                                                                                                         Q               Q
Bowler obtains somewhat different masses, M -   1390, M - 1290.

features and expected phenomena associated with the better established nonets. Taking the QA mass to be 1340, one calculates the Al mass o be
We also discuss evidence for radial excitations and the problems of the                                                                    A                                                            1420- 1240 and the "0  " mass to be around 1440 (compatible with the E
scalar mesons. meson). The expected width of the Al is -400 MeV, compatible

(A)   The 3--, 4 Nonets: extrapolating from g w 167 5'     and the with previous Al analyses. It would be surprising if the Al mass
++                                                                                                       7

-               1690'recently established K1780' one expects 8 3 0 object around were 1400 MeV or higher as suggested by Deck model analyses

1870 in mass with r*  4  K R     -  40 MeV,  P* 4  KHK  -  30 to  100 MeV
incorporating the "cos 6" effect; it would also be a puzzle if the Al

-                                                                                             mass were as low as 1060 MeV, as suggested by bumps seen inOther modes such as QK may also be important. With magic 12,13backward scattering experiments. A mass of 1240 ismixing,. this "strangeoniuml' state should be visible in the LASS                                                                                                                                                                                    14
experiment,11 which is expected to have a few 10)0 events in this

compatible with the observed decay  of the Tau lepton,   T + Al +  v.
mass region in K-pA KKA and K-p-0 K*KA.  The 3-4 may also be The I=0 partners of the Al'  the D and the E have been

1275 1420
+                                                                   investigated in recent experiments on the ANL Charge-Neutralstudied as an interference effect in 1 -p-0 K K-n, where w and1675                                           15                16

Spectronneter and at the CERN 0 and in a recent ACNO Tr  p
 1690 are expected  to be the dominant 3- states. Similarly,   a                                                                                                                                              1 7

bubble channber experirnent. The CNS partial wave analysis of4++ 0 is expected abound 2200 MeV, with 100 to 200 MeV width.
z n1r +1r -

PC ++++ production confirms J =1 and I=0 for the D meson
(B)   Al (1     )  Nonet: The diffractive Kw ir production experiment at SLAC

++ (see Fig. 3).  The D meson decay is consistent with being purelyhas demonstrated the existence of both 1 ("QA") and 1 -("OB")
states. The physical states,  Ql (1290) and Qz (1400) are mixtures

in the 6 1 mode. The narrow width (r- 10 MeV) of the D is980
interesting, although there is no conflict with the broad Al decay

of QA' QB  The mixing angle can only be determined by analysis
+ width, since the D and the Al decay into different channels;  theof the decay modes. The partial widths  Ql + PK, K  ,r, u:K,  and                                                                           *_*                                                                                                            decay D 4 K K is related to Ali pir but is expected to be miniscule

02-4 PK, K  , wK, and B -0 ww are known; assuming SU(3), these                                                    L
since K K threshold is around 1390 MeV. Jaffe has argued thatseven decay couplings yield a constrained fit to the QX-Q  mixing                                                                                                                        18
the 6 is a 4-quark state, in which case DA 'Ow would beangle and the two couplings, gA and gB' which characterize the 980

-+ expected to be suppressed (see Fig. 4).
decay of the QA and QB into 1--0 states. The mixing angle,

o                                                                                      An important result from the CNS experiment is that, contrarywhich fortuitously is close to 45,  in turn determines the masses

of QA(1340f 30) and QB(1355 * 30),  but the mass difference between
to folklore, the ratio   E -1.11,T,r/E 4 KR    AS O. One would expect

QA and QB is very sensitive to the calculated mixing angle,  e. g. E t  Ow  if E is an ss state;   even with substantial D-E mixing,  the
srnallness of P would force r to be only a few MeV. Indeed

D                                                              E   4    6 

Mcu - MQB - ZOO sin (8 - 450)
(MeV) Irving's analysis of the Al nonet19 showed that the Al'  D,  and E

could not fit into a single nonet. if one accepted at face value theThus,   with a unitarized Deck analysis  of the K  w production data,
old  E-0 n   l r branching ratio.
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The E production cross section in Tr -p 4 (KKIT ) n appears to be be explained by postulating that direct production of QA is small
substantial; 7 ontrary to what one would expect for magically mixed in these processes.  Thus a qualitatively consistent argument can
D and E. Corrected for  D 4 KR  decays  (via 6 -4 KR), one finds be made to the effect that direct production of Al nonet states via980
0·(= p-, En)/c-(1 p-, Dn)- 1/5. implying e-e - 20:  In turn, natural parity exchanges is small  (- 3 Bb at 8 GeV/c) and the Deck4ike mech-magic
using r  - 400 MeV, one concludes that  I'   * KiR - 75 MeV, anisms are dominant. Direct production via baryon exchange may
compareJ to the experimental width of 40 MeV; hbwever the occur but no clear cut conclusions about the Al follow from baryon-

*-                                                                                                           13proximity of the E to K K threshold makes rE and the E line exchange data.  The Ql (not the 02) is seen in A exchange processes.
shape very sensitive to ME' Overall,  the Al nonet appears to be in (C) 8(1+-) nonet:  The mass difference between QB(1355) and the B(1230)
reasonable order, although high statistics studies  of Tr -p A  (KR,r )'n is consistent with the usual K-Tr mass splitting. Assuming
and K-p# 0<R,r)'A are badly needed. magic mixing one predicts the existence of u)8(1230) with rw -*   p TrThe Al state itself is still enigmatic.  One can estimate the

- 300 MeV and 013(1430) with I'* 4 K*R-  40 MeV.   The wB
should

direct (p exchange) production cross section for 1r -p-D Aln in two have a respectable direct production cross section (similar to
19ways. First, Irving relates Al  and B production via p   and A2 charge w -p *  B'n,  -  15 tib at 8 GeV/c) and indeed, a broad peak is observed

0 20 PC +-         21exchange. The cros4 sectiono-(1 -p4 B n)-15:ibat 8 GeV/c   ; the cor- inthe I=0 J    = 1    partial wave in K-PA (37T)' A. The 08 and *A0responding Al cross section depends on the D/S coupling strength at the masses should be approximately degenerate,  so that interference effects

ir-Al -p vertex and can be as small as 1/2 Bb. Second, exchange may be expected in the (KK  ) final state (i. e. differences between
*    -*degeneracy arguments relate  0-(w  p·* Dn)- 3Fb to 0-(lr  p-+ Aln); K R and K K).  Note that the observed E(1420) can a priori be a

these rates differ by a signature factor and should be comparable at superposition of 1 ++ and 1+- states. Again, high statistics data on

small It . By contrast the cross sections for 1-p-0 Azn ani (KR,T)'production in 7T  p and K-p interactions are needed to disen-
H-p-0 (3„fn are both very large, around 100pb at 8 GeV/c. Thus, tangle these states.
one naively expects direct Al production in the CNS experimen on (D) Radial excitations: radial excitations of the 1

-

nonet have been seen
+·T -p -D   (37T)'n   to  be very small compared to indirect (Deck) contri- in photoproduction and  e e experiments. In addition both the 1T 1T

butions. and KiT phase shift solutions allow for highly inelastic resonant
Direct production of the QA partner of the Al is also enigmatic. P waves around 1600 and 1700 MeV respectively.  A high statistics

a     *OThe observed states  have the properties that Ql (1290)14 K , and study of ir  p-•  Tr  Tr p, which selects I = 1, Z states, could be very
*

Qz<1400) 14 PK  (Ql + PK and Qz 4 K    are the dominant modes). valuable in resolving the    1T phase shift a biguities.
+Therefore, one expects  to  see  only Qz produced  in  1r   p + QA There is also evidence for radial excitations in the 0 sector,

*
(K    exchange) and only Ql  in K  p 4  Q  n (p exchange). The sparse specifically for K(1400)4 €K with r- 250 inthe SLAC (KA 9) pro-..
data that exists suggests an opposite pattern, if anything;  this may duction experiment, 22 and 71(1275)4 61r, €11  with r- 70 in the
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in Figs.  7  and 8. It should be noted.that the cross section peak inCNS  experiment on  Tr  p 4  9*w-n   (cf.  Fig. 3). Lipkin has emphasized that
lT 'IT 4 KK around  1300 MeV  and the phase variation above  1400· MeVthe 11'.(958) production cross sections exhibit inconsistencifs with SU(3)
is not reproduced by the fit, although the gross features areand that mixing between the Tl' (958) and a nearby radial excitation

would affect cross sections and the 0-  mixing angle. 23The 11'(958) accounted for.                            '

Two caveats are in order. First the * 17 and Kir phase shiftsis imagined to contain an "inert" piece (the radial excitation
25,2admit four solutions above - 1.2 GeV. A recent analysis ofadmixture) which reduces its production cross section as com-

polarized target data on w -   4  ir ir -n by the CERN-Munich collab-pared with SU(3) predictions. Clearly one expects additional 1 -like
+                                                                                                                                                                    oration may have resolved the Tr Tr ambiguities, although the errorand 71-like 0 radial excitations  in the  1 -2 ·GeV mass region.    Like

bars on the solutions (limited by the polarization measurements)the strangeonium spectrum, the spectrum of radial excitations
26are large. The S and P wave intensities are shown in Fig.  8.provides a link with the well established cE spectroscopy.

++                                                                                                                       The experiment can separate spin incoherence from phase(E) 0 states: the essential features of the I=O S wave lr  4 Af
incoherence effects by forming (schematically) the cross sectionand  77 Tr -0 KR amplitudes are sketched in  Fig. 5, along with
projections ((1 *p) which correspond to pure transversityI=  1/2  K  4  KA.     Both    IT   and Krr elastic amplitudes behave  like

o                                                                        amplitudes; the error bars on these projections are dominateda superposition of a very strong 90 elastic background amplitude
by the errors on the polarization P. A second caveat concernstogether with threshold effects which produce dips  in  7T w 4  7T ir  at

27*                                                    A Tr -0 KR.  In charged   p 4 (KR) p, the Geneva experiment1.Oandl.6 GeV and in Kw 4 Kir at 1.5 GeV.-  The S (1000) in
finds two solutions  for  I=1  KK.    In the "favored" solution,   the  I=1A A +  Tr Tr  is of course understood. Starting at the  top of the
S wave is larger than the I =1 P wave and shows a resonance-likeArgand plot,  the 1 w elastic amplitude can respond to a resonance

4                                                                                     peak under  the A2. A second solution has a small I=l S  wave,-only by dropping in magnitude. The narrow width of the S effect

is not related to I *.; Trlr but only to the fae. that the S -0 KRA;*4 wir which is compatible in cross section with the charge exchange I=1
(KF)' S wave seen inlr -p-* K-K n and Tr+nv K+K-p.3 Inthis secondcoupling ratio is "large" (= 2); the shape of the S  dip

-024                                                                              solution the I=1  P wave is consistent with the corresponding  (KK)depends mainly on the variation of q -     with  ma s s. The dipsKK P wave seen in the charge exchange process and interpreted as theat  1.5  and  1.6  GeV may likewise be associated with resonances
tail from p(770)-4 KK.  Thus it is possible to argue for thecoupled strongly to inelastic channels  (e. g.   pp  or  1111'  in  w 1  and
existence of an I=l S wave KK resonance around 1300 MeV,  butKg'  in KA). The inelastic channel  A   -0 KK exhibits the expected
a more conservative and simple interpretation of the data does notS  threshold peak,  plus a dropoff at 1.6 GeV which presumably
require such a resonance.reflects the unitarity requirement:    if  7r T; 4   Tr 7T vanishes,   then

++Thus the 0 "states': can logically be sorted out into two groups:w # 4  KK  must also vanish. The amplitudes and phases of these
29                                                (1) very broad effects,  r- 600 MeV or more,  in €(800 to 1300) -*·Trlrreactions are compared with the K-matrix analysis of Estabrooks

and K (1200 to 1500)-0 Krr; and (2) narrower effects which may be
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associated with resonances at thresholds - I= I 6 (980) at KR TrTr in K-p4 TrlTA; (3) investigation of the possible thresholds in TrlT and KTr*               -                          *'                                                                         around 1600 MeV,  i. e. measurement of 7171',  pp,  and KTI' channels;threshold,  I=O S  (1000) at KK threshold,  I=O S    (1600) at
pp or 7171' threshold, and K'(1500) at Kn' threshold. There (4) study of other unexplored channels Trn, KO, and TIn (above the
are at least two "standard" classifications as listed in Table 2. O980  region), (5) measurement of KK -4  KR'in the 1600 MeV region,

18                                                                                                                                                                 where the K matrix fit predicts a broad enhancement due  to theJaffe:s 4-quark scheme includes €(800), S (1000) and 6(980)
but requires a broad K(900) which is nowhere to be found in S*(1600).

-            28Kir4 K . The Morgan QQ classification includes K(1300),
IV. Summary£(1300),  6(980) and S (1000). To accommodate the masses and the

*                                                                                              A variety of meson nonets exhibit rational behavior despite the "missingsubstantial S   +  Tr 1 decay coupling,   the QQ mixing angle must  be

Al" problem which has long been a sink of effort.  A main thrust of futuresimilar to the pseudoscalar mixing angle, with S being pre-
dominantly SU(3) singlet like 11' and E being like n.   It is then a experiments should be to resolve the "strangeonium" spectrum,  the 0A' 08'
mystery, as remarked earlier, why M *. < Mg- The Morgan tg'*h' ' - · Because se-uG mixing plays an important  role in conventional

*' quark dynamics (an effect which can be ignored in charmonium spectroscopy);scheme does not include the S  (1600) or the K'(1500);  in
Jaf:fe' s model these states are welcome as the missing QQ states, it is important to determine· the mixing angles,  as can be done in "0 -w"
but the companion I=1 state as well as an extra S  are missing interference measurements. The relevant channels are

(unless one takes seriously the I=1 KK resonance discussed above). K -p- (KR)'A              (1)
++

Comparison of 0 decay modes is helpful only for the I=0 states, K-p 4 (KR,r )9A                     (2)

since the predicted decay couplings of I= 1/2 and I=1 states are the (A -p 4  (KK )'n                           (3)2 2 1 +same in Q-O as in Q 6. Unfortunately, the Jaffe scheme requires an (77  n 4 (KR )'p                     (4)*                      *
ad  hoc S - € mixing angle to account for S  -* ,T T r (which would be for-

1,    p i  (KR)'n                                    (5)bidden for a normal 4 quark sauu state). Predicted decays into Tr+n4 (Kibip            (6)
71 1 are essentially the same in both schemes.   This is because the n

11*isamixture of ss and uG quarks; ifthe decay S 4 *w were The LASS experiment is expected to improve our understanding of K-p inter-
5kinematically allowed, its observation would clearly favor the actions significantly, but truly high statistics samples 9 10 events) of the

2-2
Q Q interpretation, since the expected branching ratio of any K-p reactions do not exist.

-3                                                         The evidence for radial excitationsof the 0 and 1 states suggests
-+     --QC> state totw should be OZI-suppressed by 10 relative to ww.

Clearly we do not understand scalar mesons. The following ex- further studies: a search for w'(1300) in €Tr or 60, and a careful study of
f O

periments could be helpful: (1) resolution of 7T ir phase shift Tr      scattering in the p' region. The missing nonets in the 1.5- 2.5  GeV mass
ambiguities via ir=Tr ' final states: (2) measurement of RK -0 6(800) 00

region should be clarified by the high statistics  LASS data on Kir  .   Very
- high statistics studies of (31T)',  111TTr,  K K,  wir,  etc.,  will be needed to

*
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understand the full spectrum.
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Figure Captions

1.     (a) Direct production of a resonant Al by Reggeon exchange; (W

4                     &

Indirect production followed by pw 4 pir rescattering; (c} pr 4 pr
Argand plot illustrating resonant Al with nonresonant background.                                                                -                       1 .1      .'till

1

+2. Isoscalar mixing angle configurations for 0-(a),  1-(b), and 2 (c) nonets.
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as the "superallowed" decay of a 4 quark 6(980) inth two
mesons (c)                                                              12                           3,would be enhanced r elative  to  the  decay  of  a  QQ   8 (980).

5. Schernatic behavior  of  I=0 J=0 amplitudes  for  (a)  r Tr -0  Tr r r  (b) Tr T r  -*  KK,
and   (c )  I = 1/2, J = O  K   -4  KI.

6.        S,   P and  F wave intensities  in  ITYT  + Trwr  from Ref.   26.
7.     Elastic Tr,T4 1TTr and K·T-•K·rr amplitudes and phases from Ref. 29,

togethex with K matrix fit for ir 1r -6 ir ir. The amplitude scale is defined
so that 1 represents the unitarity limit (in the elastic case, the magnitude
refers to  I sin 61); the phase refers  to  the  phas e  of the amplitude rather
than the phase shift.                                                                                                                  8.e
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-            h > N SAMIOS (BNL).  I thought that in the search for these QA's and QB's- -    3/ --
0                w                                                                                                                         e                                                                    one  of the breakthroughs  was   to  look at baryon exchange reactions.     I

: =„ -

r   -0- remember that  there are some reactions that show these bumps rather
r -0- -e. tx

IM.                                                                                                      X.6 +
(\1
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clearly  and  you  don' t  have  to go through the confusion of. doing these

+
Il                         00

T      di
very complicated analyses.

00

1                          A. B. WICKLUND.  Are you thinking of the A
l 

D.
A                          cr                                                                        N. SAMIOS.  No, the K 's - in one case  an ANL experiment.  I would

t:                                                        -.-. suggest that turns out to be a very powerful method, if my memory
-

serves me right.
--1

I A. B. WICKLUND. I disagree.„h 6 6d         .3 A              -                                                                                     M.  L. GOOD (Stony Brook). Suppose a resonance factory were  set up here.

30nlINSVA 3SVHd How many years do you think it would be in fruitful use?

A.  B. WICKLUND. It takes typically three or four years  to .do a proper

analysis of these experiments, and that is probably the major bottleneck

at this stage.  Of course building a charged-neutral spectrometer takes

some effort, although the ANL setup was actually quite simple.  But the

analysis  is many. years.   It has  to be done right.
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Hyperon Physics at the AGS

II.  Hyperons and How to Get Them

Douglas A. Jensen The spin 1/2 baryon octet is shown in Figure lA.  This octet plus

University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01002

the 0- from the baryon spin 3/2 decouplet comprise the hyperons.  One

does not usually include the nucleons among the hyperons (the hyperons

are all strange!) but for the sake of completeness when discussing decays,

I. Introduction it is nice to leave them in the picture.  The 0- is not readily accessible

The field of hyperon physics is rich indeed.  Not only is there at the AGS as it has a high mass (1672 MeV/c2)and a. strangenes.s of -3.

a broad range of phenomena to be studied in terms of the interaction One might also add to this discussion the hyperon resonances (e.g. the

and decays of hyperons, but also the production phenomenology of hy- spin 3/2 decouplet), but as these objects decay strongly, it is diffi-

perons'has become very exciting. cult to study their interactions and even more difficult to make beams

This discussion will address very briefly and in a general way of them, so they will be ignored in·the current discussion.

some of the directions that the study of hyperons has taken in the Traditionally, there  have been three· sources  o f hyperons: 1) from

+*
past and then try to offer comments on some cf these problems which stopping beams, e.g. K p + E -A 2)  .production by means of moderate

seem to hold promise for the present and future.  The role that the energy e.g. 1-p + A'K', p  = 1.1 GeV/c and 3)  production of high energy

AGS can play in addressing these problems will be discussed. hyperons by a high energy beam, usually the primary proton beam from a

Because of the very broad range of phenomena and techniques fixed target machine.  Each of these techniques has its advantages and

associated with hyperon physics, this discussion will by no means be       -                           disadvantages as will be discussed below.

a complete review.  Rather the general areas of interest, of techniques a)  Production by a Stopping Beam

and of directions will be discussed only in broad terms.  The general This mechanism has been ·extensively employed  in the hydrogen

outline will be to discuss in Section II the ways one obtains hyperons, bubble chamber, in fact one of the largest samples of E decays ob-

in Section III a few remarks about hyperon interactions, in Section IV tained to date was so obtained. 1  One may of course also do counter-

a brief discussion of decay physics, and finally in Section  V a summary wire chamber experiments using a hydrogen target in a stopping K

and outlook. beam.  One of the advantages of this technique is that one obtains

a  tagged I . The problem  is  that  the E 's are nearly at rest and so
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the decay products illuminate the whole sFhere.  To obtain a large with a higher momentum that may facilitate easier detection.  This

sample of decays in this mode thus requires a large absolute solid technique has been used with success in K' experimentss where having

angle - a bubble· chamber or a 4w spectrometer such as might be a tagged K' was important.  As secondary beams of higher intensity

wrapped around the interaction region of a colliding beam machine. are becoming available, techniques involving the use of higher

Note  also  that  the E 's produced  by  K' s  are in general not polarized, energy meson beams to produce tagged hyperons should be reeKamined.

though that lack might well be mollified by using a polarized target. c)  Production of Hyperons by Primary Beams

Note  also  that  the E  's are essentially  at rest, these I 's  are not Both charged (negative) and neutral beams have been produced

useful in studying  any  but the lowest energy I N interactions. The at most of the fixed target accelerators.  The negative charged hyperon

stopping  K  beam  will also yield E  's  and  A's in association  with a beams at the CERN-PSS and BNL7 were of similar design.  The specifi-

TrI which may in principle be  used  to  tag the E 0/A. cations and fluxes of the BNL beam are given in Table I.  Note that

b)  Production by Moderate Energy Beams although the BNL and CERN-PS beams are no longer active, a new CERN-SPS

This technique has been used extensively2,3 to produce A's beam is now in operation yielding very high fluxes of negative hyperons.

via associated production.  If the    momentum is -1 GeV/c, A" s The negative hyperon beams have a number of features that make

but  none  of the higher mass objects   020  etc) are produzed.     In addi- them very attractive.  The charged hyperons may be detected as they

tion, the A"s are essentially completely polarizedl  However, as the come out of the channel, i.e., the beam is tagged.  Also, the high

A's and K's that are produced are of low (-200 MeV/c) momentum, their momentum of the beam facilitates the straightforward detection of a

decay products illuminate a large solid angle: the same problem one large fraction of the decay products.  One of the major drawbacks of

enocunters producing hyperons at rest. these beams has been the low fluxes, a few to a few hundred/pulse as

As the energy of the incident beam is increased, other channels compared to the meson beams of 104-107/pulsel

open up,  e.g.  ir-p + E 0K0 starts to compete with A production. Things Neutral beams have been constructed at most of the accelerators

become even more complex as'the energies are increased as if the in- also.  Many of the beams have been constructed primarily for kaons;

cident particles are kaons.  Also, the production cross section for however, the short beams contain large fluxes of neutral hyperons -

hyperons decreases.4  On the other hand, it is possible to produce primarily A"s.  These beams might best be classified as Short Neutral

a richer spectrum of hyperons   (the E 's  and  E' s)  that are tagged, and Unseparated Beams.  The parameters for the Short Neutral Beam in
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operation at the AGS are shown in Table II.
can be brought onto the target.  All·of these changes lead to higher

This type·of beam is·characterized by a broad momentum spectrum
fluxes of hyperons - an  excellent prospect for future development.

(See Figure II) in which the neutral particles are not tagged.  The

III.  Hyperon Interactionsfact that the neutral hyperons are not tagged is in fact one of the

The amount of data currently available on hyperon interactions ismajor shortcomings of this type of beam.  That shortcoming is compen-

not large.  The very low energy data derived from, for example, the hyper-
sated for in part by the high fluxes.  The high momentum of the beam

nuclei experiments and the hyperon-proton "atomic" measurements will not
facilitates a large acceptance as is shown in Figure II.  This

be discussed here.  These matters are discussed elsewhere in these pro-
acceptance is for the spectrometer shown in Figure III which is cur-

ceedings.rently in place in the B5 neutral beam at the AGS.

There exists total cross section data for A' and -2.'  There is alsoAn exciting development has been the discovery that the A's

a minimum amount of data on the elastic scattering of A's on protons asproduced in the inclusive reaction p + Nuc +A+X are polarized.8

shown in Table III.
The polarization of the A's poses several questions which are as yet

Total cross section datall  and do/dtll  data  for E-'s exist   at  23 GeV/c,unanswered; e.g.:  1)  what is the dependence of the polarization

although as noted in reference 3, there does appear to be some lack of
on various kinematic parameters.  Current data suggest it depends

agreement between the two experiments.  The above experiments also present a
mainly on p  of the A. 2)  What is the relationship between A polari-

1
small amount of data on E scattering.zation and E o production.   As'E oproduction should be comparable to A

It is interesting to note that there is no measurement of polarizationproduction,. the isolation of direct A production fromA0' s  from E 0+Ay

related phenomena.  This area of investigation has clearly only begun!
is very important.  This is an experiment which is readily accessible

to the apparatus currently in place at the AGS.
IV.  Hyperon Decays

It is interesting to note that as new beams are being built, The hyperons decay weakly (except E '+Ay). The study of the hyperon
the designs of those beams become more optimistic in terms of the decays is there fore the study of.weak interactions. There  are two classes
solid angle  that   the beam subtends, in terms  of tl:e length  of the shield of decays, the hadronic or non-leptonic, and the semileptonic decays.  The

between the target and detector, and in terms of the proton flux that purely hadronic decays are all two body decays.  The interesting physics

in these decays is therefore observed through the spin. related terms, and
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in the relative decay rates into various·modes. Of the data on hyperon
V.  Summary and Outlook·

decay, this area is probably most thoroughly stodied. The results are It is clear'from the preceding discussion that a considerable effort

summarized in texts and in the tabulation of the particle data group 13...12
has been expended to develop an understanding of hyperon phenomena.  It

The semi leptonic decays (B decays) of the hyperons are even more is also clear that work has just begun.

interesting. For the decay  A +  B 6, write the interaction leading  to The techniques for producing hyperons have been continually refined,
G

the decay as -7i jltjh, and then assuming  that j£t is the well known and the available fluxes have become.substantial.  But there are signi-

leptonic current, the decay probes the structure of the hadronic current ficant holes.  Only negatively charged hyperons have been produced at -0'.

jh.   Most of the hyperons except  the E ' and the 0- have been observed Polarization of the negative hyperons has not even been looked for yett

to undergo B decay into electronic and/or muonic modes.  However, the If one observes polarized A's why not E 's, E"s,E -'0's? It might also

-3
branching ratios for these modes are all -10 or less. These low be useful to investigate in more detail the production of hyperons by

branching ratios make the experiments very difficult. meson beams of moderate to high energies.  The availability of (polarized?)

The current data is dominated by neutron beta decay, and a few thousand tagged hyperons of various types and at reasonable fluxes would be a great
-

events  each  of  A  +  pev  and E-  +  ne  v. When these  data are analyzed within boon to hyperon physics.

the framework of Cabibbo theory, there does not appear to be any signifi-
One might also consider constructing a charged hyperon beam along

cant problem. However, the degree to which the theory is overconstrained the lines of the neutral beams now in operation i.e. shorter and with
14

'.

is minimal and the errors are large. In particular, one used the theory a larger solid angle/momentum bite:  the object being to obtain higher

to determine some of the form factors before starting to do the fits. For fluxes of (polarized?) E  's  and  f 's.    All of these directions are possible

example, the weak magnetism term is written in terms of the nucleon mag- at the AGS.

netic moments, and it is assumed that there are no second class currents. From the remarks regarding hyperon interactions, it is clear that

This latter assumption is particularly worrisome in that, in AB decay, there is a mass of work yet to be done.  The polarization related effects

one might expect  the  SU (3) breaking  e f fects to induce second class terms have not even been looked for yet!  Clearly in the case of hyperon scattering

of the order of 20% of the vector or axial vector coupling constants! That experiments, work done at the AGS in the 3-25 GeV/c range would compliment

these effects have not yet been clearly seen may be used to suggest limits any measurement at higher energies at other accelerators.

on the sensitivity of the current data to anomalous (Non-Cabibbo) effects.
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In the study of hyperon decays, much.remains to be done.  The Referenccs

apparatus in Figure 3 has recently been used to accumulate a sample of

more than 105 AB decays.15  It is expected that. this experiment will
1.   F.  Eisele et  al,  Z.  Phys.  223 487  (1969) .   This is one of a series

of papers by this group.  For a bubble chamber experiment with 1.75
Gev/c K p+E, see N. Yeh et al, Phys· Rev· 212, 3545 (1974).

be sensitive to effects such as the induced second class form factors

2.  J. Lindquist et al, Phys. Rev.  D16 2104 (1977).
mentioned above.

Additional hyperen beta decay experiments with comparable or even
3.   K.  H.  Althoff et al, Phys. Letters 178 531  (1971); 178 535  (1971);

438 273 (1973).

greater numbers of events will be required to impose strong constraints 4.    Compilation of Cross Sections  II  -  K  and K  Induced Reactlons,

on the Cabibbo theory or the more recent gauge theories.
E. Bracci et al, CERN/HERTA 72-2 (1972).

5.  G. Neuhofer et al, Communication to the Inter. Conf. on Elementary
One of the big advantages of doing this type of experiment at the Particles, Amsterdip  1971;  *ucl. Inst. Methods &1 79 '(1970) .   The

reaction used is K p+ Kipli .
AGS is that particle identification works well and easily.  Threshold

Cerenkov counters may be used to separate protons from pions and muons
6.  D. Decamp et al, Phys. Letters 668 295 (1977).

J. Badier et al, Phys. Letters 39B 414 (1972).

from electrons.  These threshold counters can operate at atmospheric 7.  W. Tanenbaum et al, Phys. Rev· :21 1871 (1975).

pressure with inert gases.  Photon detection with lead glass (to study
V. Hungerbuhler et al, Nucl. Inst. Methods 115 221 (1974).

I + Ay, for example) is also quite straightforward.
8.  G. Bunce et al, Phys. Rev. Letters.  1113 (1976).

K.  Heller  et  al, Phys· Letters &88 480  (1977).
In summary, it would seem that there is an exciting continuing 9.  S. Gjesdal et al, Phys. Letters 408 152 (1972).

program of hyperon physics available to experimenters at the AGS.
F.  Eisele  et  al, Phys. Letters  608 297  (1976).

10.  J. Badier et al, Phys. Letters 418 387 (1972).

11.  R. Majka et al, Phys. Rav. Letters   413 (1976).

12.  Weak Interactions, Eugene P. Cummins McGraw-Hill Inc. (1973)
See also the excellent review by L. M. Chounet, J. M. Gaillard,
M.  K.  Gaillard Phys. Letters Afi  199  (1972).

13.  Particle Data Group Phys. Letters 75B (1978).

14.   Robert E. Shrock and Ling-Lie Wang,  Phys.· Rev. Letters 11 1692  (1978).
15. Experiment #597, AGS D. Jensen, private communication.
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Table  III Ap Elastic Scattering (above  0.5  GeV/c)

Table I  Charged Hyperon Beam - AGS P range Eiastic
Reference (GeV/c) Scatter Events

Solid Angle 22 u sr
1.  Alexander et al, Phys. Rev. Letters 1, 348 (1961) .4+1.0                            28

Length 4.4m = 98 C 
E

2.  Beillere et al, Phys. Letters 12, 350 (1964) .5+1.2          860 -

Production Angle                               o
3.  Crawford et al, Phys. Rev. Letters 2, 174 (1959) .3+1.3           4

4/p 10%

4.  Cline et al, Phys. Letters ER, 1,46 (1967) .4+1.3 78
Flux 200 E- /1.5 x ljll ppp

2 E  /1.5 x 1011
5.  Groves, Phys. Rev. 129, 1372 (1963) .15+1.5          26

Ppp

6.  Kadyk et al, Nuc. Phys. 1327, 13 (1970) .3+1.5 175

7.  Arbuzov et al, JETP 15, 676 (1962) .5+1.5 '20

8.  Vishnevskii et al, Sov. J. Nuc. Phys. 1 511 (1966) 2.7+1.2          12
Table II  Neutral Hyperon Beam - AGS

9.      Charlton  et  al, Phys. Letters  328,   720 (1970) .5-4.0 192

Solid Angle 600 u sr 10.  Bassano et al, Phys. Rev. 1§2, 1239 (1967) 1+5 68

Length 2.4m = 30 CTA 11. Hauptman, Thesis, U. Cal. Berk. :5+10 584

Production Angle 40   70 mrad 12.  Anderson et al, Phys. Rev. 211, 473 (1975) 1+17           69

Flux 103 A /2 x 109 ippp
13 ·      Edelman   et   al,   Phys. Rev. Letters  1!2,   491 (1978) 60+380 90,000

5-10 X /2 x 109 ippp

-
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DISCUSSION

0                                                      M. L. GOOD (Stony Brook).  You said that when you look between the lines
.. .I.N

.-1 '  ::f        i
in a Cabibbo angle analysis of the hyperon beta decays it's not so clean.

v                                                          Can I turn that around?  Do you have a clear-cut violation of the simple
'                          0

-111 111  
minded predictions?

D. JENSEN.  No. But as you do the analysis in different ways with the

same set of data, you tend to get different answers.  It's a haunting/.& kind of problem.

T.  ROMANOWSKI (ANL). There  is a conflict. There  is  even a discrepancy

1    1 ,   i_-1   -  : in sign in beta decay of polarized sigmas.

S:  « L.  WOLFENSTEIN  (CMU). The point  that  Doug is making  is that although

the statistics aren't good enough to have a· clear cut discrepancy,  the

./ i- -1 »f
-

situation is tantalizing.
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66

Prospects for Hadronic Production of Charmed Particles at the AGS i+
Many experiments have looked for D'(D') production decaying into K A

at various energies all over the world.  Unfortunately, the rather small

H. A. Gordon branching ratio 02% and large hadronic background have contributed to their

lack of success.  Typical are the results of the MIT/BNL group where the(5)

Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, New York 11973 upper limit  c·B 1 50-100 nb/nucleon implies  aT 1 2-5  lib. This limit  is not

improved by going to higher energy as seen from the results of the Purdue/

(6)Michigan/Fermilab results:  ° (PN + D' + X) < 18 pb. The Princeton/BNL
Some of the areas of charm spectroscopy are quite well understood:                                       (7)

* group hoped to eliminate a lot of background by designing an experiment
the J/$ family, the D*, D' and D .  Other questions are still unsettled:                                                                                                  *

**          * which detects both the 5* and DO + K+Tr-.  The Q value in the D decay is
the n , the D  ; the F, F  and all the charmed baryons.  From beam dump ex-

Lii°1,-
periments(1) at the CERN-SPS and Fermilab, the hadronic production of

only 5.7 + 0.5 MeV and so this puts quite a tight constraint on the back-
charmed particles is expected  to  be  of the order  of  '630  ub. We expect   the                                        ·                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    1

ground. Indeed this technique proved to be more sensitive than looking at
cross section to fall by %100 going from 400 GeV/c to AGS energies.  There                                                                            2

the K,T spectrum alone; however, their results GB  < 87 nb implies aT < 7.3 wb.
are two reasons which, in  spite of this drop in cross section, may make it

This experiment used a carbon target and so Fermi motion prevented using the
favorable to search for charmed particle production at AGS energies:  (1)

missing mass as an additional way of suppressing the background.
backgrounds in any channel will also fall with energy--maybe faster than In fact, even a bubble chamber experiment can have sensitivities similar
the signal and (2) at AGS energies the cross section for associated produc-

to these counter experiments by looking at many specific decay modes and            
tion, e.g., 1-p +

D-Ac , has its maximum.  We will review the charmed particle using the constraint of associated' production. Consider the Toronto/BNL
searches at the AGS:  published, in progress and proposed.

(2) experiment at 10.5 GeV/c searching for the reaction ir p + D'E( ·  They
First consider the nc' evidence for which has been recently reported                                                                     (8)

quote an upper limit of 0  of 18 ub.
in the reaction A-p + nc(2850)n at 40 GeV/c with a•B * 200 pb. Lipkin, et

 7                                                                            One may hope that
the cross section for associated charm production is.

(3)                                                             _                                        just below the experimental limits just discussed.  Therefore, a new experi-
al. have pointed out that this may not be the pseudoscalar cc state but ment must be sensitive to total cross sections  less  than r.,1  Wb. One approach
a J  = 0  state.  AGS 679 BNL/CCNY has searched'for the nc decaying into 00.

employed by AGS 688 Brandeis/Cincinnati/Syracuse/BNL and AGS 686 BNL/SUNY
They quote an upper limit for a·B < 2 nb at 23 GeV/c. (4)

Two new experi-
(Stony Brook)/Pennsylvania/Brandeis/Cincinnati/Syracuse was to trigger the

ments will shortly have data on two other decay modes.  AGS 705 Vanderbilt/
MPS on events with single leptons which come from the semi-leptonic decay

BNL/Tufts/MSU will study the AA channel with quoted sensitivity of 50 ev/nb of  the D-. Since the level  o f single lepton production  is  %10-4, this lepton
for a·B.  .If BR(nc + AA) # BR(J/4 + AK) a 0.2%, °T for :T-p + ncn would have

trigger will suppress the normal hadronic background.  Both experiments
to  be  larger   than  %100  nb   for this experiment   to  see a signal.     AGS   732   BNL/

attempt to find the reaction
Princeton/Illinois will be measuring the yy spectrum with a sensitivity of

a·B %20-40 pb at 13 GeV/c.  If the 40 GeV/c result is correct, they will 6 - D A+

easily confirm it.  If the theoretical estimates are correct and the BR(nc + Lt    L charged particles.

-4
TY) %5 x 1 0  , this experiment will see the nc if the total cross section For 688 the t was a W and since  's faked u' s %1% of the time, an  additional

is above %40-80 nb. requirement   o f increasing multiplicity was imposed''on the trigger   to   try   to
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-13
enhance the selection of events  with  9' 8  and  a  A  or  K .     This experiment the charm life time. If the life time were 410 seconds, a device with

will have a sensitivity of %5 ev/vb for 0 ·  In 686 the trigger demanded position resolution of %10 um would be able to serve this purpose. Although

one, and only one, e , no y's and a multiplicity of > 3 charged particles. one might think that the Lorentz factor would favor higher energy, the fact

This trigger rate was 41/45K. They expect to have a sensitivit7 of %200 that the decay angle would be larger at lower energy, compensates.

ev/wb for aT·  Of course, nothing comes free; these MPS experiments are In conclusion, there has been a major program at BNL to search for

required to pattern recognize and reconstruct completely large -nultiplicity charmed particle production from hadron beams.  Current experiments repre-

events. sent a significant improvement in sensitivity. However, we may be just at*-
A refinement of the earlier search for D production is currently the edge of discovery--perhaps waiting for a more clever idea to enhance the

being attempted by AGS 682 BNL/Brandeis/SMU in the MPS.  They are searching
*- + + signal and suppress the background.

for the associated production reaction ir-p + D  A_(I-).  The tiigger is a

1.50:-

- This research was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy
 under

contract No. EY-76-C-02-0016.

LK+%-

K  going forward in the MPS.  Using a hydrogen target allows the reconstruc-

tion of the missing mass.  They will have a sensitivity of 4 e7ents/nb and

hope to see a clear signal if the total cross section is 200-4)0 nb. Similar

to this is AGS 726 NYU/BNL which will build a special spectrometer to search
++

for such reactions as a p + 5' Ic   using a hydrogen target ta allow the

missing mass constraint.  They expect to be sensitive to a total cross section

of 16 nb.

Another logical variation would be to look for pp + AcAc·
This(9)

reaction would have the advantage of being the only way at BN1 to produce

a fast (anti) baryon in the laboratory so as to enhance its detection prob-

ability. However,    the   fact   that p fluxes   are   only   a few percent   of  - fluxes
means that we must await the .results of the 1-p searches since one would ex-

pect the cross section for associated charm production to be )f comparable
-       -

value   in   Tr   p   and pp reactions.

As optimistic as all these predicted sensitivities are, they may ·fall

short of the most optimistic recent theoretical estimates of F. Paige for

aTCw-P  +  D-A )   e  10  nb.
(10)

If the cross section for charm production were known at AGS energies,

and, for example, the single lepton trigger proved a successful way to

suppress the normal hadronic background, one might think aboit measuring
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Two Body Scattering at Large s: t and u

Second, most pictures of large t, u scattering suggest approximate

P. Grannis equality of cross-sections for different reactions.  The Wu-Yang
1

hypothesis can be generalized to apply to most statistical pictures
State University of New York

Stony Brook, New York for A+B-C+D.

C

A problem facing this workshop and the AGS in general Ls:

Are there any experimental problems that can De

attacked he.e that                                                             i 
bear upon the fashionable issues of the day.  For example can we

learn anything decisive about high PT
phenomena or constituant

interactions? The answer, I believe, is yes and the experiments to be

done are our old familiar friends, two body quasielastic scattering in                              A Hot 4                      B

-                                                           Stuffthe kinematic regime of large s,t, and u. For example, using a 17

 

beam, study the reactions

0                                               &/\ fi
" p - 1-r p  .-,

- Tron

-nn
- KIA                                                                                           D

-0 Ktr-. Fig. 1
-PP
IIT 8 It is "All s-channel SU(3) eigenamplitudes for a given hadronic system*- KY , etc. are equal and contribute incoherently to large t, u scattering".  The

*                                                                                   relative sizes of cross-sections are then given simply by Clebsch-
in the vicinity of cos 6  E  z-0.  Similar lists of interesting                                                                                  2

+         +                                                               Gordon coefficients. Quigg & Fishbane tabul ate these ratios for variousreactions can be generated for Tr , p, p, K , K- beams and for neutron

targets.
classes of reactions. Again choosing  Tr- p interactions, the ratios  of

the final states (ry -p)/(K+E -)/(TTI n)/(KIE )/(nn)/(KIA) are
There are several motivations for this study.  The first is the simple

observation that motivated high PT inclusive studies and is equally 1/1/.81/.81/.53/.53. Incidently, a similar hypothesis applied to spin

applicable in exclusive scattering: large
PT means small distance probed amplitudes yields

in the interacting system.  Two body reactions are simple enough to expect
   -   (p  tp

t- "I)  /    1 tt   tp 'p 6-pp)    = 1.
clean interpretation; the cross-sections fall rapidly due to the constraint

of seeing only two final hadrons but we may expect perhaps larger surprises                                          3
Recent data show this ratio equal to about 4.  This illustrates the

when cross-sections are smallest.  We are advocating measurements at xT = 1, interesting point that the hypothesis need not be correct, but that
where most phenomenological pictures become simplest.

departures from it signal the presence of interesting dynamical phenomena.
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Constituent scattering models can be more predictive for large The CIM specifies, at large s,  the form taken by tk cross-sections to be

angle cross sections by assuming more definite dynamical mechanisms.                                                        a
4

The current favorite model is the constituent interchange model - since   =   -   (cyfu  (z) + BfB (z) )

it at least predicts two body scattering and also can fit the inclusive
results.  In this model gluon exchanges are neglected (no quark-quark

with n = (number of participating quarks - 2)
scattering); interchange of quarks are taken as the dominant effect.  Two =  8  for  MB  -MB
such   diagrams are included   -   the    (s t) graph   and   the (ut) graph.      For

=   10   for   BB  -  BB,
A  +B*  C+D, these are:

z =cose*.

(t)                                            A                             CA   C       E (t) A

lf/ i c i 0/ I
The constants 0 and B are just generalized Clebsch Gordan coefficients

for the two graphs possible and the angular functions f Q and f  are
specified, though in somewhat model dependent fashion. They typically

cs) --"  11
V

h                                    involve factors like (1-z) 4.-'Il (U)
Note   there   is one diagram ignored  in  the  CIM  -  1he (su) graph:

8 -D . 2=*'\'D        'f,,  . D
(*, graph (ut) graph                                                       J           Fig. 4

Fig. 2

Rough equality of cross-sections arise from the similarity of the
In this graph, the three quarks of either baryon are split apart andgraphs for different processes. Four similar (st) graphs contribute to
enter three separate hadrons.  If this diagram is indeed absent in

the four reactions indicated below:
nature, then reactions which can proceed  only  by this graph  will  be

+
-                         0        Tr-                         D

suppressed. The reaction 17-p  -KE-  is  such  a  case.     It  is  thus
17               Tr         -            ITO 11     TT              KIT                                                                                       interesting to measure the ratio of this reaction to elastic 'it p

< .     > d
// ''       td     -P                0      1 d 4 .'/ >d .f scattering; id the statistical approach the ratio is expected to be 1,

but for the CIM, is zero.UA uv uA dv UA V A wu         r                                 The general point is thereby illustrated that flavor (charge orU
J        U/.,3  lii. //dn J

.9,      '1.    ':>.
'udbth /   Zr I strangeness) exchange reactions are important testing grounds for basic

P                  Pp                  n P A P
constituent scattering ideas.  Moreover, they are more free than elastic

TT-p - TT-p IT-p - TZOn Tr-p - KIA n)- DE+ scattering from small t or small u coherent peaks and thus the central

                                                                              region may be more clearly isolated.

Fig. 3
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Finally such exchange reactions do not proceed solely by gluoi. exchange,

so direct quark-quark scattering effects should be further suppressed.

A final motivation for doing 900 cross-sections at high ·energy
5

lies in the possibility of Ericson fluctuations.  Frautschi  has dis-

cussed the applicability of this idea to particle physics. The basic                                                                            ,„

idea  is  that  in a system in which there  are a large number of overlapping                                                                                                                                                                  '1

direct channel resonances existing in conjunction with a smocth background
111

amplitude, chance coherences of resonances will produce localized peaks

and  valleys  in da/dt. There  are two indications  of such

fluctuations  in                                                                                                                                        ·          <  <

large angle.TT  p scattering6,:
CEN;K. OF .ASS ENERS.  :G,VI

.2        Y.-x.   "   · 7-..-7. r,P..   "     =..„    ...
.....
it....,

hz ,    1,6       \  4
1 47# ,      3        \:.r.: \11

*mWIMAilima J**It &   <i

1 -,       1:  ,«. \-t' lo ,#1111111111111#Ng<an#

9520

L         r           ,-
c,3,< 9470

i

\\ 1

\.00'      U

...      \AL       I. 1.      '\0. :&.1
Y . .

0    -      I .

.                     1 11 1

. . . . . . 4

9420

Fig.  5  (Taken from Ref. 7) Differential cross seclions                                                  90              ' 1; g
at constant t. The to·E

number by each set of data                -               li  1,1                         /

points gives -t in GeV*/cl.  The bottom number, if '               93,0 /

1 - \
M

present, is a scale factor by which dc/dt has been
multiplied for presentation.  Cross sections have been 6
averaged   over t ranges of approximately  *4%.

9320

No fluctuations are observed in pp scattering. However, tne details of

the observed effects do not agree with the expectation5 and we can perhaps F*58Bpa

970
still not believe in the phenomenon. Observation of fluctuations in e ev 117• 139153' 171'
several simultaneously measured channels would help clinch the case. If 9*--
fluctuations exist, they would make a rather important impact on our

understanding of the number of high mass resonances which do exist'.
56             56

Figure 6 shows what real Ericson fluctuations look like:· p + Fe -  p + Fe

Steps of 2-5 KeV around 9.4 MeV.

Fig. 6
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To date, infonmation on large angle scattering is essentially

limited to elastic scattering channels.  Tfp, Kp, pp and pp have been
2

8                 9                                          10
investigated at energies up to 10 GeV/c at CERN  and at the ZGS .

The s-dependence was studies in the ZGS experiment and is shown in

Figure 7 for n-p.                                                                            101
FLAO (Gev/c) 4.I (Gev/c) PLAS (GeV/c)

2    3 4 5 6 7 8 9 2 3 456789 2    3   4 56789,0,
Tr p - Tr  p    10 GeWc

+

f    t.   4. tor'-1-0       '0,               r- df.,or'-1'9
'b, PP_Pp      t.,    I                                   100                                      0 Tr

10                                                                           -
10 -,d/

.··dt orr
: 8,:106 : 8,.tod 8C * 96

&.....                                                                                          . 10'Id \ :
expi-bp..1   ···         4                                                                                  10

ii "'  St·'1.':...X'.           .    di ...7       ..50.      ·            gr.'e                               '0.-
.

5(o.01 -·,                                         '>                  •  ·to e I>

'1'11...21«   . .., '..                      "            , "
...     '. 90                \             -

f r....                                  \                        32       121-
.,

4:4·,                            16  #:                                                                  E

t  t:80'\ 'te'"                                                                            'e                                                     %    16' -            '1Id         1- \ «. v 0

'9:1' i o Ref.3          ' -3 DRef.3
16.

m •Ref.4   '4    •Ret.5                le .         1(4-                          -
v Ref. 5

lp: 0 9.    .
o Ref.7

16      I Ref.6 6 Ref.8

-.

'r-           11    0 40 +9 +4 56 78910 12 168 4 56 78910 12141618 4 56 7891012141618
s (GeVE) , C Gey') , CGeV4

t«+trtsData from Ref. 9               
                               

                               
                               

        //
Fig.    7                                                                                                                            -                                                            16  -

A reasonable approximation to s 8 is observed for Prr > 6 GeV/c.  The 180°
t-dependence for 10 GeV/c Trp scattering is shown for the CERN data in

10          1                                                         'Figure 8. It shows the small t and small u peaks with the central 024 6            8            10           12           14           16           18

flatter region setting in for  | t|  > 4  (GeV/c): To achieve -t = 4(GeV/c)2 -t   (GeV/c)2
at 900 requires p 7 5 GeV/c.  Finally, a sample fit for severallab
reactions is shown in Figure 9 using the CIM predictions for the

angular dependence.

The fixed power law behavior of do/dt (independent of t) which Data from Ref. 8

is observed and predicted implies the existence of some simple (non Regge) Fig. 8
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exchanges.  It is interesting to probe the transition between Regge
4

| exchange regions and the fixed-pole hard scattering region.  The CIM

attempts to make this bridge and suggests that..the Regge pole trajectory

2                                                                                                                                                                                                                 function will approach a negative constant for large   |t|   ;   it  also
10 - 10

a Ir+ This experiment suggests values for these asymptotic constants.  Recent analyses

                 0  lf+   This   experiment     .                                     
                                            

                                    of  FNAL data  witich  extract  the  large  | t   p   and  A2  trajectories  show
0  K+   5 GeV this phenomenon occurring. Figure 10 shows that 0 (t) becomes constant

-- Parton model at about -0.5 at |ti 1 3 (GeV/c)2.  G. Fox has stressed the importance

     M.
of probing, for several flavor-exchange exclusive reactions,  how  th is

i                                                                         
                       approach to hard scattering is made.

- 2-111
In any case, the several indications of how large must t, u

*   .                                                                                         q                                                                                            be to reach the interesting regime  are in agreement: they suggest

' 10  _        well defined. Consider an experiment in TT p a t 1 0 GeV/c. The angular  2
plab 7 6 GeV is required.  The experimental problems are thus reasonably

, i

2                                                                                      a                                                                                                                                            *

  TT+\
coverage desired might be  cos e   E .35 which implies 6 5 |t| 512 (fis)

and lab scattering angles for the meson between 23' and 45' and for the

baryon, between 20' and 35'.  This is a rather  large aperture to cover.
b3                                                                                                       If several reactions are to be studied simultaneously, then some

particle identification will be required.  Suppose we imagine such an
1 experiment with 80/2TY =  0.1,  lm H2

target  and 107 incident 1-r- /burst.
2

With a cross section of 0.4 nanobarn/GeV , we would expect 2.5 events/hour

100 -                                                         per reaction in a At = 1 (GeV/c)2 interval.
I. - There is clearly room for ingenuity to improve this rate.  In

addition, the experiments may differ depending on whether one seeks to

emphasize the power law determination, react ion ratios and quantum
I.

0 number correlati6ns, angular dependences,or Ericson fluctuations.
0

1 1
ID However, I feel that important insights into constituent scattering can

-1                      COS 8cm.                             0                                                                   1                                                                     be made using these large t,u reactions.     It is nearly virgin territory,

since no flavor exchange reactions have been studied and their information

content should be high.  The transition between Regge behavior and hard

scattering is interesting in its own right.  Finally, there will be no

Data from Ref. 8 interference on these issues from FNAL or SPS since the cross-sections

Fig. 9 disappear from sight in the AGS energy region.  The AGS has again the highest

energy available:
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Trajectories
Stroight line through p, A2 and g

······-···Elli fit torp-iron REFERENCES
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1 F
MPS Capabilities and Planned Improvements

DISCUSSION

R. RAU (BNL).  What kind of apparatus would you think of using?  Is              ' Edward D. Platner

there something that we have here already?
Brookhaven National Laboratory

P. GRANNIS.  I don't know.  Maybe someone will come up witk an idea
,                   Upton, New York 11973

shortly. Obviously what is required is a large-angle spect.rometer
that measures momentum reasonably well, and the MPS naturally comes

to mind.  The problem with the MPS that has existed up to now is that The present MPS features include the choice of two beams: the medium

it is rate limited and this sort of thing demands a high incident flux. energy separated beam (MESB) which produces separated or at least enriched

If one had a high-flux MPS this would be an attractive thiig to do.  's, K's or p's from 2 to 10 GeV/c and the high energy unseparated beam

N.  SAMIOS  (BNL).   Do you think  it is better  to  try  to  do many channels (HEUB) which covers 5 to 28.5 GeV/c.

for Trp in contrast let' s say to doing 5. GeV K-nucleon at 90 degrees The beam detectors are six X,Y PWC's with a position resolution a of

in small steps to see if the fluctuations are different in K nucleon                        -            25011 and full efficiency at > 106 particles per second. In addition, there

and 77-nucleon? are three threshold gas Cerenkov counters   for  ,r,   K   and p selection.

P. GRANNIS.  To pursue dimensional counting arguments, 8-dependence The tracking detectors are eight magnetostrictive readout spark chamber

are crucial.  On the other hand if you want to study the constituent modules, each of which measure X, U, V, X and Y, Y projections for coverage

interchange picture, then I feel that looking at ratios oi cross downstream of the target.  In the target area two detector systems are

sections at the same energy is probably the least biased 5-ay. available; the first is a set of planar shift register readout spark chambers

N. SAMIOS.  By shaving the incident energy, you can gain a lot in that can be arranged to suit a variety of experimental requirements.  The

counting rate. other detector is a set of cylindrical spark chambers designed to surround

P. GRANNIS.  Yes, but the ANL experiment does not get a umique power the target.

law, and you don't imagine that, until you get at least Aove 8 GeV, The triggering detectors include many planar PWC's, several large scin-

the power law dependence will settle down. tillator counter hodoscopes, a nine-cell gas threshold Cerenkov counter

hodoscope having a y threshold > 20, and an imaging high pressure Cerenkov

counter which can distinguish  Ir  ,   K  and   p   with   a y>    10.
The trigger logic allows multiplicity testing of PWC's and hodoscopes

including n particles becoming n + 2, n + 4, etc.  We have in operation a

programmable combinational logic system ("the RAM") consisting of three

independent units of 128 by 128 by 128 input logic. These "RAM's" have

provided triggering improvements of 5 to 50 times over the best trigger that

was possible for four experiments.

The present MPS has, for example, an effective mass resolution for

10 GeV K"s of 11 Mey FWHM.  It can handle 2 to 3 x 105 particles per second

depending on event complexity which implies a sensitivity of 2/3 event per

visible nanobarn hour.  The software requires .1 to .5 second per event on

the CDC 7600.
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MPS Improvement DISCUSSION

T. KALOGEROPOULOS (Syracuse).  What do you expect the cost to be?Table 1 is a comparison of performance between the present MPS and the
E. PLATNER.  There is a lot of development cost but not countingimproved MPS.

TABLE I
that and also not counting the early production phase, we expect the
cost to be somewhere between $2 and $3 per channel for the digital

Present MPS Improved MPS circuits and $2 per channel for the bipolar circuits.

P. GRANNIS (Stony Brook).  Do you have any plans for the chambersResolving time 3 ws < 70 ns
that would surround the target region?Position resolution 700 u 200 u

Triggered event dead time 30 ms <  1 ms
E. PLATNER.  Presumably they would be more of the same.  We have

typical event size a year or so to decide on the geometry.

(tracking detectors) 550 bytes 280 bytes

The program is to replace the tracking spark chambers with narrow anode

to .field wire space drift chambers. The technical details  are  in a paper
by A. Etkin.1  The improved MPS will eliminate the pathological effects caused

by the spark chambers:

No ExB effect

No spurious sparking and refiring
No old event tracks

Greater than 98% efficiency.

In addition, it should substantially reduce event reconstruction time
by providing point plus slope information on tracks in each detector module.
It  will also provide three proj ection stereo  of individual  hits  in  each
module.

To effect this detector development program, three custom integrated
circuits are under development.  The circuits have been designed with the
needs of the high energy physics community in mind so that non-MPS users can
take advantage of the dead timeless data acquisition, compact packaging, low
power and great economy these circuits will provide.  Samples of the IC's

will be available in about 6 months.  Phase I, completion of three modules,
should be achieved in 12 months.

1.  A. Etkin, A Drift Chamber System for Use in a High Rate Environment,

1978 Nuclear Science Symposium, October 18-20, 1978, Washington D.C.

(to be published).
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COMHENT

L.  WOLFENSTEIN  (CMU). This session  is  in  the  area of polarization  so

I'm going to make a brief historical remark. A little over 25 years

ago, high energy physics more or less began at accelerators with the

turning on of various synchrocyclotrons.  At that time a major effort

was to study .the angular dependence and energy dependence in proton-

proton scattering.  We all believed in those days that all the problems

of the nuclear force would become clear if we made that study.

Experiments were done in the region 100-400 MeV - which was high

energy then - and at angles from the Coulumb region to 90 degrees,

and the result was that there was no energy dependence and no angle
V.  POLARIZED PROTONS dependence. The cross section was constant.    We even called it "Segre' s

Constant."  Then it was discovered that one could polarize protons by

scattering from carbon, and the first double scattering experiment 'was

L. Wolfenstein, Discussion Leader done, measuring the parameter called P.  It was found that P had plenty

of energy and angle dependence. There were all sorts of thing& going

on, and the constant cross section was only what you obtained when you

averaged over all the spins.  So that's a sort of parable of polarization.
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Polarized Target Experiments*

A second experiment on sigma beta decay can also be carried out.  It will
M. E. Zeller measure the sign of  a1 v' which at present disagrees with.-Cabibbo theory.

Yale University In addition measurements of the non-leptonic decays can be made, yielding
New Haven, CT  06500 precise tests of the AI=36 rule.  The same technique could be used to make

a beam of polarized E mesons and study their decays.

An unconventional AGS polarized target experiment is suggested by aExperiments at the ZGS with polarized beams and targets have reported
\ paper by Chou and Yang in 1976 on the hadronic current distribution inside     1

striking stucture in pp scattering in the p = 1-2 GeV/c region.  Phase
lab                                                           polarized hadrons.  The necessary conditions for their predicted polarization   shift analyses have suggested a dibaryon resonance in this region.  Definitive

effects  are a reaction  with a diffract ion  peak  and a strong energy dependence.studies may not be completed by the time the ZGS shuts down, and if BNL de-
The original suggestion of Chou and Yang was to study very high energy pp      Icides to go ahead with the polarized proton beam, it will be interesting to
scattering.  However it is argued that the same conditions hold in pp scat-

continue these studies here.
+                                                      tering at 12 GeV/c, and the design of a suitable experiment (which has toThe question of Z* resonances in the K p system is still open.  Some

measure the R parameter in po scattering) is given.
phase shift analyses require such exotic resonances and other do not.

Measurements of the spin rotation parameter R could distinguish among the

various analyses.  These experiments are difficult because they require

double scattering, but with very high flux K beams they might be attacked.

The EMS at Argonne has made extensive studies with the polarized beam

of reactions in which, for example, a polarized proton dissociates into an

N* resonance.  These studies could be complemented by high statistics polar-

ized target work at the AGS in which the through-going (target) proton is

polarized.

Strong interaction studies at the AGS using polarized target techniques
are already planned for the MPS facility.  The Massachusetts group has con-

structed a rotating spin refrigerator target which has attained an average

polarization of. 63%.   They plan to study the reactions K-p + Y* n,  Trp * KA,
and pp - AA.

Measurement s   at   CERN   of the inclus ive reaction   pp   -  TIX have shown

unexpectedly large effects and these could be pursued at the AGS..

A program of measurements of polarization effects in sigma decay is

being started by the Yale-BNL group.  We expect to have a beam of about 40

polarized sigmas per pulse at the AGS.  These are obtained by the reaction

Kp -• Err ona polarized proton target. Detection of a backward-going pi minus,
with the correct kinematics, tags the production of a forward-going polar-

ized sigma.  The first experiment will measure the asymmetry in E  - py decay.

*Summary prepared by the Workshop Editors
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The Possibility of Accelerating Polarized Protons at the AGS

Polarized Gas Jets

E. D. Courant and R. D. Ruth
L. Dick

CERN Upton, New York  11973
Brockhaven National Laboratory

Geneva, Switzerland and

State University of New York

Stony Brook, New York  11794

DISCUSSION
A study of the possibility of accelerating polarized protons at the

R.   RAU   (BNL).     Have  you  made the system  work  yet ?

L. DICK.  The equipment for the polarized ion source wilA. be tested at
AGS was conducted at Brookhaven in the summer of 1978. The conclusions

are, briefly:the end of the year, and the molecular beam a few months. later.  Then

we will get the one million Swiss Francs to build the whole system.
Polarized H- sources yielding currents in the range 100 to 1000 WA

30                                                        are expected to be available in the near future. If the AGS is converted
We are quite confident that a luminosity of 10 in the SPS will be

31                                                                                            to H- injection with such a source, beams up to several times 10  -pola-
12

achieved; 10 perhaps.
rized protons may be accelerated.  To prevent depolarization at resonancesA. B. WICKLUND (ANL).  When you reverse the beam polari: ation, is there

any systematic difference in luminosity?
occurring in the acceleration range, it would also' be necessary to provide

a set of 12 pulsed quadrupoles and an elaborate orbit-correction system,L. DICK.  The spin is reversed by a field of a few gauss in the inter-

action region, with no change therefore in luminosity.
similar in principle  to what has been done  at the Argonne ZGS.

H. WEISBERG (BNL).  The reason of course for asking Dr. Dick to speak
The study concluded that this program is technically feasible for

here is that a polarized gas jet would be a natural enciancement to any polarized protons up to 25 GeV and estimated the cost at about $2 million.
1

polarized beam program  at  the  AGS. This would be particularly  true in Details will be published.

the many experiments in which the figure of merit is proportional to the If polarized protons are available at the AGS, one may inject, store,

square of the target polarized proton fraction - a factor of a hundred and  accelerate  them in· ISABELLE, using a scheme known as the "Siberian

in favor of a gas jet over a conventional polariz
ed ta¥get. Snake.„2

N.    SAMIOS    (BNL).      How much cheaper would   it   be to builc   two? This would make it possible to study spin dependence of high energy

L. DICK. We might be able to produce a cheaper system by using cryogenic
interactions up to 800 GeV center of mass energy.

pumping throughout, eliminating the turbopumps. References

1.  E. D. Courant, "Possibility of Polarized Beams at the AGS", in:
Proceedings of the III International Symposium on High Energy Physics

with Polarized Beams and Polarized Targets, G. Thomas, Editor, Argonne,

Illineis, October 1978 (to be published).

2.  E. D. Courant et al., Proceedings of Workshop on Polarized Proton

Beams, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1977 (AIP Conference Proceedings #42,

A. D. Krisch and A. J. Salthouse, Editors, American Institute of

Physics 1978) p. 41.
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DISCUSSION

T. KALOGEROPOULOS (Syracuse).  Is the Siberian Snake a tested idea or Polarized Protons in the AGS: Hardware and Costs*

only a theory?  Are you confident that you can preserve the polarization

over days? L. Ratner
E. COURANT.  In a storage ring it is only a theoretical possibility.

Something very much like it has been built for the purpose of  turning Argonne National Laboratory
Argonne, IL  60439

spins around in some beam lines at Fermilab.  Let me say that I do not
know any reason why the polarization should not be preserved ; I'm

reasonably confident about it. Basically, I would like to describe the hardware systems that are

J. KIRZ (Stony Brook). Could it not be conceivable to use the scheme necessary to obtain an accelerated beam of polarized prot6ns at the AGS,

in the AGS? and point out as we go along some of the things that we have done at the

E. COURANT.  It's conceivable, but the difficulty is that you need eight ZGS to achieve a polarized beam there.  Most of this information appears in a

magnets of 27 kilogauss-meters each and there is no straight section in study that was done this summer.  Fig. 1 lists the people involved in the

the AGS that is long enough.  The second difficulty is that the deflection summer study, copies of which can be obtained from Alan Krisch or the author.

is inversely proportional to energy so at the lower energies the deflec- Figure 2 shows the strengths of depolarizing resonances in the AGS.

tion would be out of this world - or at least out of the vacuum chamber. If we did nothing we would be depolarized by 5 GeV/c.  However, one sh9uldn't

be frightened by this number of resonances.  At the ZGS we go through 10

intrinsic resonances and 19 imperfection resonances; we correct all of them,

and we tune in a rather inefficient way.  We have to extract the beam and

make our polarization measurements in the extracted beam, which is a much more

inefficient way than what we have been talking about doing with the AGS.  It

is time consuming.  The first time around, it took a long time.  Now, when

we switch programs on the ZGS and need to go through and set the intrinsic

resonances, we find they move very slightly, perhaps a few Gauss, from time

to time.  It takes the order of 4 hours to map them all in some detail.

The imperfection resonances took a long time to find and correct.  We have

had some trouble with them since the first time we went through them.  We

did achieve fairly good correction.  We got to 12 GeV starting from an in-

put polarization of 75% at 50 MeV and coming out with 70% in the .extracted

beam.   We have done a little worse since that time because of some problem

with the imperfection resonances, and I'm not quite sure where we are with

that at the moment.

*Transcribed by the Workshop Editors
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Figure 3 is a schematic of the polarized proton ion .source. The source in use The PA 1 injects unpolarized protons as it normally does and PA 2, with the

at Argonne was purchased from ANAC Inc.  The rf dissocia.or takes the molec- polarized ion source, would then have a 750 keV beam transport line over to

ular hydrogen and yields atomic hydrogen.  The sextupole magnet selects the
the other line.  For PA. 2 the dome is bigger; these sources are much bigger

+
than the conventional H  or H- unpolarized sources.

electron polarization.  The rf transition unit selects the nuclear polar-
At Argonne PA 1 now produces H- into the booster; PA 2 produces the

ization.  Finally, the ionizer removes the electrons and gives us the polar-

ized nucleons.  The beam is then bent by the electrostatic mirror and goes
polarized protons through the 750 keV transport line into the Linac then

to the accelerator.  There is essentially nothing different in what we are
down through the transport system into the Linac.  This system is commer-

cially available from ANAC.  At Argonne it now produces from 80 to 100 ILA
talking about for the AGS from what we have already done at the ZGS.

The next item we have to worry about is measurement of the polarization.
out of the source, which means with 50% transmission through the Linac we

get out about 40 WA to be injected into the ZGS.  ANAC is making improve- The input polarization would be measured with a 200 MeV polarimeter.  At the

ments  in  this  type of source,   and they anticipate  that they should  get up ZGS we have a 50 MeV polarimeter consisting of a carbon filament which in-

+
to about 200  A with an H source. At the same time, we are doing some

tercepts practically no beam but certainly enough to measure the right-left

work with H- sources at Argonne with H. F. Glavish from ANAC.  The initial asymmetry using scintillation counters and absorbers.  At the particular angle

aim of the Argonne source will be to produce 100 PA of E- using a deuterium and energy to be used at the AGS, the analyzing power for carbon is about 90%.

charge exchange. The prehent status of charge exchange 11- sources is that Even if you include some inelastic contamination you should have about 85%

a cesium type charge exchange source has been operated 2.t the University of
analyzing power.  This makes a very good polarimeter in that you get high pre-

cision measurements almost on a pulse to pulse basis.Wisconsin in a cw mode producing 3 or 4 WA.  In a pulsec mode, based on our
+

experience with H  sources, that should produce about le BA.  So I We now have (and know) the polarization, and we inject into the

;
machine.  If we do it with H  it is the normal type of injection, H- implies

can say right now a 10 BLA H- source is available.  The E- source we are

trying to produce at Argonne would be a 100 WA source and will probably be
the use of a stripper. There should be no problem with either type of in-

operational one year from now.  The initial parts for this new system should jection.  Once the beam is in we have to worry about keeping the polar-

be arriving from ANAC very shortly.                                                      ·               ization.  The one thing we have to now do is to take care of the various

resonances that Ernie (Courant) pointed out to you.  We have not really doneThe advantage of the H- source is that you can fill a machine to the

space charge limit with small currents.  In the ZGS we find that the 10 mA a detailed engineering design of the quadrupoles, but we did during the

+ summer study scale up a version of the quadrupole that we now use at theof H  can be replaced by 1 mA of H-.  In a strong focusing machine like the

AGS the factor is even better. It is a factor of 20 to 30 rather than the ZGS.  The ZGS uses two such quadrupoles; Fig. 5 shows a quarter section

10 that we have in the weak focusing machine.  That is because in the weak scaled for the AGS.  The ZGS quadrupoles are pulsed in 10 Bsec; we are

focusing machine we nonmally inject 100 tc 200 turns anyway. Also in com- talking of pulsing the AGS quadrupoles in 1 to 2 »sec.  We would use 12

paring the ZGS with the AGS with respect to the extracted beam intensity, quadrupoles,  one per superperiod. Each would  be  one half meter in length.

one should be aware that for a given circulating beam the AGS would get about The gradients are nominal; the biggest problem is getting sufficiently low

five times as much extracted beam as the ZGS. This results from two causes; inductance so that a fast rise time does not take an infinite amount of

the AGS extraction efficiency  is  2 1/2 times better  than  that  of  the  ZGS, voltage.

and the AGS acceleration cycle is half as long as that of the ZGS. We would place one quadrupole between the seventh and eighth dipole in

After the source, we come to the pre-accelerator  PA).  Figure 4 shows each superperiod.  The condition for the occurrence of one of the intrinsic

the setup at the ZGS which is very similar to what would be done at the AGS.
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resonances is that Y passes through the value  (k x 12 * u )/G with
Since we have to tune through sp many resonances, we need a fast internalY

k = 0,1,2 ..., u    8.8, and G = (g/2-1) = 1.793.  Subsequent resonances polarimeter.  One can have the beam go through this polarimeter without usingY
involve alternating signs for u  and so fast passage through the series up too much of the beam and gate counting logic electronically, for example,
of resonances requires shifting u  both up and down and hence requires every 500 MeV.  In this way and in about two minutes, one could build up suf-Y
both positive and negative high voltage supplies for the quadrupoles. ficient polarization information to get 1% statistics at 25 GeV and much bet-

For each resonance jump a low voltage power supply is needed in ad-
ter statistics at all the lower points.  In a couple of miputes of machine

dition to the high voltage supply.  The high voltage supply moves the time one would have a complete map of the polarization vs momentum.  The
machine   tune    (D   ) very rapid ly through   and   away   from the resonance   con- internal polarimeter will help us tune through the resonances much fasterY
dition.  The tune must be held away from resonance long enough to allow the

than we have been able to at the ZGS. In addition, after you get qut of the
normal rate of increase of the magnetic field (and hence of Y) to elimi-

machine, you need an absolute calibration of the polarization.  To get the
nate the resonant condition. Then the tune can return to its normal value. best value you need to make the measurement with a polarized target.  I won' t
The low voltage power supply provides the several msec of tune shift time

spend much more time on this except to say that this is what we do at the

required. ZGS.

Figure 6 shows the power supply system that we have used at Argonne Figure 8 shows how things have worked at the ZGS.  The open circles
containing  both  a high voltage  and  a low voltage.power supply.     We are indicate the polarization when we have put on the pulsed quads to correct
actually using about 12 or 13' kv now and these are resonant circuit type for each of the intrinsic resonances.  The dark squares show what happens
power supplies.  They are tuned for the inductance and capacitance in the

if those quads are off; we are essentially down to negligible polarization
system.  The cosu estimate in the AGS summer study was for a similar

by 5 GeV/c.  This system works; we have gone in with 75% polarization and
scheme.

come out with about 70% when everything is tuned up.
The pulse that we produced at Argonne is shown in Fig. 7.  The pulse

The costs are shown in Fig. 9.  We have gone through these during the
has  a  10 Bsec risetime,    and a natural decay  time  that is perhaps  of the

summer study, and I think they are fairly reasonable.  We have put in a contin-
order of a msec.  The low voltage supply then continues the pulse for a gency of a reasonable amount.  The transfer of ZGS equipment refers es-
few msec.  We have found that, in practice, we don't need the slow pulse sentially to the absolute high energy polarimeter, which amounts to $750,000.

at Argonne.  We get away from.the resonance fast enough so we only need
We think that the total cost to DOE, including a good deal of labor and

the  10  Bsec fast pulse  with its natural' decay.    I  think  at  the  AGS  that will
hardware, will come out to be 2.1 M$.

not be true, because we will be dwelling closer to the resonance.

We also have to worry somewhat about the imperfection resonances.  If

you recall from Fig. 2, there are many of them; most causing a fraction of

a percent depolarization.  In any event, what I'm going to say about this

is that there exist 96 correction dipoles in the AGS lattice.  The only

thing we have to do to convert this to a satisfactory system is to put in

computer control   and  make some changes   to the present power supplies.
Now we have accelerated through the resonances.and must extract the

beam.  Extraction is no problem.  We use resonant  extraction and/or target

extraction. at the ZGS, and it does not affect.the polarization.
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Cost Estimate

1

1

i

I

1

      1           I                                            
 AGS Acceleration of Polarized Protons

-1 Injection System: $ Thousands

li'- 1 Z t -iar- Polarized Ion Source 40501

0 0 Pre-accelerator Modification                  180

750 KeV Beam Line                               85%,4 M M -  $67OK
-0 -ri Pulsed Quadrupole System for Intrinsic Resonances:

A-0  8 -42 Magnets                                        300

<                                                       Power Supply and Switching
System 220

Other Components, Labor 100

Qi. -0 irp -  $62OK

S S
Pulsed Dipole System for Imperfection Resonances:

150
1 0022 Power Supplies and Control System

Other Components, Labor                        80 $23OK
0 I

1 ..G
Polarimeters:

/4 V 0 200 MeV Polarimeter                            25

Z                                                   
 .0  3

Internal Polarimeter                          25

Internal Target·(das jet $75K or               45

(4 . CO Rotating wheel $15K) -  $95K
- a .9 Absolute HE Polarimeter

".7- Magnets and Power Supplies 660
2

00- LH2 Target System 55

1- Counters, Electronics, etc. 45Vt
C                                                                                                                           $76OK

00 TOTAL $2375X

Contingency ( 20%) $   47SK

3-4      0rA
$28 OK

01 Transfer of ZGS Equipment -$75OK

2--a. O.16
Total Cost to DOE $2100K
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DISCUSSION
*

J.  SANFORD  (BNL) ..   Why  didn' t you assume  that  the ZGS polarized source Physics With Polarized Beams: Theoretical Review

and low energy beam transport could be brought to the AGS?

L. RATNER.  For the preaccelerator: I don't see why it couldn't be

done. It is not as good a source as one could get today.  It                                                                       G.H. Thomas

certainly is not an H- source. Argonne National Laboratory

R.  RAU  (BNL).    In  your cost estimates,  have you included  the  cost of Argonne, Illinois 60439

labor for installation for all the equipment?

L. RATNER.  For such things as power supplies, quadrupoles, cabling, SUMiARY
yes.  I'm not sure that the cost of transferring equipment was included.

N. SAMIOS (BNL).  Can you comment on the difficulty of crossing resonances Dibaryon resonances have been predicted, for example by various versions

at the AGS vs the ZGS? of the bag model.  Existing data from the ZGS have generated controversy, and

L. RATNER.  The technique is just the same.  The AGS resonances are much work with polarization measurements in the nucleon-nucleon system at

stronger and require stronger quadrupoles. low energy remains to be done.

M.  MONTH  (ENL). What limits the linac pulse length  for H- injection?
Polarization effects in large momentum transfer elastic scattering should   

L. RATNER.  It depends on what you want to pay.  Two or three milli-
be amenable to calculation in the constituent interchange model and in quantum

seconds is not unreasonable. Foil scattering is not the problem.
chromodynamics.  Some crude calculations which have been made suggest large

effects.  Existing data from the ZGS also show large polarization effects, but -

an extension to AGS energy and to higher PT is much to be desired.

Current theoretical fdeas predict that the polarization in inclusive hadron

production at large P  should go to zero.  Data on inclusive lambda production

from  24  to  400  GeV,  on the contrary, show large polarization effects.    If- this
large polarization should persist to P  values of 4 or 6 GeV/c, it would be a

problem for the theories.

In the Drell-Yan model of dilepton production in p-p collisions, polariza-

tion effects are calculable in terms of the same hadron form factors that enter

into inelastic lepton scattering from polarized proton targets.  Measurements

at the AGS may be of interest, or it may be necessary to work at ISABELLE energy

in order to expect the model to apply.

At ISABELLE, an application of polarized proton beams will be the use of

parity violating effects as a "spin filter" to separate W boson production from

hadronic background.

*
Summary prepared by the Workshop Editors.
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DISCUSSION Physics with Polarized Beams:  Experimental Review*

A. CARROLL (BNL).  Will there be more of those exotic nucleon-nucleon

states around?

G. THOMAS.  It's hard to get specific predictions from the bag model.
A. D. Krisch

Just using old-fashioned pion exchange, a very large number of states University of Michigan

can be predicted.
·Ann Arbor, MI  48104

T. KALOGEROPOULOS (Syracuse).  Can't you study quarks better with

polarized electrons and polarized protons at SLAC? When one talks about spin effects in high energy physics, one in
G. THO AS. There is a prediction that the quarks will remember the

fact is mostly talking about proton-proton scattering, because so far at
initial proton spin in the same way in electromagnetic and hadronic least that is where one has been able to do the best experiments.  Let me
processes.  It would be interesting to test this.

start out by considering Fig. 1.
L.  WOLFENSTEIN (CMU). Another way  to  say  it  is  that you believe  you

This is a plot of proton-proton elastic.scattering where the spins

understand the electron probe so you can actually find the probability are not measured; these are spin-average cross.sections.  The figure is a
that the quark is polarized if the proton is polarized from electron

summary of essentially all the data that exists in the world from 3 GeV
scattering.  Knowing that, you can then try to use the proton-proton

up to a few thousand GeV, and there are a couple of things I would like to
scattering as if it were quark-quark scattering and thus find something

point out about it.
out about hadronic dynami«.  In a sense you need both. 2

The variable on the horizontal axis is a scaled version of Pl that
G.  THOMAS. By varying the energy  at   the  AGS you could also study

deviations from scaling, which should be calculable in QCD. I2like  wi i. 1 0  ls from
the Lorentz-contracted geometrical model,

Pi  =  B   .p      38.3     .     In  what you might  call the medium p  region, around
L.  DICK. (CERN).    Why  did  you not discuss polarized pp collisions?

2 to 4 (GeV/c)2, da/dt has a rather complicated behavior, there is cloarly
Would you not learn something useful there too?

a lot of energy dependence and lots of things going on.  By. the time you
G. THOMAS.  I didn't want to strain your imaginations too much.  If

get up to really high energy, it looks like the behavior is less complicated,

you had asked me, I would have said I prefer p collisions. but there is clearly energy dependence up to 100 GeV.  On the other hand, at

very forward angles in what we call the diffraction peak, da/dt is totally

independent of energy from 3 GeV up to 2000 GeV, when plotted against this

universal variable.  This behavior has been known for a number of years.

There have been arguments about what the right variable is, but everybody

knows that the diffraction peak has a slope of ten corresponding to a size

of one Fermi.  Now a point that is rather interesting comes from some recent
22

data from Fermi Lab and the ISR at pl ) 5 (GeV) .  When you go to very large
2

Pi, the slope again becomes energy independent when you plot it against this

variable. Personally, I think this is the most direct evidence for there

being constituents in the proton with a characteristic size of 1/3 Fermi,

given by the slope of 1.5.

*Transcribed by the Workshop Editors
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Now, our theory friends tell us that the elastic scattering is a bit cident spins flip; and eight of them are single flip, where the two spins

more complicated than inclusive scattering, and you do not quite know how to come in, in some orientation, and one flips while the other does not. Not

interpret it.  On the other hand, I think that from an experimental point of all 16 of these cross sections are independent. In fact, there is an im-

view proton-proton elastic scattering is the most beautiful set of data that portant theorem that was first proved by Aage Bohr in 1959, which says that

exists.  It has been measured over 12 or 13 decades, the errors are very if parity invariance is obeyed, then all eight of the single flip amplitudes
tiny, and there is a very clear characteristic size here of 1/3 of a Fermi. must be zero for transversity amplitudes.  This is not true for helicity

2
What I think is especially surprising is that in the large Pl region there cross sections, where parity invariance just gives relations between the

seem to be very large spin effects that I will show later.  In fact, as you cross sections, but these transversity cross sections must be zero. That

go to higher energy the spin effects do not seem to be very important in reduces the number of independent cross sections from 16 to eight.  Rota-

the diffraction peak.  At low energy they are important in the diffraction tional invariance for identical particles gives relations between two of

peak but not at high energy.  On the other hand, at high Pf the spin effects the anti-parallel states.  It says the anti-parallel non-flip da/dt (11 - 11)
are either independent of energy or are actually growing with energy. This must be equal  to the anti-parallel non-flip  da/dt  (1 T -•  l T) and similarly

is a big surprise to all of us.  Now to discuss spin effects, I should first for  the two anti-parallel double-flip cross sections  (Fig.  3). That reduces

define some pure spin cross sections. the number of independent quantities to six.  Finally, time reversal in-

Consider pp elastic scattering, which is the process I am going to variance and time reversal invariance alone, says that the two parallel

emphasize.  I would like to define (see Fig. 2) the pure 4- spin cross double-flip cross sections must be equal.  So this reduces the total number

sections, which I will call (da/dt) (ij - kt).  Each of these indices (ijkt) of cross section to five as listed in Fig. 3. These are the five indepen-

refers to the spin respectively of the beam proton, the target proton, the dent cross sections one would like to measure. I remind you that each of
scattered proton, and the recoil proton.  Now each spin must be measured these is in fact the square of an amplitude (da/dt  (ij  -  kl)  =  |f(ij  -  kt)12).

along some direction.  We have chosen the transversity direction which is Remember that these are transversity cross sections that I have chosen to

normal to the scattering plane.  There are four protons and four spins so talk about, but you can also have helicity cross sections where the spins
4there are 2  or 16 possible pure spin cross sections.  I would now like to are along the direction of momentum.  The five transversity amplitudes can

emphasize that these pure spin cross sections are the fundamental cross be written as linear combinations of the helicity amplitudes (f (ij - kl) =

sections for strong interactions, which you might hope to calculate if you
n 1  Cnh  (QB  -+

98)). Something that shows  up as exciting structure  in  the

ever get a theory of strong interactions. On the other hand, the spin magnitude of the transversity amplitudes might show up as exciting structure

average cross section which we have been measuring for many years (which in the phases of the helicity amplitudes or vice versa.

I showed you in Fig. 1) is a complicated average of these 16 cross sections That is a general introduction to spin cross sections.  To measure spin
given by the equation in Fig. 2.  Now, of course, if there are no spin

spin forces, which appear to be the biggest at high energy, you require that
effects, then this averaging procedure may well obscure and hide some of the both incident particles be polarized.  You therefore need three major ex-
most important features of the strong interactions.  It is therefore unwise

perimental items:  1. a polarized proton beam, 2. a polarized proton target
to do this unclean spin-average experiment because you might miss a lot of (in ISABELLE you need two polarized beams), and 3. finally, you need some
the most important information. sort of an elastic spectrometer.  Figure 4 lists the people who worked on

Now, these 16 cross sections may be classified as follows.  Four of the recent series of experiments that I will describe below.  These experi-
them are non-flip, a typical one being where the two spins both come in ments use a polarized proton beam, polarized proton target, and an elastic
up and both go out up.  Four of them are double flip where both of the in- spectrometer.
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Now, I would like to show you some of the hardware that we used, just

to give you a 'flavor of what one has to do in order to do polarized proton The one other item I want to mention is the polarized target, a schematic

experiments. First, one needs a polarized ion source. Figure 5 shows the of which is given in Fig. 8.  It is marvelous how Abragam, Jeffries, Chamberlain,
very large dome on its high voltage stand-offs in which the source is and Borghini have developed these during the past 25 years.  The way they work

housed.  Figure 6 shows the 50 MeV polarimeter that sits at the end of is that at the target you have a high magnetic field and a very low tempera-

the Linac. The Linac beam comes in from the left and scatters from a ture of about 1/2'K which you get by pumping first' on He4 which gets ydu

thin carbon target in the center, and you measure the left right asym- down to 2'K and then on He3 which gets you to 1/2'K.  This gets the electrons

metry with the two telescopes, each made of three scintillation counters. all polarized.  Then you do some very tricky business with some chromium

That assures that you have a highly polarized beam before injection into which is mixed in with C2H602beads in the target and some microwave power

the ZGS.  Then one must only worry about all the depolarizing resonances at  70 GHz which transfers the electrons'   spin  to the protons  and  gets  the

that Dr. Courant and Dr. Ratner discussed. protons all polarized.  The amazing thing is that it all works and the tar-

Figure 7 gives the experimental layout that our group used which also get really gets polarized.  You measure its polarization with a 107 MHz NMR

includes the high energy polarimeter which is used to calibrate the polari- system. The fact that this works is a continual source of amazement to most

zation of the beam.  The polarimeter contains a liquid hydrogen target. of us high energy people, but it really does work.

You measure the elastic scattering to the left (Ll' L2' L3) - the recoil Now we can look at some results from this sort of apparatus. Figure 9
particle going through (L ' L5' L6) - and also measure the elastic scat- shows some data with a polarized beam and a polarized target taken by the

tering to the right (Rl' R2' R3) - the recoil particle going through Yokosawa Group.  They have a polarized target with its spin oriented in the

R4, R5' R6.  By measuring the left-right asymmetry, one is able to obtain helicity direction which is parallel to the beam and is called the L di-

the polarization of the beam. Only a few percent of the beam is absorbed rection.' They measure C which is the difference between the cross sectionLL
in the liquid hydrogen target, the rest is refocused and scattered from a when  the two spins are parallel  (- -),  and' when  the two spins  are  anti-

polarized target   (PPT).    Then one measures elastic scattering where one parallel (= -), divided by the sum of the two.  One can see that in the

particle goes into the left arm (Fl' F2' F3) and the other particle into forward direction these 6 GeV/c data have very small spin effects but at the
2

the right arm (Bl' 82' 83)'
larger Pl the spin effects get quite large.  This seems to be a recurring

The way one typically does this type of experiment is to measure the pattern.  Then they have more data here on C which is where one spin isSL
proton-proton elastic scattering rate in four different spin states. The in the helicity direction, while the other spin is transverse to the momentum

first state has the beam spin up and the target·spin up.  Then on the next but in the scattering plane. These data do not show too much structure.

pulse the beam spin is down while the target spin is still up.  The beam I   do not think   this   must   be   0   by' ang conservat ion   law.

polarization keeps flipping back and forth each ZGS pulse.  Then about Figure 10 also shows a proton-proton elastic scattering process.  But

once every few hours, one reverses the target polarization and again takes now a high energy unpolarized proton beam is scattered from a polarized

a series of runs flipping the beam spin up and down.  So you measure the target and a measurement made of the left-right asymmetry which is called

event rate in four different spin states, and thereby, by dividing by the the analyzing power or the polarization.  The 100 GeV/c and 300 GeV/c data

beam and target polarization, you are able to obtain the cross section for (from FNAL) have moderately large errors, but there do not seem to be any

elastic scattering in pure spin states.  I will discuss the cross sections very large effects here.  On the other hand, there are some very recent data

for scattering in pure spin states as opposed to all the complicated pa- that were presented at the Argonne Symposium, from the Fidecaro Group, work-

rameters which people other than Professor Wolfenstein sometimes have trouble ing at the CERN SPS.  They did a similar experiment at 150 GeV, but see a

remembering.
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rather clear large asymmetry almost right at the position of the sharp dip Figure 14 shows some very recent data which come from Fermilab from

that occurs in the high energy pp elastic scattering data. the Rutgers - Michigan - Wisconsin collaboration on A production.  Some

Now the two experiments are not really inconsistent with each other. of you have probably seen their 300 GeV data which were published recently

But it is a little bit surprising, if all of the data points are correct, in Physical Review Letters. These are some new data at 400 GeV which have

much smaller errors, and as you can see there are very large spin effectsfor then there must be some strong energy dependence in the spin parameter.

This was something that stirred up some interest at the Argonne Symposium. in this inclusive A production.  Again, the effect is very small at small
2                                    2

We  now move to another elastic nuclecn process, neutron-proton elastic Pi and very large at large Pl.  These are as I say 300 and 400 GeV data.

scattering. Figure 11 presents results from the Diebold Group at the ZGS The pattern I have been trying to establish here is that, over the entire

where they used the EMS which is similar to the Brookhaven MPS.  They scat- energy .range, there  are very large spin effects,  but  they  seem  to  be  most
2

tered the· polarized proton beam from a deuterium target.  They see some important at large Pl and not very important in the diffraction peak.  I

rather interesting behavior, in that at the lowest energy the pp and the guess if you look at this from a somewhat theoretical point of view, you

are not too surprised  that spin is unimportant in the diffraction .peak.np polarizations are rather similar, but as they go up in energy the pola-
2

rizations look quite dissimilar.  Those of you who are experts in pola- However the importance of spin at large Pi is a new fact that no one had

rization will know that measurements of the polarization or analyzing power
any thoughts about before.

+- I would like now to show some of the .data that our group has beenfor TT P scattering show that IT  and Tr are exactly the mirror image of each
other. Various theorists thought that these pp and pn polarizations would acquiring in the past year or so.  Figure 15 is a plot that I think many

be mirror images also, and some other optical-type theorists thought that of you have already seen.  It is a plot of the ratio of the spin-parallel

the polarizations would be identical.  They appear to be neither. elastic cross-section to the spin anti-parallel dross-section as a function
2

Figure 12 shows some very new np elastic data that were just presented of Pl.  We scattered 11.75 GeV/c polarized protons and varied the scat-

at the Argonne Symposium, taken by the Minnesota Group at the ZGS. These tering angle from about 10' out to 90'.  When we first saw these spin ef-
2

are all taken at 6 GeV/c, and they extended the measurements out to very fects at relatively small pi (- 1 (GeV/c)2) we were pretty excited about
2                        2large |t|, in fact, well beyond 90'.  They see quite enormous effects. In them, but now having seen the enormous effects at Pi of 4 or 5 (Gev/c) ,

the earlier effects look quite small by comparison.  There are really somefact, this asymmetry or analyzing power, is now negative and about -40%.
2

I might say 900 occurs at -t of about 4.5 (GeV/c)2. It appears that the quite remarkable things happening at large Pl. Whether the ratio is  con-

spin effects in np scattering are dramatically different than they are in tinuing to go up or has flattened off at exactly a factor of. four, we are

pp.  Moreover, by going into this backward direction, which is impossible unable to tell with our present errors.  As Fig. 15 shows, our errors are

in pp, you see some large and very interesting effects.  So again, the quite consistent with either of the two hand-drawn lines that illustrate

pattern seems to be emerging that in the forward direction not much is hap- these two possibilities.  We are very eager to try to extend the measurements
2                                                                   to larger Pl.  However at 90, Pl has reached its maximum value.  We have

2                     02
pening, but as you go to large t or Pl a lot is happening.

2
Figure 13 shows some data on an inelastic exclusive process - pp goes been trying hard to get the ZGS up to a higher energy to obtain higher Pi.

There is some danger the ZGS will burn up, and it was jokingly suggestedto 8   n.  This data is from the EMS Group at Argonne using a polarized

beam on a hydrogen target.  Again you see the same pattern in their data
that we should wait until the last month of ZGS operation to do this.  I

2
at 3,4,6, and 12 Gev/c. The horizontal scale is /-t. At small t the spin think this higher Pl data would answer this very important question.  We,

of course, can try to reduce the· error bar of the 90' 11.75 GeV/c point.effects are very small and at large t the effects are quite large.  The

asymmetry reaches almost 50% at 12 GeV/c. We will soon redo that point with higher precision.  But it is clear that
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with the Pi2 of 5.5 (GeV/c)2 possible with 13 GeV/c the two possibilities 90'."  That is a very good question.  I think the answer to that is that

could be clearly resolved. it is not a 90' effect.  The best way to show this· is to show some more

Now there are different ways to look at these same data in trying to data.  The data we have just seen represent  one way to study the structure

understand what they might mean.  In Fig. 16 we have plotted the cross of the proton.    We held fixed the energy -at  12  GeV and varied the angle.
22

sections themselves again against the scaled Pl variable Pl mentioned at But  you  can also study the proton' s structure. .by holding fixed the angle

the beginning.  For comparison we plotted on the same graph the ISR data and varying the energy.  In Fig. 17 we have a plot of some new data that
2

at s = 2800 (GeV) .  First, it is clear that there. is a diffraction peak Kent Terwilliger just presented at the Argonne Conference.
2which is absolutely identical at 12 GeV and at 2800 (GeV) . Then there is This is now A which is a slightly different· way to· look at the spin-

nn
2

the complicated medium Pl behavior which disappears when you reach high spin effect, but it shows the same phenomenon.  We now sit at exactly 90'
2energy. Finally, there is the large-Pl component which at 2800 GeV has in the center of mass. and vary the beam momentum.  You·see some rather

2exactly the same slope. as the large-Pl spin parallel cross section at 12 GeV. remarkable structure.  The spin effects are quite large at low energy,
2

But the large Pl spin anti-parallel cross-section seems to keep dropping off. then they drop quite rapidly.  · Then they appear to be dead flat and have

There is a very strong suggestion that the hard scattering component at the a  value of about   .11  or 1/9, which some quark theorists· liked  very  much.

ISR may occur only in spin parallel scattering.  It may be that when the Then all of a sudden A starts shooting up ·again. There are several morenn

spins are anti-parallel you just do not have hard scattering.  That is points near 10 GeV that we plan to take.  To do this we must vary the energy

quite a surprising and shocking  thing, but I think that is the simplest of the ZGS and that has some complicated scheduling problems.  But·it is

interpretation of our data.  This has many theorists busy trying to under- already quite clear that the change in the spin depbndence occurs right

stand what it might mean.  Now of course, as I said before, the characteristic around a beam momentum of 8'or 9 GeV/c.  You might nbtice that this is a
2-         22slope at large Pl, which is the same at both energies, is 1.6 which corresponds Pi of around 3.5 (GeV/c) , which is exactly the same·value where the break

to the size of 1/3 Fermi.  I believe that we are scattering from some objects occurred in Fig. 15 when we held fixed the energy and varied the angle.

that somehow have a characteristic size of 1/3 Fermi and that these objects I think this is fairly conclusive proof that the large 'spin-spin effect is
2only want to scatter when their spins are parallel.  It is nevertheless not an ·angle effect,  but  is a Pl effect.   I therefore believe  that  it has

quite difficult to understand how the effect can be so big, because when something to do with objects of sizes of about 1/3 Fermi.

three spin 1/2 quarks are inside a spin 1/2 proton, then you might consider Now lest we think that we understand what's going on, we have some
a polarized proton to be a polarized target of quarks.  But the polarization more data that Peter Hansen just finished analyzing in the last few days.

is only 33%, so it is very difficult to understand how the spin effect can This is shown in Fig. 18.  We had a run of 6 GeV where we did an angular

possibly be this large.  In fact, if these are scattering from the con- distribution for pp elastic scattering near the 90' region.  Things look

stituent quarks, you can essentially rule out the scattering being incoherent. rather interesting here; right near 90' some rather interesting things start

Incoherent scattering disagrees mathematically with our data.  So there must happening.  At the 90' point the analyzing power or left-right asymmetry

be some sort of coherent scattering where the scattering amplitudes from the goes to zero.  That is good because it is required by the rotational in-

different quarks interfere with each other.  Otherwise it is just mathe- variance of space. The remarkable thing is that it waits so long before

matically impossible. (This is discussed in some lectures that I gave at it goes to zero - it is a rather dramatic structure.  The other thing is

Marseille.)  When I gave talks on this a couple of clever people asked a that Ann' the spin-spin correlation parameter, shoots up right near 90'.

good question, "Are you sure that this isn't a 90' effect?  Maybe it has You might say this goes against what I just said, but it shoots up to 10
2

nothing do do with large Pl, but is something that is happening right near or 12% not to 60%.  In fact, this point was included in Fig. 17.
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DISCUSSION

So it looks like there is some sort of small 900 effect occurring, but F.   PAIGE   (BNL) .     Have  you est imated what range   of  PT You could cover · at
2

sitting on top of it is a really enormous large Pl spin-spin effect. There BNL?

are thus several quite amazing things going on in spin forces, and they A. KRISCH.  Because of the faster repetition rate and two or three times

seem to happen more in the spin-spin forces than in the spin-orbit forces better extraction efficiency compared to the ZGS, we would be at least

where you have just a single spin. Maybe, somehow, it does have something five times better off than at the ZGS in beam intensity and hence in

to do with the constituents in both of the protons which somehow get highly measurable cross section.

polarized when the protons are polarized. E.  COURANT  (BNL). If there  are  to be polarized beams at ISABELLE, there

That is all the data that I wanted to show. I just want to make one or are several species of Siberian Snakes and one could have either longi-

two practical comments about the possibility of doing this sort of physics tudinal or transverse polarization.

not only at the AGS but also at ISABELLE.  One of the tough things about M.  GOLDHABER  (BNL). To assume coherence among the quarks  is very much

doing. spin-spin experiments at the ZGS or the AGS is that you not only need against the spirit of the constituent model.  Could you instead assume

a polarized beam but also a polarized target.  Polarized targets are very that somehow, when you polarize a proton, all the quarks get polarized

difficult to construct and operate.  There are a fair number around the and the rest of the angular momentum is in the glue for example?

world.  There are three at Argonne, perhaps two at Los Alamos, two here, A. KRISCH. I agree that it would be a blow to the constituent model

and about four at CERN, which is sort of the world leader. But polarized if you had to assume coherence.

targets really are hard to operate, and they have the problem that 90% of

the target material is junk.. It would really be wonderful to get polarized

beams in storage rings, because then you would have no junk background.  In

addition, you would not need a group capable of running a polarized target.

Any normal high energy group could then do experiments measuring cross sec-

tions in pure spin states.  Basically, that is a good way to transfer all

the work from the experimenters to the accelerator people, and with that

note I will end.
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ARGONNE:

J. R. O'Fallon, L. G. Ratner, P. F. Schultz, E. A. Crosbie
All possible transversity cross  sect ions

4  non-flip - .     da/dt   (1 1-1 1) MICHIGAN:

4 double-flip ... da/dt (TT-11) K. Abe, R. C. Fernow, A. D. Krisch, T. A. Mulera, A. J. Salthouse,

8  single-flip ... da/dt    (t I -  T l) B. Sandler, K. M. Tervilliger, T. Shima

but:

1)  parity invariance 4  all single-flip cross sections = 0 OXFORD:

2)  rotational invariance for identical particles 4 D. G. Crabb

do/dt    (t 1  -T l)      =   da/dt    (it-  t r)

d6/dt    (1.1  -1 1)      =   dc/dt    (1 1  - i l) COPENHAGEN:

D. H. Hansen
3)  time reversal invariance * do/dt   (T 1-  1 1)   =  da/dt   (11  -i t)

SO: 5.independent dc/dt (ij - kt) ABADAN:

dc/dt (11-, 11) up, non-flip
A. Lin

da/dt (11 4 11) down, non-flip
MIAMI:

da/dt    (1 T  +   1 1) parallel, double-flip

dc/dt   (71  - 1 1) anti-parallel, non-flip
A. Perlmutter

da/dt (11 - it) anti-parallel, double-flip

Fig. 3

Fig. 4
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POSTSCRIPT

The Workshop on the AGS Fixed-Target Research Program held November 8-9,

1978 at Brookhaven attracted a surprisingly large and enthusiastic assembly

of articulate people with ideas.  Each speaker had to respond to a full

range of questions.  The talks were excellent, the subsequent discussions

lively, and both provided important information which will help map the future

AGS program.  It is a pleasure to thank all of the speakers for their partici-

pation, the Program Committee chaired by Howard Weisberg for arranging excel-

lent scientific and social programs, and members of the Accelerator Department

for their hospitality.

One can draw a simple conclusion from this Workshop -- the AGS is a

machine which continues to provide extremely attractive physics capabilities,

with new areas yet to be explored, and which is keenly competitive with fixed-

target programs elsewhere.

We welcome and look forward to further discussions concerning specific

proposals arising from this workshop.

R. R. Rau
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